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Direc tpry of Local U n i o n s [Continued' 
L 
UXkL VNIOW. Ornot AMWESS. 
6B. Cincinnati Cloeltmakera.. 122 W. Sth 8t-, Cincinnati, Ohio 
64. New York Buttonhole Make* 37 W. 21st S t , Now York City 
65. Brooklyn Ladlta" Tailors 45 Graham Ave., Brooklyn, X. Y. 
60. New York Bonnaa Embroiderer! 12 St. Mark* Place, New York City 
67. Toledo ClosJcraakera. 222 Beacon St., Toledo, Ohio 
69. Philadelphia Cloak RrusBon ' . .39 N. 10th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
70, Toronto Skirt and Dressmaken 423 Saekvillc S t , Toronto, Can. 
7L Chicago Ladies' Tailora 1447 8. Spaolding Ave., Chicago, IU. 
73. Boston Amalgamated Cotters 8 levering S t , Boston, Moss. 
75, Worcester, Mass., Cloakmakers 9 Beach St., Worcester, Mas*. 
76. Toledo Cloak and Suit Cottars 615 Mala S t , Toledo, Ohio 
78. St. Louis Cloak Operator!. . . Fraternal BIdg., 11th and Franklin Area. 
80. Bridgeport Ladles Tailora 67 Olive S t , Bridgeport, Conn. 
81. Chicago Cloak and Suit Cotton. 1531 W. 14th St., Chicago, 111 
82. Kalamazoo, Mich., Corset Worker* 502 Second S t , Kalamazoo, Mich. 
83. Toronto Cut ten 101 DundftS S t , Toronto, Can. 
85, Cincinnati Skirtmakere 289" W. 6th St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
90. Buffalo Garment Workers 73 William S t , Buffalo, N. Y. 
02. Toronto, Can., Cloak Fraeaers 71 Nassau S t , Toronto, Can. 
98. Cincinnati Skirt Prossera 417 David St., Cincinnati, Ohio 
99. Pittsburg Ladies' Tailors .-. 18JS Linton 8 t , Pittsburg, Pa. 
100, Providence Ladles' Tailors- 473 N. Main S t , Providence, B. L 
101, Richmond Ladies' Tailors 411« N. Smith S t , Richmond, Va. 
102, Montreal Raincoat aCaken 20 S t Cecile S t , Montreal, Can. 
105. S t Louis Ladies' Tailors Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin Ave. 
106. Stockton, Col., Ladles' Tailors 607 B. Miner A*o., Stockton, CaL 
108. Ladies' Neckwear Cutters 890 Park Ave, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
109. Fall River Ladies' Garment Workers. 160 Stato S t . Fall River, Maw 
110. Omaha, N d * Ladles' Tailors «609 N. 15tb S t , Omaha, Neb. 
111. Cleveland Raincoat Makers 3611 Bnnroll Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
112. Montreal, Can., Ladies' Waist Makers 147 Colonial Ave-, Montreal, Can. 
113. Waist and White Goods Workers 118 Market S t , Newark, N. J. 
114. Raincoat Makers of S t Louis Fraternal Building, S t Louis, Mo. 
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The human race was once advised lo fa tare—without fortifying our organ-
take no thought for the morrow," but uation with the necessary financial re-
the advice has remained, ond must con- sources. We cannot organize every cen-
unheeded. The tume to remain, uniiecuca. TJIC ns-
suruptiOn of the famous preacher who 
uttered the dictum was that we are pro-
vided-for'by an extraneous power and 
cannot influence the course of events. 
But although .the civilized world holds 
llint preacher in immortal esteem, it 
could not call itself civilized had
 fjt fol-
lowed his advice in practical life. 
We are reminded of that ancient and 
impractical saying when thinking of the 
iiUitude of many of our members in re-
gard to provision for the future. It 
.seems to us that most of our local unions 
are taking no "thought for the mor-
row,'* although they insist that the im-
mediate future shall be better than the 
present; although they insist on haying 
a strong union and on organizing the 
workers in every center of our industry. 
Both the past and present give us 
warning that we cannot think of a more 
promising future unless we do take 
thought for the morrow. "We cannot 
expect a strong union and substantial 
irovements without providing for the 
tiT of industry unless we provide! funds 
by raising the dues lo redder the" effect 
of the organizing work permanent and 
beneficial. 
Those who take no "thought 
morrow," but live only for to-
suffer the consequences when 
forscen morrow brings i< 
fortune in its train. 
In our time everyone must somehow 
provide for the future. We encourage 
thrift and saving as good human quali-
ties,, and we contemptuously refer to 
the thriftlewi and improvident as had 
examples that no one should follow. 
What applies to individuals also ap-
plies to organisations which are groups 
of individuals. An organization which 
gets along carelessly taking no "thought 
for the morrow," is destined to "stew 
in its own juice," when that uuforscon 
morrow brings grief to its members. 
A trade organization in particular, 
which depends for its success and effec-
tiveness on the income derived from the. 
members' duos, cannot rely on the 
no thought 
row. Trade depression and rife unoin. svaw»n accumulated fluids stand them in 
ployuieut among its members may bring good stead; they enable them tf> keep 
it to the verge of ban 
danger its very existence. 
• • • 
During tho recent 




IS TI1K UNION 
« I'NSIIAKKN 
OL'B K i n l . v r d i 
CAMPAIUN 
crisis 
a year has 
enemies of our Union, 
triod to make believe that the organ-
ization was weak; and employers, mis-
led by hearsay, took advantage of the 
situation and harrasscd the employees. 
Having suffered from prolonged un- unbroken process of plowing the field 
employment our members wore unable and endeavoring to break fresh ground, 
installed a new 
International. T 
started on its 
a s s c d since the 
d convention 
ministration of the 
i new administration 
- on June 15, 1914, 
and tho eleven months have been an 
. . . 
d) pay their arrears of 
eoroo in the local offices naturally di-
minished, but that they were still faith-
ful to the Union was clear from their 
engeruess to settle their debts as soon 
as a real busy season set in. The lull 
in the payment of dues was just an ordi-
nary occurrence, noticeable ru the 1 if<? 
of dvery organization from time to time, 
and devoid of dgniflcanco. Yet, ill* 
wishers tried to magnify a molehill into, 
a mountain with the evident intent of 
causing mischief. One month of full 
work confounded the self-styled pro-
phets. There rarely has been a greater 
rush to pay dues at our local offices 
than in tho past two months. Our mem-
bora*-faith in the Union is unshaken, 
but as yet lhey fail to take thought for 
the morrow. 
Such mischief-making would be ab-
solutely impossible if onr Union were to 
adopt a policy of providing for tho fu-
torn. With well-filled local and general 
treasuries it would be possible to afford 
relief in time of unemployment, to keep 
tho membors in good standing, defy op-
position and defend the members' in-
terests with confidence and sirtcess. 
Some of the American unions have 
realized this truth long ago, and have 
vention, we said: 
the membership 
In our editorial for July, 1914, in-re-
viewing the results of the Cleveland con-
" ! t was the desire of 
r fresh blood and new 
which ofteu bring new hopes and 
rations in their train and infuse new 
energy and determination in the strug-
gle onwi 
pier life.1 
M the end or nearly a year it is pos-
to point out 
sued by the new administration has en-
hanced the prestige of the Union and 
advanced our movement for a better life, 
Hera and there solid.work has .been 
done; elsewhere the ground is being 
slowly prepared and good work will re-
sult sooner or later. In every center 
of industry, both east and west, the 
spirit of the people is rising. Every 
when? they ore awake, to their interest, 




I> TJIP. WAV 
Big-side by *',il! 
with this diligent 
plowing of the field 
the present administration has tried, to 
infuse new ideas into the minds of our 
mrmlwrs, so aa eventually to be able to 











dustry and conditions in generai are 
now different from the time when the 
present dues wore fixod? Do our mem-
bers think that the source* of income 
can remain stationery when the indus-
try has almost doubled in extentt Can 
our organization exist on the income 
from the present dues when tho cost of 
organizing has mounted up oonridsr* 
blyf Is it possible for as to maintain 
They have realized that at present our 
Union hardly rests on secure founda-
tions. While the workers of our indus-
try are capable of being molded into 
one of the strongest unions on the Am-
erican continent, the organization lacks 
the essential element that must go hand 
iu hand with the human material; name-
ly, solid 8hancial strength. 
The Cleveland Convention decided on _ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ _ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ _ 
raising the per capita to the Interna- our standing and the conditions : 
lion.Union. There were many resolu- unless we accumulate a big treasury and 
lions that called for persistent organ- are ever prepared to defend them? 
bang in all branches of our industry • • • 
throughout the country; but such or- PBKSSING MOHLKMH I " * number 
uauizing cannot bo accomplished with- >» OTHKB c m s *
 0r cities out of 
out tho necessary finances and provision New York, the 1 nternataonat is 
made for paying strike benefit in the taining organizers. In New 
event of a strike becoming inevitable. 
The convention referred the matter to 
the General Executive Board. 
But the Board has been confronted 
with a difficulty that must be removed 
Iwfore a higher per capita can be adopt-
ed. This difficulty is the lo 
tern that has been in vogue since m; 
considerably more could be 
increasing the staff and p 
more vigorous camoaign. 
delphia tha 
industry requii 
Our tank there is by no 
ed, and both energy and 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ _ <l condition precedent to success. 
i- The present dues paid by the new departure in Philadelphia is the or-
membcrs is baroly enough to cover all gamring work in the waist and chil-
tlio requirements of the local unions, drens' dress trade which is making good , : X* I'sVa 
jotothoards, and International. To place progress. The movement in this trad.-
tional and its locals on firm is evidence of possibilities in 
he week^-^hljB^|uM:^'BU8t'd. tor where Indies* garments are 
HB 
• ; V H 
• 
. . . 
The education. 
„ oX campaign for 
higher dues was originally launched in 
(he September, MM, issue of this maga-
1
 Tine, and the discussion of the question 
tins been continued every month in this 
and several other local organs. Two 
seasons have since then come and gone, 
hut we stand no further in this matter 
than when wo originally started. 
Is it so dificult'for oar members to 
perceive that the times have radically 
changed; that the 
manufactured. Before an organi/irr 
placed in this field the 
apparently indifferent. T„,.. 
bo ronsed from their state of 
Since Brother Silver's arrival they 
awakened to life mid movement What 
further need to show the urgency of a 
staff of organizers and an ample treas-
ury to tackle the unorganized trades in 
other cities iu a similar way. 
In Cleveland tho International IB 







mbew do not 
a organizers arc needed. In the want nil these things! Is it possibk 
gland States the upward move- that they do not wish their Union to be 
languishing for^lack of organ- strong and powerful t Is it their desire 
and organizers cannot be placed that the joint boards, International and 
there for lack of sufficient resources. executive boards should economize in 
In many of those centers of industry urgent organizing work or leave things 
and general working condi- indonot We do not suspect them of 
far below those prevailing in such callous indifference. It is simply 
a caso of not estimating things aright; 
and the above statement of the enor-
a r.ious task of the International and a 
in number of our locals in the various in-
nion centers won at ao much saoirfico. dustriaJ centers should open tlieir eyes 
The effect of a successful organizing to the situation. 
S.»rganiM*l trades and a source of tion with the better paid workers. 
as our members know, const! 
grave menace to the achii'venm 
• < 
campaign in all ceutera of industry 
woidd not only vbeure the good results 
of past struggles, but improi 
ORGANIZATION OH 
nmoHOANizATioN— higher dues and in 
creased per capi 
raising the power and prestige 
i he International would bo even 
advantageous. It would be the greatest 
factor for peace in the industry. Our 
officers and organizers would approach 
their tasks with greater Zest and enthu-
siasm. The unorganized would flock to 
the organization in the knowledge and 
conviction that they need not fear be-
ing left stranded in the event of a pro-
traated strike. The members would 
feel mora attached to the organization, 
which could do things for trade im-
rovement and for them personally, 
while at present the Union is simply im-
The plain fact if, that wo cannot pro-
<ced on the antiquated low dues system 
longer. ' Ever since September last 
have in every month's issue of tins 
Magazine- adduced facts, figures and ir-
le arguments in favor of raising 
the dues. So far not a single logical 
contention has beea advanced against it. 
out in our November issue 
either higher dues or-fail-
a strong union or an im-
potent union, either a thorough organ-
ization of our trade or disorganization, 
sitabbing and a 
Which is it to be 1 
We must face tliis | 
There is no escape from an ultimate 
raising of dues, and delay puts us back 
for months. Now is the moat'favorable 
time for adopting the proposition. Now, 
while the prospects of better times arc 
much rosier than in months, is the time 
to put it in force. Now is the time to 
decide, at least' that tho dues shall be 
potent in time of unemployment, sick- raised not later than September first. 
iiein and distress. 
. 
6 
THE STRUGGLE FOR A LIVING WAGE 
. People in the upper strata of life p r e 
tend to be amazed at the unreal in in-
dustry. " W h y , " they wonder, "a l l this 
agitation j why the strikes involving 
thousands of wnrkingmen; why the dis-
location of trade and the Buffering 
raiwed thereby not only to the people 
.flireclly involved, but to innocent people 
who have no direct connection with the 
trouble i" 
Claiming that they cannot compre-
hend what is at the bottom of all this 
seething unreal aud disaffection, they 
institute investigations nud get fl g rea t 
mass of conflicting testimony. Volumi-
nous reports arc published, and the con-
clusions o f the impartial invostigators 
art) buried in fat governmental bulletins 
that scorn to trouble no one as soon as 
they are published. The government ing them an advance of about" 10 t* 12 
and the investigators have done " the i r per cent. The other week workers were 
.duty,*' public conscience has been ap- left out in the cold, subject to statistical 
Deaa*& but the trouble in still an dee].. im.aUgalimi* which have so for Toiled 
tested as before, aud tbtj unrest is, of to result in an increase to the worker*. 
Conrad growing and assuming ever Two mow years have elapsed; the cost 
larger proportions. After all has been of living is soim-what higher now than 
a i d and done the people in the upper in 1913, bu t ou r people, the week work-
strata of society are none the wiser for era, arc still waiting for a sort of a liv-
all this effort to enlighten them and they ing wage, . Witt they ever get it? 
Take the cutters, for instance. It is 
~ inin-
tienl illustrations of this fact. We can 
gci them right in our owa industry. 
« • • 
Two years ago the 
A LIVING WASH . " . 
ran C^TTKHS Union requested an ad-
axnoTiiKK vance of wages of 20 
WKKK WORKERS " B 
jur cent for all the 
week workers—cutters, pressers, sample 
makers, finishers and other workers. On 
behalf of the Union it was then contend-
ed that the cost of living had risen eon-
siderably in the interval between 1910 
and 1913, and our people were not get-
ting a living wage. The parties could 
not agree and the propositions were re-
ferred to the Board of Arbitration. 
Six months Inter the Board of J 
trntion "split the difference" in the < 
of pressers and underprewers, award-
••m and wondering. 
V.'t. the explanation is right on the 
d may be summed up in a "few , 
admitted 
imam scale of the full-fledged cutter is 
. a Living *25 a Week, in actual practice the aver-
age weekly wage is very low. r&*«tf-
thousands of gstion hiu proved it. U it sorpriiine 
that unions carry on a vigorous agita-
tion for improvementf 
carry them through The cutters are supposed to be the 
aristocrats of the trade by reason of be-
ing highly skilled mechanics, but their 
low average reduces them to a position 
periods of sickness and unemployment, 
the unrest—the great struggle 
ring wage. 
•>. ' : 
• 
• 
far for prnc- inferior to that of the hod carriers. 




Arbitration, to whom the matter was 
submitted nearly two years ngo.. 
. , • - • - - . 
FOB CUJAK i.i-i u viORS problem is pre-
TAILOHS AND n m » M ^ ^
 b y l l l 0 
lore and finishers who 
Thefio have never 
fairly treated. Wo 
. 
afid m trad* Yet the pay of 
who were in a harry to settle 
prices, in view of the predictions of a 
bad season, was the worst in years. 
It is known that oven the smallest 
manufacturer, when he has a good sea-
son, makes enough profits to enable him 
to stand too risk of two bad seasons 
should such occur. From the viewpoint 
of business this has its justification. 
So should the efforts of-the workers to 
earn enough to tide them over, at least 
until the next season, be regarded with 
approval and good wilL 
defined standard to ensure a minimum The question of a standard price for 
piece workers is now before tho Board 
In other words, the bargaining about of Arbitration. -In the meantime a aig-
priccs in the shops is hot subject to any niflcant movement is in progress both 
roval or control by a higher author- among the cloak operators, piece teil-
ity. Price bargaining is mainly left to^ ors and finishers for a rectification of 
tlie price committees. If tho price com- the evils compluined of. I t is clear that 
mittee is weak and yielding; if the sea-
son is not very brisk, or even if the em-
are 
felt th 
think are the 
result of the system of settling prices in 
each shop without a definite and clearly 
• 
earning power. 
ploycr feels cocksure that it will not be 
brisk; if the sub-manufacturer is ready 
to make the garments at leas coat by 
means of speeding up his employees— 
then the price committee is easily in-
timidated into settling prices favorable the employer whose profits of one good 
to tho employer and poor earnings re- season affords material provision for 
suit for the operators, piece tailors and withstanding the depressing effect of 
the present mode of adjusting prices 
must give place to a more just and more 
scientific way. The proposition for n 
minimum of 75 cents for operators and 
60 cents for finishers is the most rea-
sonable; although wo hardly believe it 
will put the employees in the position of 
two succeeding slow seasons. 
Tho Spring season now coming to an This is a struggle for a living wag" 
d has revealed the utter uselessness from which the workers should not de-
the. present mode of adjusting piece sist. They tre entitled to it as a matter 
People have found themselves of jiirtie*, a* a matter of humanity, aoJ 
king hard without adequate rcmnn- in consideration of something which the 
eration. Tho season has been the busiest public in general is slow to realize— for 
on record. Employers were prepared to the welfare of the industry itself. Fair 
pay premiums for extra help in all pay and reasonable hours improve-tl 
THE FIRST OF MAY, 1915 
Our people who always make tip the a thing of the part, and lasting, if not 
main column in the First of May parade- permanent, peace is restored. 
iu New York Gity will this year present 
n more imposing array of forces than 
ever before. All our locals, the biggest 
as well as the smallest, are making elabo-
rate preparations for the march, and the 
demonstration promises to bo the big-
gest ever seen. 
Meanwhile it is comforting to nolo 
that the break in international work-
ing-class relations is only on the surface. 
There are growing signs that national 
animosities engendered by the war are 
not deep-seated so far as the trade un-
ions and socialist parties are concerned. 
The First of May has long since be- As the situation is becoming more and 
come tho sign und symbol of the event- more clarified, the wounds' are healing 
uiil emancipation of the working classes up. Judging from certain signs and 
from industrial thraldom, and the hope portents—peace congresses, friendly in-
is by no means vain or illusive, •affhc tercoinmunication and expressions of 
labor and Socialist forces are gathering opinion by prominent leaders—the labor 
dtreugtb year by year in spite of every 
olwtacle, in the way. Twenty-six years 
ago, when the First of May was first de-
creed a universal labor holiday by the 
International Socialist Congress in Paris 
the trade anion and Socialist forces 
throughout the world numbered thou-
s;,!nis, and by no means cohesive forces. 
To-day they nnmber some 14,000,000, 
and are rapidly increasing. Their voice 
is an influential factor in all the State 
and national councils. 
movement after the war will grow 
stronger and more solid than ever. One 
thing is certain: the so-called prophets 
who indulged in prognostications about 
the collapse of the Socialist and 
trado union movements have shown a 
very hasty and premature judgment 
They are in the position of the man who 
saw a lot of trouble which never came. 
The working classes in this country 
have all (he more reason to bear aloft 
the banner of Unity and Solidarity, the 
When the war broko out in Europe so only Hops of the workers—on this first 
suddenly in August, 1014, the enemies of May, because the harmony is broken 
of Socialism and organized labor .pre- in Europe. It behooves us here who 
.dieted a speedy collapse of tho more- are free from the unspeakable horrors 
merit They en me to this rash conclu- now endured in tho war zones to foster 
sion when the labor forces in every that spirit and point to that Hope as the 
country rushed to the support of their only one, past, present and future, which 
national claims und voted war credits, can inspire and urge the workers lo 
The evidence is still conflicting as lo struggle on and onward for a freer, a 
whether their representatives were mis- bettor and nobler life, 
led by their respective governments to Xet all our people muster their fo 
bolicve their countries in danger of in- on May First, join in every prat 
vasion or whether sheor necessity 
lulled tho majo 
opposition to their governments. We 










T k e Poorer of the Union 
Must Be Increased 
E^= 
I,KT TUB UNION UK SO HTKONO A* TO MAW KVKRT XEMI1EK rKKL Til HI US' A 1'UO-
Ii.( riON IN TIMK Or NKKO-AV IDKA THAT BUOVX.D IIK CAKK1KI) OUT HfEKUII.V. 
117 B. Bcnutpiwora 
H i \ 
In one of our editorial articles, while refer-
ring; to the "Protocol," wo pointed out that 
It had worked satisfactorily in the flrat year of 
IU otistenca; that In the first year the eloak-
maken got through its operation all that in 
possible for organised workers to get. Wo ex-
plained In that attk-le that in the first year the 
eloakmaker* had Iteen Imbued Kith a spirit of 
loyalty and devotion to tho Union. Then, na 
tin' memory of tbo heroic fight and splendid 
victory had begun to facie, the fraternal seuti-
purpose, 
our gonH 
)w otherwise then shall be rearb 
Thero Is only one answer to this quc*tlo>t: 
• 
The question in, there! 
t . render the doakmaki 
leyHy and devotion to 
We must render our Union sufficiently pow-
erful to protect tbo members at all time* of 
difficulty and distress. Oar Union must be 
made strong enough to shield and defend them 
ajjainut all anxieties and trouble* of life. la 
stnckiieMS, sickness or other unforwen calamity 
the members must feel that tho f'nion will 
afford them "relief- .?» a Union of this de-
meat tecam* ka . pronounced; and us soon as J * * * , h p '°Cmh<n " # •* l 0 * a I n u d J«-
the employe™ had noticed the edateHco of a " * ' 
'certain lukewarmBesa among the atnployeee ih I f U !»*•'»» , 0 ^lak <*»» »* «nwa of iiaem 
the shops (places where lack of solidarity may pKtfMuot many of our needy waiters aro com-
bt.
 (|niekly noticed) they took courage and be- I * 1 W , 0 "PP1 ' to c b » r i t ' f o r reUof- l l b 
pin to "interpret" the Protocol in their own n o t to O H r '«•"* t h > t • M*» organisation 
favor. Many employers did not eren wait for n** M™-«««>M be unable to help our owa 
interpretation; they simply started- wroogmg # W " »«d brothers. It is painful to have to 
their employ,..* in many ways; some, did it 
quite openly. 
The. lesson which this conveys 1M right on the 
surface- In order that tbo workers shall al-
ways receive all they are -entitled to, the* 
E 3 te !oya. and devoted uniou U t The ? £ g g £ * 5 ^ * £ 2 * 5 . » «** 
***** tbor waver in their devotion, their °*L ? * * H " « • « . * • * * « . - I ' * — " « 
•offering, the organisation must provide a sub-
reveal our hclplewmes* to the rich'people who 
maintain those charities. Why should our suf-
fering sisters nml brothers hove to knock at 
the doors of their employers against whom they 
may have to wage a fight the very next day! 
moment hey
ps.er and influence U on the waae. ^ ^ ^ 
. fore, what toU-t we do
 MehV o f pratwti 
cl crs consistent i« 
tte 1'niuiif 1 
maintain unabated thtr fraternal feel-
Mi ng of solidarity 1 Five years ago 
strike spread.this feeling; but it 
•able to call a general 'strike every 
now and then. Some say that 'we must spread 
solidarity by agitation. Hut this has teen 
doae. Iu tho lost four and a half years.the 
which would constitute a 
ection to its members. The 
Is, how to bring It aboutf 
• 
' ' " 
ha. spent *12G 
The proposition we are about to advance 
in this article nrnf not be accepted with ready 
enthusiasm. 'Some people may even express 
dissatis fact Ion. I t is, however, desirable that 
the cloakmakcrs shall eoajfiler It thoroughly. 
They will then realize thai-their duty to, them-
— Union aaquirtt that they shall 
of which is mailed to< every help curry out the proposition,' 
Apparently this hah not served the Summed op in a few words, this proposition 
' • I 
m\\ 
— 
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is to raise the weekly d u n . Of course, -we 
ore- aware tha t tb« clonk maker to averse to 
any jilwi involving higher due*. "We have 
known this- for many years. Uloakmakers a r c 
prepared t o s t r i ke , to suffor, to bravo danger 
for the organizat ion; b u t when It Is a . ques-
tion of a few cents more lit dues they are 
Instantly thrown Into doubt a n d IwaiUttoB; 
then, they will a t once s a y : " Before asking 
•;- to i':,.v oigher dues, first lot us ba*« a 
more effective u n i o n . " 
To this we reply tha t befaro we eau make 
the Union more effective, possessing t he power 
to watch over your interests, you must furnish 
us with the means of rendering K so strong 
as w be respected by tho emptoyera. I f you 
want the Union to protec t your earnings , you 
must provide i t with an ample treasury. When 
the. Union will have a largo t reasury, and \,P 
in a position to help i t* menbers in time of 
ared, the members will feel a t tached to the 
organization. Then, however morn the employ-
ers might t ry to " i n t e r p r e t " the Protocol, 
the worker* will get just ice. 
We m m * have a union with a aery*taro» 
capital, Every international union of six© a n d 
l a n d i n g has an ample treasury. Thereon rests 
iW power. T h e employers regard a union -with 
an ample t reasury quite differently. The treas-
ury .of a union la to a cer ta in extent Its s trong-
liold, and tho bigger the treasury the more 
impregnable the stronghold. A number of un-
ions In this country, not larger than our*, have 
millions of dollars In their treasury. Tho Brick-
layers ' Union, for instance, has several mil-
lion dollars. 
Tho trouble with our members is , they do 
not perceive how extensive tiw alms of a union 
can and should I* . Wo content ourselves with 
employing officers to at tend to disputes be-
tween employees and emplo jew; bitt this i» 
only n pa r t of t he work devolving upon the 
Union, 
With the present rate of Coca i t Is imposci-
hte to do more than i s ' ac tuaUy being done. 
•Hio price onti pays to'i a meal determines !t# 
character and quali ty. I f you want a stronger, 
more effective'and mort> extensivoorganisat ion, 
r*u must pay more for its upkeep. These 
"»r.l* may sound hnrah—commercial; but" wo 
«*nt to make their meaning plain. Tho mat - . 
ter in too impor tan t to, disguise or obscure i ts 
^aaifleanee. 
' ThU higher dues proposition should b e adont-
•' «Iicn the^seaaon ia in full swing and 
-
\ 
the earnings of t he workers a r e fuller than 
before. 
Le i us discuss the question of higher does 
a s a businesh proposition. The plan la a s 
follows: 
The weekly does should be raised from tha 
present 10 cents to 30 tents . A fourtagft-OHM 
Increase will enable the 'Uaioa to inst i tuto a 
Dumber o f benefit features, A fourteen-esmt 
Inc r i aw will tncioaM the worker" ' C & M C M U 
g«t better workprlee*. The Union should n o t 
be financially embarrassed when a pa l t ry two 
renta a day niore, pa id b y every member , eaa 
prevent It. 
Our plan is tha t tl»e 30 cent* shall be equally 
divided between the three t»U«*—the local, the 
J o i n t Board and t he Internat ional . I a prac-
tice i t would work o u t t h u s : 
I n the case of a local l ike Local N o . 1, com-
pr is ing some 10,000 members, 10 cents a week 
would br ing in $53,000 a vear. Add ing a few 
thousand dollars a year in init iation faea, It 
would reach n total Income of approximately 
•»!0,000. The local expenditure—salaries and 
office rent—la only a small i t em; ao t h a t the 
local would have approximately *50,Q00 for 
various benefibj, which a r e almost unknown; in 
Jewish union*. These bsBtfiU would afford 
relief to unemployed, sick a i d distressed mem-
be r s ; a loan fund to help newly members ; a 
t ravel ing fund to assist members going from 
one city to another, and other similar funds. 
The local would also have the means of a p -
propr ia t ing a cer ta in sum af money for edu-
cational purposes—-lecture* and courses of 
»tudy. S ix ty thousand dollani would bo aorple 
for all such purposes a n d would leave a war - ~ 
gin for assisting other labor organixations. 
The J o t " * Board having a membership *>f 
50,000 would derive from the 10 cents p * r 
capi ta an income of « » 0 ^ W . Thia, w h a half 
the Income from init iation foe amount ing t o 
»1S,000 now paid to i t by the af f i l ia ted locals, 
would make a total annua l income of $275,000. 
WUh such a sum a t i ts di«posnl t he Jo in t 
Board would be sAIe to p « * i « t h . most mrn-
petent and efficient service required lo nego- • 
t i a t e with the employers, and would cover a l l* 
s t r ike expense*, without having to eall on the 
locals for extra, financial contributions. All 
those who are, famil iar «itl> t he finanrinl re-
quirements of the J o i n t Bo&rd will agree tha t 
an annua l Income of 9275,000 would be ample 
to cover all organising and s t r ike expense*, 
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New York local* woohl soon p>t tirod and t|;, 
relax their generosity. Several times the pai 
The remaining tea cents would be paid in " W t of.strike bojwflt had to be postponed 
per capita to the International l-'nlon lo bo 
used in the payment of strike benefit ami in 
organ ixing work. 
The International has a membership <J( 100,-
00d, and a 10 eents weekly per capita will pro-
vioe a revenue of «62O,0OO a year. Thi» would 
giro our International unlimited possibilities-. 
Ite office e*pen*es are almost insignificant 
A largo part of this revenue would bo davoted 
to organising worlc all over the country. With 
an pie reeoortes at hand a certain i*«t and 
ardor is iinpnitell to thfc kind of work, yield-
ing the best results. About #300,000 would 
go toward accumulating a special strike fund. 
After a few yearn of peace in tho industry 
n revenue of #500,000 would enable the Intar-
national to amass a large treasury of several 
million dollars. This would enhance our repu-
tation with tho omployera. An organfatatiou 
having tho nwao* of helping Its members in 
tii 10 of need; having capable agents and clerks 
1o deal with the manufacturers, and having, 
in addition, a capital of several million dol-
lars—such an organization mil* forth respect. 
If tho International had a big treasury four 
rear* ago, the strike a t Cleveland «ou'd not 
have been lost That strike coat a fortuce, b u t 
tha money came from tho locals; and oac'i tiroo 
nt*ney sraa needed for strike benefit it was 
necessary to collect it and bog for i t True, 
thj locals gave generous donations', bat the 
system enabled the employers to hope that the 
for 
a few days, and this encouraged the emj)Io>,>, 
to persist in their stubborn attitude. Had 
thoy known that the International has ita own 
resourees to maintain tho ntrUors, and had :>..• 
arikers, too, been aware of it, tho history
 0f 
that etrugglo would have had a different, • 
more cheering conclusion. 
We repeat, it i« the doty of the cloakmnVcis 
to help with might and main to carry out this 
plat,. With B Mfefier .luoa it will bo poasibl* to 
fortify the-locals and renter ibem proof 
against every possible attack or mishap. 
Having a financially powerful organization 
Of this kind wo should bo lu a position to 
abolish many evils from which wo suffer at 
present W« should be caabled to weaken, 
anu in time destroy altogether, tho eompet;. 
tion between the workers in t'jc largo faetoriiy 
and those in the small and aqb-factorice. We 
should secure justico in our dealings' with the 
manufacturers. With a strong Cntoa in front 
of us and a big" treasury back of us, there 
would bo no need every now and then to en-
g«ge in hair-splitting controversies as to xhc 
meaning of certain words o^ phrases i a the 
Protocol. 
A strong Union, a big treasury, and an'In-
telligent and educated membership—-these are 
tho beet and surest means to arrive at a right 
understanding of the Protocol. 
W h y W e Must Raise ike Per Capita Tax 
ll.v MOKKIS MGMAN 
ik. 
The question of raising the per capita tax 
to the litt<Tij,-itimi"l is noi new. I t has boon 
discussed and decided n t our International 
convention held in Boston as far buck ni 13HV 
^ At tliat contention a committee was elected 
* lo draw up a plan, and tho General^wii l ivc . 
Beard was instructed to c*rry out the decision. 
Two years later, Bt-tho convention ia To-
ronto, in 1912, the question again ro*i to 
surface. Then, too, tho raising of tba 
••.•jpiu was approve! and tho General E<«u 
Board instructed to bring H into offeet 
l a May, 1013, 
at Yonkers, N. Y., to consider and pas* Upon 
tiro question* exclusively—tlio Protocol white 
label and h higher per capita. Tho latter prop-
osition was then discus-ed in all I t tbear tng-
and a d o p t s by
 B Urge majority/ 
Owing to various cauwt tic proposition for 
raising the per capita could not bo realised. 
I shall t r y f o niinlyso/theeo causes and show 
Why execution of tho project failed. 
k o t o - convention ha , also doridv,, to 
in tho eldah Irade^n Kc« 
bat uWision waa *ulen-
• ' • - ' • ' 
. 
: 
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the strike wis over all the u t l i « w o r W in 
ibc Union were drafted Into various organizing 
' jind administrative <JuU«i. It trie no small 
thing to attend to the needs of 50,000 workers 
who tad joined the Union in course of the 
itrile. This tremendous task practically 
monopolized the energy and attention of all 
the officers, and so the question of raising the, 
per capita was left In abeyance. 
ID 1911 tho memorable general strike was 
-ilied io the cloak trade in Cleveland. This 
was an arduous and prolonged straggle, which 
IMUJO It impossible for the officers to give 
lime and'attention'to any other question. Thus 
Ihe per capita question remained shelved on-
Id the Toronto convention in 1912. 
Owe more Important movements monopolized 
tho time and attention of tho men a t tho 'helm 
of tho Union. Tho Toronto convention passed 
a resolution favoring a higher per capita, but 
it also adopted resolutions in favor *>f strike 
i.'.'.. !in-:ii« in the waist and drees and similar 
trades In New York and other places. And so 
utioe moro the per capita question was left in 
I'lxyaneo until the special convention a t Yon-
Urs la IMS. 
. As already stated, the proposition of racing 
Ihe per capita was carried by u largo majority, 
and by .direction., of tho Otincral Executive 
Board it was submitted to a referendum vote 
f lhe entire membership is accordance with 
Hi- I si ten rational eons tUuticia,. The member-
ship, however, voted it downl^ 
In revlowing tho causes of the defeat of the 
project I feel convinced that by far our most 
active mentWrs were, in sympathy with the 
principle of raising tho per capita. That tho 
majority voted againa It, or rather, against tho 
ilecfcioos of all previous conventions, was due 
i" the main to the spirit of opposition that 
Mnse of the locals in N'cw York' than mani-
fested to the general office. I t Is quite pos-
sible, too, that the proportion would have been 
. W i e d had tho member, been fully informed 
of lw significance as a measure of assuring 
ample support in time of strike, and of the 
fawwwMng effect a higher per capita would 
inevitably have In strengthening Uio organiza-
tion. Unfortunately, t),* members had not 
°*« adequately 'Informed and educated in ra-
p i d to l i s matter. Owing to the defeat of 
tho measure In 1913 it iH incumbent on us now 
to atari tb« agitation for n higher'per capita 
anew. 
At (1,0 but convention in Cleveland the 
necessity of raising the per capita was again 
nrged with renewed force by a large number 
of delegates, and again the convention decided 
that the General Executive Hoard should take 
tho necessary stcpa to carry out the decision. 
We believe that the time has now Anally come 
to bring into reality thla Titafly importaot 
measure and settle the question in a satisfac-
tery way. Thore are many good reasons why 
our members should adopt a higher per capita 
as speedily as possible and Insure the per-
manence and strength of our Union. Let o> 
discuss some of these reasons right here. 
• • • 
When the International Union consisted of 
•mail locals whose control over the trades was 
limited, it* activity jointly with that of the 
locals was confined solely to tho effort of or-
ganizing tho trades. That was then tho hard-
est problem. The influence of the Interna-
tional and its locals on the industry was then 
a negligible quantity. The manufacturers took 
no stock of them and regarded the entire un-
ion movement in the industry as niero child's 
play, particularly because It waa confined ex-
clusively to immigrant' workers. The manufac-
turers, were under tbo impression tlmt taceo 
workers were not amenable to organization. 
ID course of time eome of our locals succeed-
ed la organizing tbe workers in the most Im-
portant branch* of the industry. Tbe Inter-
national* acquired influence and prestige and 
the locals heg*» to make their power felt in 
the various trades. Fearing that a strong or-
ganization waa « menace to their interest, the 
manufacturers developed a strong resistance 
to the workers dlreetly and Indirectly. The 
organization of our trades brought forth fresh 
need* and new requjremeute in the life of our 
local unions anij created great problems. Tho 
manufacturers met the demands of. our meal* 
with a more vigorous and determined opposi-
tion than'formerly when the employers had 
been unorganized, acting each for himself. 
This new situation made it evident that to 
be united in a central organization only by a 
moral bond of solidarity is inadequate for our 
purpoce. Much inoic than that is now oeedeJ.* 
It has now become- of supreme importance to 
render tbe central body with to toeal anises 
nifficienlly strong to be able to hold their own 
ngnlnst the manufacturers' associations that 
have grown up in many parts of the country. 
This strength must be of a definite, material 
.Mfeitv. I t is not enough to employ right 
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method* and appeal to un i ty and solidarity. 
W t mart have rare and unfailing financial 
r e sou rce in order to maintain our people when-
ever ti»<>j- a re united together in any s t ruggle , 
o r Jn l ime of need. To place our Interna-
tional and oar loefttfi on firm ground we must 
raise the weekly due* a n d per capita to the 
International. 
The International should rsealvu 10 cen t s 
out of the wrefcly Arm of overy member, or 
for every due* s tamp sold to the m«nit<er» b y 
his local. Ont of this 10 cento per capita, t h e 
International will assure to every member $tf.0*> 
a week strjlcc benefit. There can be- no doubt 
that with the introduction of this Urgent re -
form, our organisation will become one of UIB 
strongest unions on the American continent. Our 
International has about 100,000 members. When 
•ueh a gigantic army will concentrate i topowcr 
and resources In any center of Industry, it » 
easy to onders tand what important results will 
follow and wha t effect a favorable outcome 
will nave .on our employers. They will then 
have to count the cost before throwing 'the 
gauntlet to nnd engaging in a struggle with 
a mighty organization- And should n ftruggle 
ever occur' t he workers wilt rest assured lout 
they a re fully provided for a n d prepared to 
fight t o a successful finish, 
More details and figures concerning this 
proposition will bo given In the next article. 
Union Finance and Accounting 
B r BEN M. RABINOVTTCB. 
r » 
<Mo. 5 of the Series) 
T i l * llANtiLIXO O r HTRIKR FENlM ANX> 
ACCOUNTS 
There nre two general methods fn tho hand-
l ing of s t r ike funds: one is to receive them 
into the general funds of the orgaoirjuion nnd 
to olabttrN tbera ou t of the funds in the same 
way as al l other disbursements. Another method 
which is frequently used a the t e l l i ng aside 
In a separate fmid of nil money* belonging 
to the strike. The organization turns into t h i s 
fund all t he money which It wishes to use In . 
eoadoetiag the strike and all monies from 
other sources, and nit disbursements a rc made 
ont of this fond. In this la t te r ease i t is neeca- $ 
sa ry Jo open up a sepa ra t t sot o f l>ooks for th is 
ftwtl. Whether the one method or t h o other b 
.::nned makes no difference; either one will serve 
equally well and will give, t rue remit*, p ro-
vided It i s ndheretl to logically nnd consistently 
throughout. 
. The first Important s top for nn n rim filiation 
about to declare a general strike i* lo npply 
to the-. International Office for the proper s t*- ' 
tionery and instructions to be able to handle 
the accounts correctly. Tb* next step U to 
see that all moneys for the ntrike, bo th incom-
ing and outgoing, pans throng^ the hands of 
O N R man. All other persons helping in tlve# 
• i'.'ikr who may receive money, an donation* or 
in any other form should turn these over to 
th is strike fund treasurer, nnd then receive 
liack from him whatever funds they nuty need 
for carrying on thoir work. Should tho muss 
of details i-e too much for «ne man to handle, 
ho-may have one or more assistant*, bu t these 
should work throughout an his assistants and 
ui.t us principals, so that the account still re-
mains one. 
The handling of striki. funds through all 
kinds of go-betweens mu«t create confusion. 
-
The strike fund treasurer should issue an 
O F F I C I A L receipt for each sum received. 
Those a r e not to be on a n y receipt blank* 
bought a t any stationery More or on any re-
ceipt which tho local il*elf may pr int , but" 
should be upon tlio blueish-green receipt boofc 
furnished by the Internat ional offieo. Thc*e 
a re numbered consecutively and a re bound with 
duplicate pages for making carbon copies. No 
monies for too strike fuqjj should be reccited. 
no matter from what source, wi thout issuing 
ono of these receipts. T l » layman U uauallf 
under the improwlon tha t any piece of paper 
tha t has a Twin and af s ignature on i t is a 
mifficient proof of an amount of money Kav-
' -
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a,g l**p received or •llsbuffted. Donations col-
lected from shops and from various other 
soorcea cannot bo traced after a strike if no 
receipt stubs fire i t hand. 
When the strike fund treasurer receives hi* 
fund* ho should mako haste to deposit them 
• ox a check account, and then keep on deposit-
ing all income dally on ho receive" il. In thin 
.way hui total bank deposits will nlwayB tally 
with the totals on the carton sheets of Ida 
'receipt took. In making payments he should 
do ' 0 by chock only. Should the strike to 
handled by various committees, he will to 
fliillioriiod to turn over a t different times cer-
tain nmounts to these todies, and they will give 
him a voucher for what they have received, 
•ad in turn account to him for what they have 
*peot Should the strike, however, be handled 
by a central strike committee, then payments 
will be mud.- by him to individuals direct upon 
written authorization of this strike committee. 
_ _ _ _ _ *9 • 
One of the principal items of disbursement 
is that of strike benefit, and this must bo 
hnn.Hiil very carefully, for i t frequently runs 
into six figure*, in any fair-sized strike. 
The proper method of vouching strike bono-
Bta is for tho strike fund treasurer to pay 
name on lists made independently by him, 
'honing the aggregate of strikers according to 
>hops, or both shops and local". 
These list* are to bo made from the roll-calls 
of the various halls where tho strikers meet. 
The strike fund treasurer or his deputy should 
pay these benefits in person to the chairman 
of each shop In tho presence of the entire 
shop, and the chairman should sign for all of 
them. 
A very good and simple form is the follow-
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Name Signature Amount 
_______ 
In nil cafes the strike food treasurer is 
to bare both the written authorisation to pay 
and tint vooeher showing that he has paid. For 
this purpose he will use the yellow payment 
voucher issued by tho Interaatlonal office. 
When we say that the strike fund treasurer is 
to have vouchers for all sums disbursed wo 
mean ALL, without any eiceptiun. whatever. 
Vouchers should to obtained even from tho 
court* for fine* and balls. I t pays to employ 
au office toy for a few dollars a week to 
look after these clerical details and get a 
voucher for each nnd every court fine and bail. 
In th i i way tho people conducting the strike 
need lose DO time and the accounts will still 
be properly bandied. 
Aloug the lines outlined above the strike 
fund treasurer will have a carbon copy of each 
receipt ho has sent out for monies received, 
and a signed payment voucher giving full par-
Iteubtnl for all money disbursed. He also has 
his bank passbook showing that he has deposit-
ed all his funds properly, and his returned 
bank checks showing hit method of payment. 
He has then the supporting documentary « 1 ' 
dence for all his transactions, and all bis ac-
counts will to in complete form. 
The handling of strike funds are DO dif-
ferent from the handling of any other funds. 
Thern may to more detail to them on account 
of tho numerous receipts and disbursements, 
and ' the re may to some difficulty because of 
the fact that matters In general are in a state 
of unrest, but no far as bookkeeping; priflci-
plea are concerned, strlko funds are no dif-
ferent from any other kind of monies. Any 
man who has been trained to account for what 
ho baa received and what be has disbursed and 
what he has left on hand In times of quiet can 
easily handle the largest striko fund. This is 
not pure theory either. 
Should any general strike occur a t any time 
in the future, tho general auditor of the In-
ternational will take immediate steps to put 
the right men In charge of the handling of all 
finances, andr«wl|l demonstrate that even i a 
limes of ittewi every |>ciiny can to accounted 
for properly, If one knows how. 
Do not suppose things are going right 
til! it is proved they on- going wrong, hut 
rather suppoKBllioy lire going wrong till 
it is proved they are going right.— 
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Itrothor Weinberg spent the entire month of 
March on a t r ip oat Went for tfao Internat ional 
[ Union, H P came back V> '*••» York In the 
beginning of April, and prior to his departure 
for Canada atayod for twow**** in Now York, 
•peaking a t meetings of our local unions . In 
this city. Concerning hl i Western t r ip , Bro. 
Weinberg has the following lo s ay : 
' • I spent a full week In ClereUnd. The big 
inws meeting arranged for me was beyond 
doub t a n&m, as 1,200 rfonkirthkcm a t one 
meeting for a town of Cleveland "a air* ia not 
to bo regarded slightly. I t l." ray earnest con-
viction t h a t if wo succeed in organizing all tho 
an^an^aH 
preiser* and cuttors of that ' c i ty , Cleveland 
will soon bo effectively organised. I t is a sim-
pie proposition. After tho s tr ike of 1911, the 
manufacturers of Cleveland, in the hopo that 
girl employees nro lew susceptible to anion 
propaganda, put numbers of them a t the ma-
chines and began teaching them how to operate 
•cloak*. Thoy introduced a detailed section sys-
t e a into their factories and many men opera 
tors wore gradually pushed out of their jobs. 
Thbi has gi*cn into Iho hands of tho Cleve-
land employers ' q u i t e ' a J t fong whip again*! 
their workers. Thero are, however, two 
branches in the clonk t rade in which men can 
hardly be .replaced, by wosaen— the eait tog 
and the pressing trades. The local o rgan ic -
-
. 
lion in Cleveland Is therefore bending moat of 
;;. efforts to organise "lose two branches eom-
.pletely and I* meeting with very good results. 
It ii told of somq local employers who a t one 
time attempted to teach somo of their g l ib 
the cutting trade: In tho factory of Prints 
i Br*lerman, the story runs, a young girl was 
pat at the catting table. Fortunately, for 
xmio men, fashion has provided the modern 
girl with a corset So when this girl essayed 
to stretch the cloth across tho table she fainted 
nnd had to bo taken home. Tills put nn end 
to further attempts of the Arm to purge the 
cutting room of their factory from men 
worker*. 
"The memories of tho strike of 1911 are 
still pretty fresh in the minds of the Cleveland 
manufacturers. That is why they are -fusy 
encouraging their workers to join all sorts of 
"wcietlcs" in their shops and their attitude to 
them is tnost " fa ther ly . " They have oven 
created a so-called "congress" in one shop in 
order to side-track the mind of the people from 
the union of their trade and also not to have 
them centre their attention on their meagre 
earnings. I have had separate meetings with 
the skirt makers and a mooting with repre-
sentatives of all the Cleveland shops. The 
interesting feature about this meeting was Uiat 
it was conducted In a secret, "conspirntive" 
manner, just like in good old Russia. No one 
knew when and where this meeting was; to 
take place, except those who participated In i t 
. Thin fear of being known as an active union 
'mm is largely doe to t ie " q u l o t " terror which 
wine or the local employer* practice on their 
workers, and the Cleveland workers, are. not 
•yet prepared to lose their job* and some of 
ihem " t h e i r " bouses. 
"The origin of tho oequisitlon of their 
houses by some of the Cleveland eloakmaVers 
is eonn(«teil with the early history of the cloak 
trade of that city. When too trade first 
started in Cleveland tho employers found i t 
rather hard to get workers. An employer 
would go to Now York and get a staff of work-
ers for the season, only to find himself do* 
wrted by them before they got started, which 
>•' many casta meant actual rain for him. Roma : 
msaufaetorers then b i t on the plan, of 
' 'honsoi." They began to advance some money 
to their operators, and " b o u g h t " houses for 
them. Even though they had but little com-
fort from their suddenly acquired real estate 
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as a rule, they beeamo bound band and foot 
to their houses. This has tended to create 
n peculiar state of mind Among tho cloak 
makers of Cleveland. 
"F rom Cleveland 1 went to Toledo. The 
Toledo cloakmakers always made a decent liv-
lag. As a role work in the Toledo shops is 
steady, though there was considerably less work 
in ono of the two big shops in Toledo this 
Spring than at any other time. I was at 
their regular mooting and they mado' a good 
impression. There is in Toledo the only wom-
en's auxiliary society in the International 
Union. They had their moctiug on the same 
uight and I visited their meeting as welL 
My opinion is that if tho women folk of the 
cloakmakers would be organised in every town 
for tho same purpose that these Toledo women 
are organized/it would bo of material bene-
fit to our local unions everywhere. Toledo\ia 
a good union town in general nnd our own local 
reflects to a considerable degree the general 
strong sentiment for unionism that prevails 
in that city. 
' ' I found the cloakinakers in Cincin-
nati working very fast In spite of the over-
time work I succeeded in having two good 
meetings with them. The cloukmakers had ar-
ranged a dance and I spoke to the girls and 
reminded them not to stay away from the 
Union as tbey had done in the past In Cin-
cinnati the union has considerable trouble with 
the workers in the contractors' shops, some-
what of the some nature that the New York 
orgnulwition has with the shops of the sub-
mauufacturers, where the cheaper lines of gar-
ments are being made at cheaper prices. The 
insido workers are very dissatisfied with this 
and the Cincinnati local finds itself in a pe-
culiar predicament, because the people in the 
contracting shops all belong to the Union and 
they cannot be deprived of their jobs, 
" I bad two meetings in Chicago. One was 
a big muss meeting in the West Side Audi-
torium and the other a smaller meeting in 
Division Street Hall. In Chicago as well the 
overtime work of our cloakmakers interfered 
somewhat with my meetings. There is an ex-
cellent spirit abroad among our people in Chi-
cago a t present The Union wa« never a s pop-
ular and everyone expects that something im-
portant and big will happen in the near future. 
I met tho Executive Committee of Local 44 
and beard everywhere the same persistent da-
1ft 
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m&nd for a movement for a collective agree-
ment for tho cloak trade in Chicago. 
' ' I found a small local In s i . Louis and a 
movement among the cloaknuikei*. The strike 
of 1H1.1 has 'ef t a rather bad inheritance in 
that city. There are , however, t few very ear-
nest aai l devoted onion men there who are 
doing their beat to pu t the organization on a 
healthy footing by incessant and tireless work. 
" J u all my speeches a t the Tariona town* I 
have visited, I have, In the main, s t r iven to 
j n . v to the C'loakmnkera that tin- days of 
tight* with Individual employers a re gone for 
ever ; that the etfployera of the entire country 
a rc a t present organised into associations, and 
whoa a straggle is started a t one city the era-
jdoyers of the other ritiea come to their as-
sistance with every means available. In order 
to fight fueh an organlr-ed power now weapons 
initit bo ncoulred by the workers. The mem-
beta of the locals of tho International should 
be ID a position to rely on their union a t all 
times, so t ha t they may become jus t ly a t -
taelwd to their Union hear t and souL A pow-
erful International reserve fund must be cre-
a ted and the workers ought to be entitled to 
• i t ' o r seven dollars n week strike benefit I n 
u word, the Tniou mnst bo made' to bo always 
on hand to ii"*int the member from the day bo 
jo ins i t until the last day of Ms s t ay i s tho 
organisa t ion . ' ' 
• • « 
•not r*BT HftWOS IN PHILADELPHIA 
The Spring season that baa jus t closed in Phila-
delphia wna one of the best that the Philadel-
phia trade has had In years. There » B B work 
in nbiindance with plenty of overtime. Tho 
employers were qaite Independent with buyers 
this Spr ing; yet in spite of the abundance of 
work there was not much in it for tho workers. 
Our | «o |de made a living while there was work 
in the shops; they oould not, however, save. 
from tho scanty earnings In order to secure 
: themselves against the coming lean mouths of 
slack 
The trouble with this Spring season con-
sisted In the l*net that price* on garments were 
s e t t l e in Philadelphia two months before work 
in the shops actually commenced, aad a s it 
result they were fixed not wfth a view of tho 
lb «f the season, bu t in tho way they a r e 
[ s e t t l e d on j ob work during the slack 
i of the year. I t in a fact t ha t necord-
way prices were settled this Spring, 
a man working a foil week could not expect 
to earn more than twelve or thirteen dollars 
a week. The Onion scooted tho danger of 
this price-settling very quickly, and j m t as 
i»oon as work appeared In the shops began n 
MrOBR agitation among tbi' workers to observe 
strictly the rales of the agreement regarding 
working heurs, knowing fall well that observa-
tion of t he 'work ing hours would eventually 
lead to a resettlement of price* according to 
the demands of the sensou. The employers 
would not have dared to oppose any such move 
during the height of the season and this step 
would have resulted in complete success- Ua-
fortunately,»the workers in the shops were 
more concerned about the sire of the bundle 
of cloaks, and the efforts of the Union were 
practically of no 'avnjf. The work was rtwhed 
no matter how miserable tho prices were. 
Now they are beginning to look around and 
*ee«Qio error they hove made. Of course, many 
and different a re the excuses that a re heini* 
offered. The cloakmakers argue that they were 
driven to accept the prices they worked for, 
because of the bit ter slack of the preceding 
months, which robbed them of t he i r courage 
and resisting powers. There i s a good deal 
of t ru th in this , bu t this- should not serve 
as an excuse for the future. There has now 
started in Philadelphia an active agitation In 
eonnertion with the price settling in general. 
The lesson of this Spring season will not be 
forgotten by our people in Philadelphia, and 
tho Union will see to It t ha t the next season V 
prices for garments a re settled hi a way that 
the cloakmakers may feel secure about their 
bread and but ter even during the" slack month!!. 
• • •. 
WIIAT IK * m t MATTKB WITH THK I>I1II.A-
PHIA CUTTHlWf 
Oor Local 53, the Philadelphia Cutters"' 
Union, is admittedly tho weakest of the local 
unions that comprise the Philadelphia Joint 
Board. . As i t is, tho cutMrs in all the oilier 
organized cloak cities are holding fast to-
gether and control theff t r a d e . . Philadelphia 
append to be quite an exception to this rule, 
and writ ing about this anomalous slate of af-
fairs, Bro,.Simon ,Davjdson, secretary of Local 
53, has the following to say: 
" A m o n g tho main causes t h a t contribute 
in tho weakness of our. local is; first of all, 
the constant chango in the make-up of our 
t rade ; new people are constantly flowing in, 
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while those who have boon In the t*ade for 
wine time retire. Tlia desire to rise out of 
their plain or t rade is vory prevalent among 
the members of our c ra f t in Philadelphia, ami 
they too often ignore their t rado problems, be-
lieving, a" many of them do, that very shortly 
they may have nothing to do with their present 
to-workera. In this manner the more o<-
perienced workers of the t rade go out and new 
one* come in in large number*. Apprentices 
overflow t!io market without any cheek or con-
trol from the organization owing to general 
apathy among ihe members. Naturally enough 
the maniifaetorer* a re taking advantage Of 
this situation and the conditions of the mechan-
ics in the t rade a re affeeted. through the com-
petition on the par t of the apprentices. Their 
wages are lowered and their vacations; grow 
longer as ' they a re constantly underbid by 
the apprentice. 
"Abovo all, i t is lack of good ' sound t r ade 
union education. I t was the energy and de-
votion of a few members of our t rade t h a t 
were constantly a t the front and kept >.<r. send-
ing ou t l i terature preaching the gonpel of 
nolidarity to our cut ters in UU3 that has kept 
a great many of them from strike-breaking 
ut that time. I f a campaign of a similar 
nature wcro to lie carried on now, I am eon-
tinted that we should succeed in waking u p 
the Philadelphia cotters and obtain very 
good results for our o rgan i sa t ion . " 
• • • • 
NKW* WOBK IN MONTRRAL 
We got very encouraging news from Mon-
tread those days. I t appears that the active 
agitation work tbn t was done In Montreal dur-
ing the last few months wax not spent in 
.vain. The local ho i issued a manifesto to all 
the cloakniakera t h a t liavo fallen back in the 
payment of their dues that they may all be-
come members in good standing for « small 
*nm, and this has a l ready brought excellent 
L results. New members a re constantly coming 
iu and dozens of old members are coming daily 
to pay up their arrears . The meetings are be-
ing well a t tended and thero Is erid«nee of 
life and activity eveywhero. There la, for 
example, a *hop in Montreal, by name 8om-
mer ft Co,, which the Union n e w toold ap-
proach heretofore. During the last month forty 
people of this shop jo i i ed the Union. 
- T h e Montreal J o i n t Board ha* lately ap-
pointed a man to a t tend to the regular work 
of the organisation in view of the great In-
crease of the Union ' s activity. Brt>. Ktvenko 
was selected for this position. The general 
office baa sent Bro. H. Weinberg in the latter 
jvart of Inst month to address a few meetings 
in Montrea l On Sunday, April 16, a big mass 
meeting was a r ranged for Bro. Weinberg In 
tho Prince Ar thur Hall. The meeting room 
was crowded and the assembled cloakmakers 
listened with g rea t attention to tho plan* pro-
posed by the sneaker for tho strengthening of 
their organization, particularly to the pro-
posals for the creation of various benefit funds 
in eonnectioD with the local*. 
The International has likewise lately begun 
some agitation work among the waist makers 
of Montreal,-who are-for the roost pa r t French 
girls. Agi ta t ion l i terature in French was soot 
out from the general office and a capable and 
act ive ' person Is being looked for a t present to 
take charge of the ngilntion among them. 
• • • 
TIIK NEW* MOVKMRNT AMONG THE K«-
BROIDRKX irOMKBKS 
With the beginning of the Spring season 
manv of the embroidery shops in New York 
anil New Jersey'-commenced to work. This 
t rade has passed through one of tho worst 
winters in its his tory. The Kmbroiilery Work-
e r s ' Locals No*. 5 and fl that have s tar ted 
. b u t Bummer a n organisation campaign under 
MICII promising renditions were considerably 
affected during this period. J u s t a t present 
tho International is again a t work organising 
the trade. 
In Now Jertwy, particularly in llotwkcn, 
where thousands of Germans work in the em-
broidery shops, tho work of reviving Local No. 
0 was given over to Vice-President Dubinnky 
and the staff of orgauixers that a r e with him 
in the Jersey C i ty office. Dar ing the last 
month a number of meetiogs were held which 
wore well a r ranged and attended. In New 
York City the Embroiderer*' Local No. a has 
engaged an organizer to br ing the worker* of 
th is t r ade i n to tho Union, ami tho In te rna-
tional office is giving them nil possible* as-
sistance. 
WILL TUB ; 'Will .- ' ' , ; tr.ORS AND TIIK . j 
1'IKCK TAILOR* AMALGAMATE? 
There has lately commrnrcd a p r e t t j s t rong 
movonront among the Indies ' tailors in New t ^ . 
York to amalgamate their I-ocal No. 38 "with 
the big local of the piece tailors and sample * * 
tailors No. 3. 
J. 
? 
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There is practically no difference between A 
good ladies ' tailor anil a good •ample maker 
or piece tailors. Both are skilled mechanics 
and both work In both trade. When the 
ladies* tailors amalgamate t he / Kill become a 
part of the powerful Oeakmahcra * Union and 
their employer* will not dam to break their 
agreement* with the Union, 
Tho general officers of (he International 
Daton agree- with this plan and thny tiro go 
iiig to help to accomplish tb l i amnlganmtion 
an quickly n* poasibte. The members of both 
organizations ha t e taken up this question for 
earnest consideration and tho various points of 
the proposed amalgamation are being care 
studied by thein at present. 
Tho waistmakre MO actively preparing for 
Firs t of May. The May Day celebration 
.. alwayB boon a strong feature with Waist-
iiiakora'tn Now York, and as far aa memory 
hack tlielr division in the May Day parade 
one of brightest spots in the procession, 
'a parade, coming aa i t doea on Pat-
rternoon, when the enliro industry U 
a t a stands!ill, is bound to exceed in propor-
tion any of the previous May Day parades-
Judging by the elaborate preparations tha t 
are being made by the Waiafcnakere' Union 
many thousands of girls are expected in the 
line of march. 
• • • 
I t took fully six weeks to get through with 
the signing of agreements with the independ-
ent finn» instead of the usual two or three 
weeks, according to Bro, Baroff, the manager 
of t h b ' department. The alow, late season 
was partly responsible for this condition and 
as a n a t t e r of fact, dozens of shops bad to 
l-o stopped in order to show reluctant employ-
ers that the girls and men in their factories 
will not stand for dilly-dallying; that they 
want union shops and nothing less than tha t . 
Fifty-two Arms in this department went out 
of business before the Spring season began, 
while with some of the shops, where there was 
rcry little work, the Union thought beat not to 
sign until they would show signs of increased 
buiines*. In general, much better settlements 
were made with the bigger firms than with the 
•mailer manufacturers or the contractors. The 
latter typo of employer*, that usually are a 
scourge in every one - of the garment trades, 
hare kept up a constant cry that they were 
being mined, and tha t they win have t o go 
out of business 'owing to the demands of the 
Union. Yet in spite of the depressed condi-
tions and uneasy feeling in the trade prior to 
the beginning of the season ail settlements 
wero made with aome raises and improvements 
hero and there. 
• • • 
The Jo in t Board of Sani tary Control hoa 
a t it- meeting last month taken up tho ques-
tion of first medical aid to those who require 
i t in the shops in the industries tha t are under 
the control of the Board. Fa t igue and weak-
ness are frequently the causes of sudden at-
tacks of ill health In oar factories, especially 
in those where women aro employed. Mias 
Lillian D. Wald, the head workor of the Henry 
Street Nurses ' Settlement, was entrusted wi th 
the task of working out an adequate system 
of first aid in the shops to relieve tho** who 
may require i t before the arrival of the regu-
lar medical help from the hospitals. 
» • • 
WHITE GOODS WORKERS. LOO A I. No. «t 
In March s a d April the White Good* Work-
ers ha re been rery busy taking stock of t h e 
new situation and the changes brought' about 
by the new agreement with their rmployors. 
At* usual, new terras of a contract are sus-
ceptible to all sorts of misinterpretations and 
the new agreement of the White Goods Work-
ers has. not escaped this rather troublesome 
experience. 
The complaints tha t have been pouring in to 
the office of the Union were mainly a long 
three lines: T h e enforcement of the minimum 
wage rule, the unionisation of shops fed the 
settling of prices. Some employers did not 
care- to ba re the minimum wage claose of the 
agreement, which now calls for «7.50 aa the 
loweit pay to an operator a t the machine, and 
for •8.50 to workers employed otherwise than 
machine operators, applied to all the workers 
in tho shops, expecting tha t the so-called flow 
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( M a , ribbon cot ters , etc., may I * excluded 
t rom thbi rule. Then the re were complaints 
In regard to the question of tbo str icter union-
isation of the shop* t h a t paragraph N of tin-
new cont rac t calls for in explicit terms. Pr ice 
set t l ing in m a n y shops, af ter the old raise* of 
\0 per cent were abolished, wan also a vexed 
problem, es many of the employer* could not 
think o f nettling prices otherwise than on tbo 
. ' 
old basis of tho 1913 increases. To settle these 
trouble* a special Gr ievance ' Board meeting 
had bean called for April 14 and I dene com-
plaint* were gone over a t length, with t he re-
wilt t hn t the- Union baa won every, disputed 
|->int. They have now union t i g s * io all 
the Association shops which specify tho dates 
for regular shop meet ing! and s ta te la clear 
t«rni8 t h a t the gir ls belong to the Union of 
the t r ade . 
The prepara t ions for t he May Day parade 
a r e go ing oa in full blast a t the offices of 
U e Whi t e Goods Worker*. The g i r b will make 
a big , presentable allowing this year , a s they 
have made in the b u t two years—this year 
oven more so, for they a r e satisfied with the 
gains t h e y b a r e made and have shown through-
out an excellent' s]urit and loyalty to their fol-
low workers. 
• • • 
H'AIHT ANI» <III1.I>KKN imtflHMAKttHH O r 
i - i i i u t i i e L r i i M . - t o c A i . Ma. u . 
Bro, A. Silver, .International organiser in 
th« vabf t and drew t rades In Philadelphia, has 
tlie following to say concerning his work i n s 
tha t ettg : 
' • Y o u would find it hard to recognjre t b o , 
Philadelphia waistnmkers now. There is a dif-
ferent spir i t abroad t o d a y among them, Since 
I b a r e been with them we havo had to ehaoge 
our meet ing room* three times, as ou r - l i t t l e 
a rmy is ((rowing bigger from week to week and 
*m a r e obliged to look for new headquarters . 
Rneh sJiop meeting, each branch meeting, in 
short , every a t t e m p t to p u t " l i f e " into onr 
wais tmnkrrs here is * success. We already 
have a few shop* tha t could, to all intents . 
and purposes, b e ealled union shops, ns Uiey 
a r e filled with our members, even though the 
employers have not recognised us yet. W# . 
ha re already had a str ike of ISO people in one 
of the big loeal shops, whteh has resulted in 
n victory for us. The workers went down a s 
protest aga ins t a very coarse and tyrannical 
foreman. The employer having discovered 
qaiekiy tha t the gir ls meant business, a n d fear-
ing t h a t if they stayed out longer they would 
not consent to re turn unless tho shop was fully 
unionised, ha s given in and discharged the 
foreman. We h a r e decided to s tay contented 
for t h e t ime being with t lds gain and mean 
while complete the organization of th i s shop 
and ge t ready for another s tep in the near 
future . T h i s victory created an oxcellont Im-
pression among our workers, 
f I have had a special meeting hero with the 
silk dressmakers on April 9 with tbo Object 
of t ak ing them" into Local No. 15. A t oi»- j 
time the se people, the " a r i s t o c r a t s " of | U | 
d r e » t rade , were chartered by t he Intern:, 
tional Union a s Local No. 65. I have succeed-
ed in br inging them over to my views and 
t h e y ' a r e ready to amalgamate now. 
" O u r ma>s meeting on March 25 in Garrick 
B a l l h a s exceeded all our expectations. The 
speakers, Including Brotjicrii Schtesinger, Win-
chrsfsky, Seidman, Bard if and 1'olakoff, were 
;
 j u s t a s plearant ly surprised by tho grea t show 
made, both in numbers a n d enthusiasm. We 
have now an oncrgotic organization commit-
tee of. fifty people, and you may rest assured 
thnt you will hear from ns in tho near f u l o r c . " 
> s e a 
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, N s . SO 
T h i s local had qulto a busy month in Apr i l ; 
a b i g mass meeting, many w,.U-attended branch 
meeting* a i d a couple of str ikes to boot, have 
given tho active men and gir ls of tho local 
enough work and concern. 
Tho mass meeting was hold on April 13 at 
the Forward Hal!. Pres ident Schlesingor and 
Brother If. Weinberg were t he speakers, and 
Sam Mar t in , manager of Ixieal N o . 50, pre-
sided. I t was a big meeting from every point 
of view." 
"• T h e striko of Mcisler Bros., mention of which 
was m a d e in this column last month, has come 
to an end in the beginning of April. This 
firm has shown a mean spir i t towards 
their workers in locking th*m out in ylolation 
of nil precedents and rules.- A f t e r a t race , 
pending- n .meeting of the flriovnnco Board to 
decide tbo trouble, sra* effected, we a r e In-
formed, every ono of the experienced workers 
formerly employed; there left the shop and ob-
tained employment elsewhere a t much higher 
wages, ond the Arm Is t o d a y paying higher 




paying, to girls of flvo or nix y e a r s ' experience 
at the rnnehire. 
There is another rtriko of children dress-
makers pending jus t now in the shop of 
tfchwartx Bros., a contractors ' shop in ttrowns-
viue, t h a t in engaging the attention of tfae 
ufficere of Local No. GO. This contractor np-
iwini to ba te received the financial anil mora l 
Uck ing of the Cont rac to rs ' Association of thuf 
Undo in Hroo'ilvn and io unwilling Io •••in^fatn 
U» fen men ho.has discharged—nn action Hint 
] .-- brought on the strike. The Union in 
maturing a plan for dealing with, the fontrac-
tors. 5 
• » • 
UHMTKR AX» KIMONO HOBRKKt, LOCAL 
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the busy season lias como io this" 
too. There la plenty of work in the 
and the depression . t h a t h u n g like a 
cloud over the heads of tho girls in gradually 
vanishing. The International office has de-
rided to avail itself of these brightened condi-
tions in the house dress t rade and to put the-or-
ganisation on a iirm basis. 8. Prixamt, lately 
one of tho business agent" of the New York 
i laakmakors ' Union, has been appointed as or-
ganizer for tho wrapper make r s ' local and 
has entered into the work with interest and 
energy. 
What this trade needs above all, i s for some 
of its old, activo members to shako off tho 
apathy and indifference that has overtaken 
them In the last year or so. There a re n num-
ber, of young women in this trade, intelligent, 
Rood unionists, both in Now York ami Brook-
lyn- Yet whenever it comes to real active 
•ork they manage to s tay nway and leave the 
organization to I ts own fate . Tho Dew or 
ganizer of the Wrapper and House Drcssmsk-
m hope* to receive the active assistance of 
this very element of girls in his effort to bnild 
up « solid, strong loca l 
a * a • 
TUB AGITATION IX NEWARK 
While there is nothing s tar t l ing to report 
about tho work of our new waist and white 
BOods local in Newark da r ing the par t month, 
vo want to record tho effective w6*rk our 
Newark organizer, Mis* Mabel Craig, has been 
doing la April. 
There if hardly another city where ladies ' 
garments are being made on a large -scale, 
•hare such an open animosity la Displayed s a d 
practiced against any nt tompt on the p a n of 
the workers in these traile to join a anion a* 
in Newark. I t often moans nothing short of 
the loss of a j o b and possible blacklisting. 
Most of these Newark employers are of the so-
.ealled runaway type who have moved their 
j.lmt.4 from New York In order to escape 
paying the girls a living wage and treating 
then like human being*. Hence t h i s t i t l e 
fesling against uniorfisin. 
Wiwt Craig and her associates hnvo there-
fore been compelled to adapt their work to '!••> 
particular needs of the city. They conduct 
their campaign for tho time being in a " s u b . 
t e r r a n e a a " way; they call quiet meetings, dis-
tribute l i terature a t the shops in the rooming 
and evening hours and spread tho message ot 
unionism in a way that is calculated no t to 
hurt those who become interested in i t . 
CHICAGO WA1MT, nB«Hfl ANO WHITE OOCI>H 
WOBKKR*. LOCAL N». M 
Miss Rose Scbneiderman, Intcrnntioual or-
ganizer for the Chicago waist aud drew trade, 
writes as follows: 
" T h e work here, in Chicago, proceeds is a 
uure, though it may seem to you ou t Bast, 
somewhat slow course. We were interfered 
with in our work b y tho holidays tn the be-
ginning of April, bu t we resumed wi th ' shop 
meeting* again and we are making headway. 
I t Is virgin soil that we a re plowing here snd 
we have an embarrassing mixture of nation-
a l l i i * to deal with; besides we keep on Jls-
t r ib i tb ig l i terature and calling shop meetings. 
The girls of l-6Val 69 voted to change ttrir 
meeting place to tho Women ' s Trade Union 
I^ngue. Thn l e a g u e has a nice ball and a 
reading room in the North West Side and they 
are riving us all the privileges of meeting free 
uf charge. The place is a t 1579 Milwaukee 
avenue, 
" T h e conditions under which the girls work 
here a r e simply awful. Oirlr a re going; home 
with «i> or seven dollars pay per week and 
oftes this princely sum covers the earnings 
of seven d a y s ' work. Very few of them moke 
twelve dollars a week. Mis* Mary. Anderson, 
the organizer of the Chicago Women ' s Trade 
Union League, a s well as all of its active mem-
bers, a re doing everything they can to help 
us in our work. They really hare been very 
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T k e Problem of the Cloak Finishers 
BY M*X I I . ' D A S tan 
! • 
The plight of the cloak talhrs and finishers 
la :ia OJH* secret to ereryon* who ha* *yo* 
to He and observe. Not only liar* their condi-
tions shown no improvement within the last 
few year*, hut their earnings have kept on 
dentin ing gradually. During the Spring season, 
jo_t coming to a elo**, the earning* bare been 
simply intolerable,' In the very height of (ho 
season, when employers weni nady to offer ten 
dollar bills aa commission for every &nUher 
that could be induced to come to work in their 
•hops, thousand* of them barely eked out a 
living in sjiiU oi _*_rt-br*aki_g toil aad on f . 
time work. 
This anomalous state of afiaira baa served 
as mi oye-opencr to the great uianac* of the 
tailors. They perceive that aonetblng must be 
done without delay to improve these conditions. 
The workers woro lillo for niintbs, unable to 
earn a cent. Thoy waited for the season with 
great impatience, and when the season finally 
came—on unexpectedly good season, with plen-
ty of work at that—their hopes of earning 
sufficient to make a decent living were skat-' 
tered, for no matter how hard and how long 
they tolled, their earnings were meagre. Tho 
price* of but season were, in fact, even lower 
than in the previous seasons. 
What are the causes that hava brought about 
this steady decline in tho earnings of tho 
tailors and what can be done to arrest this 
downward movement of their earnings! Last 
month a very active agitation was rifo among 
tho cloak tailors. Conferences of shop repre-
sentatives' were called to take up these standing 
grievances, and several remedies wore dis-
cussed. We shall here review Ue situation and 
the remedy proposed, which, If adopted, would 
bring a radical cbaoae in the work and earn-change 
finirhors In tho New York cloak 
a 
ing* of the 
trado. 
The cloak finishers in this city number about 
15,000 workers, many of them women. Before 
i ho general strike of 1910 this trado was in 





in a "day ' s" .work from 6 A. M. to 9 P. M. 
the tailor would lug along with him for -good 
a deplorable state. ho en tailors, aa a 
r i p J e y d « . . . of throe or four girl* a t i 
1.1k _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L - x _ . _ - . l _ _ _ _ _ - . . 
. . 
measure" a bundle of cloaks in order t # 
an additional overtime a t "bo rne . " There 
his wife or hi* grown-up daughters would help 
tho tired old man to finish up tho cloaks. 
The strike of 1910 created a number of para-
mount change* In the cloak finishing trade 
of New York City. The working hoars were 
reduced to fifty j»er week; the practice 
of keeping up sots of girls in the finishing de-
partments and exploiting then on the rab-con-
trading plan Vas wiped oat, and together 
with this went the iniquitous system of homo 
work. Prleee were mined t-rtugbout Uio Irt.le. 
But, unfortunately, these'Taucs for the tailors 
wcro an improvement on the Old system only 
In tho first two seasons of tor the strike. With 
the beginning of the fall season of 19 U their 
work prices began to decline and went on de-
clining until at present tho earnings of tho 
finisher* are admittedly no belter, if not worse, 
than before the general strike. Of all the 
gains of 1910 tho tailors scorned o bavo only 
retained tho fifty-hour week, the shop chair-
man and the price committees in the shops. 
I t is true that the other branche* of the. 
cloak trade were also affocied by the Tory 
meagre seasons prevailing in the cloak indus-
t ry for the last three or four years; yet none 
of the piece workers in the trade have suf-
fered as much as the finishers. Tho earnings 
of tho operators wero likewise far from satis-
factory, but they were not as small as the 
earnings of tho tailors. There wore several 
reasons for Unit: first, tho fact that the opera-
tors are all men and, as a rule, people- that 
would stand np and resist an injustice on tho 
part of the employer much sooner than Um 
tailors would. Secondly, the operator works 
at a machine that is supplied with electric mo-
tor power, while the tailor works exclusively 
by hand. This means that, while tho operator, 
in -order to increase the productivity of his 
work, aims simply to acquire moro speed nnd 
deftness with his fingers and *>av_a tho rent to 
tho electric power behind the machine, the 
tailor, who has no machine or power to assist 
liim, must rely solely on hta physical strength 
and endurance to get better result* front, his 
labor. In other words, the tailor whose earn-
ing power has always depended on his ton 
fingers alone, has not profited a t all from tho 
. • 
• • 
technical improvements of Uio modern shop 
and the new machinery.' Tho application of 
motor power has p u « d him by and left him 
jart where he m before. That la why his 
condition aa a plec* workers la moth worse 
than that of the other piece workers in tb« 
" . i ' k \ 
Tho condition of the pieeo workers in tho 
cloak trade la clear evidence of the fact that 
the present method of settling prices by com-
mittees, which was regarded some time ago as 
\ substantial gain for tho piece workers, la 
of ao value whatever for them without a 
standardized basis of earnings. Sueh a sys-
tem of price settling carries no assurance with 
it that the workers will be enabled to snake a 
living after the bargain baa been concluded. 
When a pressor, for oxamplo, who Is a week 
•corker, has worked fifty hours, he is .pretty 
lore to receive #23,50 for his work; each hour 
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too evident that their earnings will suffer to 
the eitent of depriving them of a proper rise 
lihood. 
This Is principally due to the abaenco of a 
recognized standard for piece workers, cloak 
tailors in particular, by which the proper 
amount per "hoar is to be determined. In 1910 
certain improvements wero introduced. Un-
fortunately, tho improvements fa the case of 
piece workers were not properly safeguarded, 
for only whan workers know exactly what they 
have gained, and tlie employers what they are 
to be held responsible for in regard to tho 
earnings of their employee*, can the improved 
conditions be of permanent value for them. 
Had this been done, the condition of tho tailors 
would not be as bad as it is to-day. The 
price committees should not have to go.about 
blindly in filing prices on garments and fink-
ing thereby the earnings of the entire shop 
!.rings him an undisputed 47 cents. When an -and the bread and butter of their own fami-
lies. The esunings of the workers should not 
depend on whether the price committee is 
made np of people who can show resistance to 
the employer or not. Not even a long period 
of slack should make them submissive. The 
Union should be fa a position to compel every 
employer to meet his responsibilities in U P 
matter of guaranteeing to the average worker 
the accepted, standard of earnings, just as well 
as he is responsible for the earnings of tb( 
presscrs, cutters and sample makers. 
This Is the crux of the whole situation. 
Last year the question was rabed among the 
tailors, but owing to various obstacles i t re-
mained In abeyance. The present movemtnt 
has behind i t the solid sentiment of the entire 
nass of workers in the trade. The tailors 
realize t oday that tho only wny through which 
the destructive competition of shop against 
shop and mam against man coul-1 be eliminated, 
the trade elevated and the tailor assured, of a 
decent living, is through the establishment of 
a regulated standard of earnings on the basis 
of 60,cents per hour. Even in the event of a 
bad season, their,earning* would then be af-
fected only to ths eitent of th* general short-
age of work in the shops or the decrease) in 
the demand of the market. They would, how-
ever, he safe against the attempts of tho em-
ployers to force price committees to accept 
starvation prices for garments, because a pe-
riod, of preceding alack has weakened their 
power of resistance and made them eager to 
accept work »t any price ottered to them. 
employer secretly agrees with a pressor to 
work for a lower price than 47 cents an hour, 
he knows full well that be violates his agree-
ment with the Union, and that the Union can 
bold him to account for i t As a matter of 
fact, in all cases where such collusion between 
workers and manufacturers has been brought 
to light, the latter wero compelled to pay back 
the full amount of the deficiency. Tho same 
is true in reference to all the other workers 
in the trade for which the Union. has estab-
lished a regular scale of wages, imeh u the 
cutters or sample makers. In these branches 
tlie member working belosr tho stipulated price 
renders himsolf liable to severe discipline by 
Ibe Union for the offenso. 
The ease i s altogether different with the 
piece workers. When a price -committee of 
any shop happens to be weak and yielding, tho 
• employer may sneceed In intimidating or in-
\ flnencing them and get the garments mado at 
ueh cheap prices na not to averago even 30 
cents an hoar. If this price committee has 
been elected a t a ''-^IsawsaWfi meeting, their 
bargain is considered legitimate and the in-
jury done beyond repair. The workers must 
cither stay in the shop, work for starvation 
prices or leave tho place In quest of other 
jobs. Even in cases where a resettlement is 
possible it amounts fa the end to VI^TJ little. 
1'or, where Ike workers a n a , for example, set-
''•••i a garment worth $1,25 for 70 conte, and 
*t re-settllng manage to squeeze another dime 







THE ENGLISH MINERS' MINIMUM WAGE ACT 
lit SIDNKY W1CBB. I-UB-, WMI W. HEI.I.OK. B.A. 
'; 
The pa i ing of the tkn& Mines (Minimum 
Wage) A t io 1911 introduced a new principle 
into the relation* between organised workers 
nod their employer*, for it is the first ease in 
tbe history of the^ngl ish trade imioii move-
ment, wkete the* Stat* has interrcm-d to nettle 
an actually pending dispute between Labor and 
Capital by moans of legislative ennotuicnt. 
Wo shall, therefore, atteinpt to describe,,, very 
briefly, tho steps that led up to the Govern-
ment'a action, and the ternu of settlement 
pawed by tbe Houses of Parliament. 
For a great number of yean the miners of 
Great Britain bad been spasmodically agitat-
ing for some cqoitable tettleraent of the "»h-
normBl" place question. They claimed that 
the owners of mine* ought not only to con-
cede an average .standard for the whole dis-
trict but nlso guarantee o "living wngo" to 
those men who found themselves working tinder 
special natural difficulties. This claim had 
liven loft largely to bargaining, between the 
manogrsnent of each pit and the trade anion 
branch officials, but the miners felt that this 
was an uasatisfartory method to apply to this: 
particular novation because It failed to give 
any uniformity of practice- The coal owners 
on their side declared that this particular 
question roiild only be dealt with satisfactorily 
locally pji by pit and caso by ense. 
Out of this question grew the demand for a 
fixed minimum of daily earnings for all people 
employed in mines, without any reference to 
the. noiklng plrtcen being ._abno,rinat. In Jan-
uary, 1912, a ballot" of the whole of tbe coal 
minors of Great Britain was taken, an 1, by 
445,801 ts 115,721, it was decided'to give no-
tice to establish the principle of the.minimum 
wage for ctery man and boy working under-
ground. In ocrordnDco with thismoiidnto, the 
offWats of the Miners' Federation proceeded 
to draw jp a minimum wage schedule (daily 
rates w r i n g from district to district), nnd to 
declare U»t no underground adult should any 
where receive less than 5/- ($1.25) per afatft; 
and no boy less than 3 / - (00 cents) per day. 
The mine owners refused, and a national strike 
ensued, tie nation being left practically with-
out any «a j supply. At this point the QOT-
- • • : 
eroment intervened in the, dispute. 
titniB between the Government, the miners and 
the mine owners began; and on March 19th 
i f tor the strike had been in progress for a 
ten days, a bill was introduced in tbe H> 
of Commons ' j tu piirtidc » mini mum wage in 
the case of men employed underground in coal 
mines, and for purposes Incidental thereto." 
The Miners' Federation, through tke I 
1'nrty, attempted to get definite amounts of 5/-
and 2/- introduced Into the Bill; but the Gov-
ernment successfully opposed this, am! tho Bill 
* became law despite tho opposition of tho fed-
eration. 
By tho terms of tho Act joint district 
boards are established In each of th-i twenty-
two districts Into which tho British coal field* 
are naturally divided. The busluean.of these 
boards is to determine the minimum rates of 
wages, meaning tba minimum day's earning* 
at local piecework rates per ton, that shall be 
paid in tho various districts. Composed of an 
equal number of employers and employes they 
are each presided over by an independent chair-
man, chosen either by agreement between the 
two parties or by tbs Board of Trade, and thw 
chairman has, in case of the votes being equal, 
a casting vote. Tho Act provides that if 
board fails, within three weeks, after it 
been recognised by the Board of Trad? to come 
to an agreement an to the rates to bo paid, the 
chairman .himself 'shall make tbe award. In 
very few instances have the boards come to 
such an agreement, so that upon the chairman 
has b««n thrown the duty of fixing tba variolic 
minium. This has led to considerable friction, 
-various miners' associations having expressed 
considerable dissatisfaction with tho chairman's 
decision. There is nothing io the Act to pre-
vent the men from asking, or the employers 
from paying, a*'high wages as may be desired. 
Tho coal minors* minimum wage thus secured 
by law is enforceable by tho men thcnselvas in 
the civil courts; not as under tbe Factory Acts 
of Australia or the* Trado Boards Act of* the 
United Kingdom by criminal prosecution by the 
Government Inspectors. Until the ysnr 1915, 
the minimum wages of coal miners was-set-
tled under this Act, and it now rests- with 
Parliament to decide whether or no It shall be 
\ 
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reinforced- It is not likely to be allowed to 
expire without renewal in some form. 
Tho membership of tho Minora' Federation 
of Great Britain is about 680,000, and for pur-
M0ea of smooth' working it i t divided into four 
districts—tho federntod area Including York-
shire, Lancashire, Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, 
gtaffordahire, Warwickshire and North Walea; 
Durham "and Northumberland; Sunderland and 
Boutb Wales. In tho federated area there is 
in cxlstanee a conciliation board consisting of 
fifteen representatives of the workers and fif-
teen of tho omployors with an independent 
chairman, who has a easting rote. It- duty,ia 
(o regulate wages, outalde the operation of the 
Minimum Wage Act, and its findings apply to 
all eoal owners. The miners of this area en 
tfred into aa agreement in October, 1912, which 
hutted until March, 1013, this latter data being 
fixed In order that it may coincide with the 
date when the agreements in 8outh Walea ter-
minated. 
Within tho bounds of this federated area 
there exist also- local agreements affecting 
wage* and. other general questions. In tho case 
of any dispute the procednre is as follows: (1) 
The men affected, together with the cheek-
lrtighniad (an official appointed by tho roon 
under statutory authority to guard their in-
terests a t the colliery), interview the manager. 
(2) If no settlement Is arrived at, tho matter 
i* theu referred to the joint committee, nnd 
•f they fall to come to an agreement the inde-
pendent chairman baa the power to sctUo tho 
question. This procedure practically applies 
to the whole of the mining districts.of England, 
Scotland and Walea, except that in Lanark-
Svbiro there is no established machinery for 
. dealing with, local questions. Further, in 
Northumberland, the conciliation board, which 
ciistcd up to August 1011, has given plnce to 
a wages committee, composed of equal numbers 
a( employees and employers, but without an 
Independent chairman, them being thus no pro-
vision for settling any intractable Issuo or even 
. far- a easting rote. 
, The organization that the minora would like 
to m -established for dealing with wage* and 
9thet questions U as follows: It is suggested 
that all the coal fields should bo treated as one 
body for genernl wages questions, inennSug the 
standard, daily earning*, a«a other questions of 
a national character, while district boards 
should bo established for dealing with tho mak-
wgof price lists (tonnage rate* and variation* 
between pit* and district*) a*d matters of a 
local nature. A national board should be es-
tablished on a basis through which tho fattest 
nnd most accurate information is obtainable as 
regards ( I ) the earning capacity of the Mveral 
collieries, (2) the felling price of coal, (3) the 
coat of production, (4) Um volume of trade and 
(5) the cost of living, while a mifficient min-
imum wage should he recognised as the first 
charge upon the industry. -This lioard should 
he presided over by an Independent chairman, 
with power only to give a easting tote on ques-
tion-, dealing with general wages. Local boards 
should he established in every county for deal-
ing with local disputes, which should only come 
before such hoards when there has been a fail-
ure to arrive nt a settlement at the collieries 
themselves. If these boards fall to settle any 
question, then, if both iddea agree, an lade-
pendont chairman should be called in, whoso 
deeision- should he final. Any attempt at com-
pulsory arbitration, or at an autocratic exer-
cise of a chairman'a plenary powors, should be 
nvi.idod. Towards these two expedients the at-
titude of the Miners' Federation of Great 
Britain is one of hostility. 
The Devil's Mart 
Human blood i» running freely 
And the shells shriek loud nnd "brill, 
A thousand Frenchmen murdered! 
Hurrah! is ja Kaiaer Bill 1 
A mighty shower of shrapnel 
Spreads across tho German, trench— 
A thousand Germans murdered 1 
Hurrah, says Sir John French! 
A thousand souls from Austria 
HJ»VO met their fateful star— 
Have left their entrails on the field-
Hurrah! cries out the Crarl 
A mighty ship has foundered 
All its men have gone below— 
A thousand Englishmen are drowned— 
Hurrah! says Francis Joe! 
But far beyond the battle smoke 
In lands we never saw, 
W« always find some tender semis 
Who do NOT about HURRAH! 
Soine weeping beart-torn sweethearts. 
Some mothers old and gray. 
Were brought to grief's grand climax 
That very self -same day. 
This so-called pomp and splendour 
"The. rulers dare not tell 
Is but a wreath of flowers 





A New Departure in O u r Union-
Sick and Relief Funds 
By A. KD-IUl l iV 
Gradually a D » departuro in being Intra ' 
duee.1 Into oa r Uaioa which in destined to 
have a permanent effect 1 ain referring b*>e 
to the benefit reftUm** being adopted by wrni 
of the large locals of the I n t e r n a t i o n a l i n Urn 
York. 
Tho pioneer local In thin movement was the 
Cloak and Sk i r t Makers ' Union of Philadel-
phia, Local N o . B. Some years ago this unicn 
adopted a system of sick, relief a n d death 
funds, and the rules governing tbo payment «f 
benefit* a n as simple as tbey a n effective. 
Tbls new feature is known to hare given t i e 
Joes! strength and permanence. I f not for 
those benefit features, the onion in I'bila.W-
jrliia would probably bavc come to grief after 
Ote strike in 191.1 bad been given up a t t in 
ead of twenty-six weeks. The benefit features 
kept the membership together and enabled t i e 
local to organize for a fresh struggle within.; 
less than one year. 
Ever since the last four years tlie officers 
a n d active members of the International Union 
have counselled the adoption of a fond a i d 
the payment of vnrioos benefits a s a means sf 
placing the Union on firm foundations. T i e 
mat ter received considerable at tent ion a t the 
International convention in Bostoo, 1910. 
Now, a f t e r four and a half y e a n , the ques-
tion has again come to the front, and the acccs-
s:ty of benefit feature* is f a s t becoming wore 
widely refogniwd. Various circumstances lui'o 
placed the matter in a new Hght ' T h e medical 
examination* conducted by the J o i n t Board of 
Sani tary Control revealed t h a t a number of our 
members a re afflicted with curable diseases 
a n d need immediate care and relief. 
Since tho aim of the Union is to ea te r fully 
Into the liven of its members and make them 
feel I ts benign influence, not only in the shop* 
or in the meeting place, but also In their homes. 
i t U manifestly wrong to care for them only 
when they are a t work, and leave them to 
chaaee or to the tender mercies of charity 
' \ 
when tbeyt fa l l in to sickness or other distress-
ing circumstances. 
Economically^ workpeople a re so "situate-] 
tha t they aro a p t to neglect themselves and 
work on unt i l tho dlseaso has advanced to • 
point where work becomes difficult or i 
po-pible. T o some people, especially those w 
hare the means to guard agains t sickness, the 
workers ' neglect to take tho necessary preeao-
t ioas may seem to be willful and gross neg-
ligence. I t should, however, be borno In miml 
tha t a large number of workers, esperiailv 
in the garment t rades , l i v e ' f rom hand to 
mouth, and when there is no work there la no 
means of life. . 
Moreover, only io exceptional cases, wbrn 
the wolf of starvation is actually a t tho door, 
i s there a a inclination to apply for efcaritj. 
I t is easy to imagine the worker 's s ta te 
mind in such circumstances. The fear of 
ing tho chance of earning a bare subsisted 
and the disinclination in most eases to app 
for tho aid of charity, will naturally, lead him 
to disregard al l precautions tending to the 
preservation of health. Aside from this, scant? 
means, improper food, prolonged uneraplbr-
tnent and poverty of surroundings—all thrs^ 
add to the difficulties of observing the ruW 
of health, even if one is aware of them. 
Th i s Would be obviated if tho member o( 
the Union kaew t h a t Ijis organization is ready 
to help when sickness befalls him. On feel-
ing ever so slightly indisposed he would with-
out delay have recourse t o medical relief for 
his own •sake. ' T b o / f o a r of being strand?"!, 
in ease medical advice requires him to take a 
.few days Or a week 'a rest , would a o more 
weigh, with, him, because be would be provided 
for by his own savings, placed In a common 
fund for this purpose. He would not consid.-r 
i t charity and therefore would feel no repus 
nanco in applying for tbo relief due to him at 
a mat ter of course. 
The worker 's efficiency is lowered when, suf* 
feting from an incipient disease, he fours to 
Hie measures to check ita inroads, lest he or 
die might lose the chance of employment; anil 
•bile the efficiency i* lowered the disease 
rpicads and becomes aggravated. Organized 
itroeaution in the shape of medical care and 
tick benefit fund would remove the sickness 
„(] promote efficiency. 
: •;'.';.•!•-.;>•>- and & poor wage aro apt to catuc 
dirkow* and disease, and employers must roc-
that without higher standards of pay 
and improved general conditions no efficiency 
ma be expected. 
With increasing efficiency method* running 
»i<le by side with industrial depression, unem-
ployment, poor wages and chronic want there 
I* bound to result an increase of sickness In 
<\w ranks. 
It should be the aim of every anion to in-
vure its members against sickness and enable 
them to say: "Oh, I do not feel robust to-
day. I most go ami consult the doctor and 
lake a rest npon his advice." This can only 
IHT mado poM'Mo by the members paying a 
higher duos to cover such insurance. 
Last year, a movement for beneficiary in-
miranco was started by the Cloak Pressors' 
Union, Leeal No. 35. A first step *as taken 
in a small way, in introducing a fond to relieve 
conwmptives. Members were re<[uirod to pay 
only #1.00 a year towards this food, and a* 
nothing is so convincing as aetoal experience, 
the members soon reslited the necessity of ex-
tending the scheme to a general sick fund and 
ngreed to pay $300 a year for this purpose. 
Thi* new feature has proved such a success 
that similar movements have been started in 
other locals. Tho Skirt and Cloth Dressmakers, 
Local No. 23, and tho Cloak Finishers' Union, 
Local No. 0, have since followed suit with a 
consumption fnail. The Waist and Dressmak-
ers ' Union, Local No. 25, seriously contem-
plate establishing a sick fund. Owing to the 
Blow season, Local No. 25 was compelled to 
postpone consideration of the matter, but with 
the rcvivjd of trade the proposition should be 
pressed forward with renewed vigor. 
And so a new departure is being introduced 
into the International Union, which Is destined 
to add to its power, permanence and prestige. 
At the present moment only a small number 
of members are privileged in being entitled 
to tho benefits provided by thee© funds. Wbai 
is needed is to extend them to every member 
of the International Union, both in New York 
and other cities. This can only be done by 
raising the dues for the entire organisation. 
Of course, bore and there are to be found 
members who are demurring to an increase in 
the dues. Apparently they do not renlire how 
much th&y are destined to benefit by i t Only 
when such benefit features will be in full work-
ing ordet, and they themselves the beneficiaries, 
will the importance of such Insurance dawn 
upon them. They will then regret having op-
posed tim payment of higher dues. 
Progress is slow in all human affair* where 
agitation and conviction must precede action. 
But the spread of the. sentiment in favor of 
relief funds and higher dues is'very gratify-
ing. The coming season should bring us ahead 
in this direction. 
!J 
The General Executive Board of the International will 
begin ita quarterly sessions in Chicago, III., on Monday, 
May 3, 1915. 
Communications intended for the Board should be ad-
dressed: 
GENERAL EXECUTIVE BOARD, 
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' 
UNION, 
Morrison Hotel, Clark and Division. Ste., 
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LOCAL UKIGX. _ O m a Annua*. 
L New York Cloak Operators. 121 E. 18th St , Hew York City 
•. Philadelphia Cloakmakors .99 N. lOUi 8 t , Philadelphia, Pa. 
5. New York Piece Tailors 0 W. flirt S t , New York City 
4. Baltimore Cloakmaker* •. 2 So. High 8t., Baltimore, Md. 
6. Now Jeraoy Embroiderers 359 Summit Ave, W. Hobokon, N. J. 
8. New York Embroiderer. . . .173 E. Broadway, care of United Hebrew Trade* 
7. Boston Buincoat Maker* 31 N. Bunnell St., Boston, Muss. 
B. New York Cloak and Soit Tailors 113 E..10th St , New York City 
10. New York Amalgamated Ladies' Garment Cottara 7-W. *lat Bt , New York City 
1L BrownaviUe, N. Y. doakmaker* 887 Sackman St-, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
12. Boston, Una* Pressors 230 Troiaont S t ; Boston, Mae*. 
13. Montreal, Can. Clonkrnsikora..... 37 Prince Arthur, E. Montreal, Can. 
14. Toronto/Can. Cloakmakere..... 194 8padln* Are., Toronto, Can. 
16. Philadelphia Weiatmakor* 605 Reed St , Philadelphia, Pa. 
18. 8 t Louia, Mo. Ladies' Garment Workera Fraternal Bldg., 11th and Franklin A»e. 
17. Now York Beeferroakflra 35 E. 8econd St , New York City 
18. Chicago Cloak and Suit Pressors 1815 W. DWeioa S t , Chicago, m 
19. Montreal Can. Cloak Cutters , 186 S t George 8(^ Montreal, Can. 
20. New York Waterproof Garment Workers . . . . .SO E. 10th St , New York City 
I'L JSewark, N. J. Cloak and Buitmakers 103 Montgomery Su, Newark, N. J. 
22. New Haven, Conn., Ladles' Garmont Workers 83 Bollock St , New HaTea, Conn. 
23. New York Skirtinakera 113 E. 10th St , New York City 
25. New York Waist and Drew makers 16 W. 21st St , New York City 
26. «e»elaBd Ladles' Garment Workers 118 Prospect A T * , Cleveland, Ohio 
27. Cleveland Skirt Maker. 112 Prospect Are., Cleveland, Ohio 
28. Seattle, Wash., Ladles' Garment Workers 2704 E. Union St , Senttlo, Wash. 
89. Cloak Finishers Union 11B Prospect A t e , Cleveland, Ohio 
31. S t Loois, Mo., Cloak Preasera .920 N. 17th St. S t Louis, Mo. > 
28. PeekskUr, N. Y-, Underwear Worker* 118 Grant Ate-, PeeksklU, N. Y. 
25. New York Preiser*... 828 2nd At*, New York Qty 
36. Boston, Mass., Arties* Tailors 230 Tremont 6t> Boston, Mas*. 
37. Cloak Preasera Union 112 Prospect Are., Qerstaad, Ohio 
38. New York Ladies' Tailors 726 Lexington Are., Now York City 
41. New York Wrapper and Kimono Makers 79 E. 10th St , New York City 
42. Cloak and Salt Cotters Union. . . ' US Prospect Are., Cleveland, Ohio / 
44. Chicago, 11L, Cloakmakers . . 1815 W. Diriatwi S t , Chicago, 1IL 
45. Syracuse, N. T-, Dresarnakers . 124 Renwlck Pi., Syracuse, X T. 
47. Denver, Colo., Ladies' Tailors 843 Bannock S t , Denver, Cote. 
48. Cincinnati Garment Cutters ..1715 Madison Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 
49. Boston Waistmakera 94 Maiden St , East EferftJ, Maaa. 
50. New York Children Dresarnakers .' 79 E. 10th Bt, Kew York CKj 
II, Montreal, Can., Custom Ladies' Tailors 1058 F. Berrl S t 
51 Lot Angeles Ladies Garment Workera., . . .1319 E. 21st S t , Lo* Angela*, Cal 
52. Philadelphia, Pa^ Cloak Cutters... 524 Mifflin St , Philadelphia, Pa. 
54. Chicago Baiaooet Make** 1145 Blae lalaad, Am, Chicago, IB. 
54. Boston Cloakmakere . . .31 N. Bussel St.. Boston, Mass. 
68. New York Waist Buttonhole Maker*, 104 Forsyth St, New York City 
59. Chicago Waist and White Goods Workers 80M PoWraae AT., Chicago, DsV 
61. Montreal, 
• 1 I 
m 
t a i n ana vrmie wwuu rt«ir»ws, . . . *«*» gv>tf*-**- —»•, •^—m^v, m . 
Can., Cloak and Skirt Preasera 37 Prise* Arthur R, Montreal, Ca* 
Watte Go** Workers 35 E. 1*4 St , «a« T*rk CSrj 
{COXTINCIV oK anam TTDSIBJI oona.) 
• 
. • ; . . . 
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-1TO3'K n .Tyayu- tfarWrwo |w'"B»njm» ^ 5 P pa DTyiiPDpyDi3Ro »T jy^Rn 1911 pc 
*yil nR?T»a D'D BR1 33i:CR,T TBT PR ,T3K^  
TRT PD TnKSV3 TyTy3y5p R P R pit "i jy> 
\VyVKO H W ^K>T'-3 iyoi;y32MTR JHW* 
OKn ]yo .BTRO»TyBK » I | I B oaRaya p* 
DK-T iyo pfc ayaD'O |Vt?pya R oT.vsy33"K 
.Tytyc *T po OBibpyjbMTK Tysyo lyaaK-; 
a»n2 ^P3 TyTiy^iv^p V D R T DRH ^*>VOR3 
.Tya»'3TR »T jyay) S»HpK n>*>3 R jysyjyj 
PIR^P I*K Dyy'03yT3 »»ftH KT Ty3K tyyn DP 
"V33R PR 33'0'a TVPT tK PK ^RT ya;KDVT 
,|D1R ;yiPyKT'BD3KP K nn« ( V ^ W ivo^Rn 
cm P K ^a»n Tyaf-K TPT pK Ty3"D» K *n 
j-'Tays. prp"t pK e n s *>p3 «T pa IPDMI 
-syiDBMn $ft'Oiu boto KTia n ."Tp3pn 
P3i3-*K BR11 TRTTya jy^Bt? DyT 3P>*« SJ? 
iy3P3 DT.TCP33,,K iV3K^ aTpiirapPD^Ka 
'apK 
iROplR^P 
DP"T im^^ya DO Hf tMbNb PK m n . CPT
 tpanp3Tpc DO jpsyp ^R>T»D wn -nno 
.appp-n ::>DDKP n pR PK BKT .Tpyra pa r ^ e 
-M-5P VI Mrprnfn iv e3*&h$M& PK ay" . VPKO. 0T3ini m»3P n
 tovho 33'aara p* 
-snyj ;;SD3R J^ R tP)"t ipsKapi^P TyTjy>'?pPT OIK IPDOPTP POD^D jnn»K ovv P* 
-.-'T3 Tpt -,5V. .aPPP'T PD WJMP9TK |jn IPD .iPTM-3K3TR iv cwp5W) OT^TD ,'MIV 
n aiyf-D ,T3KMv>p PK IVJZKDPSIR V I OKT -KH DTprnropPBiaRa y3';*;R
 DKn .DSTPVTPT 
.Tya"3TK ipj'Tp iv Tpir.- |pDwa« DPDRS TJRP P'T W iK^T^a jy;Tp?a'iR D5R'HP3 IP: 
PTK> w |>R Brtrrnu ; P J 0 C DTinirDPPDi3K': ,*TKDPPB D'lHOTpra.pR r^-ui PR .BTPD 
n TKE no**3 >^ P3 Vi'»*5 IP33PT3 p»( DSnwin , T ; K ^ V ^ PK pooin) n !W PJ"« 
."IVF"1^" D3VD1K3 D*1«* I j n 8 
yo;«pr«t n :iP3't PK IKT pK .npnnc -w jny»( po e*n Tin ipw-efreirM y i 
«3 iibn MIK »mw p»js»i tfJSnti "01**33, -onw H M'SmJO pK twjvupajn yftuK'S 
.J|i THD (IK VtP'DO^K'VKD »1 IK flM D'J tfK ^R3 PR OP AMlfe 1JH 1RD IP3K3 
!-: jpi iV3Ha
 riynwTW)3i* Dim u w m « -y-,DnyD TPD»3-IR H *Y ^KT PDD'e~y3 |f*p 
•n ;P3"T MI . W TJH p« D»*-8D'K « » n . - ^ j r ^ ,
 p D ^ ^ y , , DTPC-IPS JW«I -TPO 
•;« ID K ipnptpa DOT o*m ,CJPD T K *
 | j m w P K 13K> ^ „ t , { , | l w n a ^ I W W " 3 
.WOKB DO $«M»V 1P3RH Mffcll .,tW>>- -y^Wg
 n , s - ^ rK31t;. D * p „ ^ H m pit 
•ip |pm IPPD Np'-iyoK pe IPB"3-IK H 
W K no I"KB n y i n ivJKia »KD [VD-J* 
DK1 .OTPDFP3 PK KBXT'K P« 1PJKDTOT H 
«t HM'K OP^» OP .MUBOT ypsj"K T»PI PK 
•y;"i I'D imi ,n3K^ IPIH pK ,m D3^DB H 
;po Dim iPP'5:3iK P3»fny-pit? y% pfi "-ID 
D« [VD^KniviK ,-im:p5 nortfo *i PK Din"* 
\V\Wi IW"I -4'DjnoiyD nyD"3iK H po DPD 
D'ik »njnan ipi D>D iPD'Dtr is iwawiiiew 
•Wow I P » P U$ni T O . ,lP3*rmt jnp-tjR 
tvyfyrw ijrtH jp» ,cpi IMPII iP>"3*iiR 
,D"n:y3jyanyQ -iyn iRi K | « I osw -IKOB-KP 
.Tjnanjpn K IPOVI:M"K DP" os fjm p* 
.imy^c i w n a j w D3»9*fi 
^KD ji» mjfeR* .oo»3 W * W am Din D , ° "TOD"So ? r"*> i»vo *nran 
"IK H D1PD0"3V3 THOQ'K IP3BW B y o ^ m 
j)nycD"jy3 pD ?KMP K p»a«t "t -TyD"3 
,DD3W1V "WT pK ,nyc«>K ly^JJll pK DX'K 
{( 1KC e)BDKp Oyi PK D5KTP3"TO n pM 
•iyay? flhyaajw PK inyoyn . jm^nc 
jn»"i im*DBno Diyasyo ytyuiK ty>Ki 
^D3K "t iy^Ki ,'«o ijmenv jytn nuno 
P« D3yn;iK ;y:y: DDJJDKTB jynp* pn jywiya 
n TKO |»l»MW3"l IP?KT -D»PPD3jnP331K 
•"K 'ii 0H \V}**\ »M IK ,IyDK^p mjycnyn 
14* oy ,iynjKJKE DO ^»: tynyj "t IK JTW 
J3ia3"TDB':K TV,,1 pK D*3 pK J^PV "UP*! 
;-T fj'iK p»i^  w jy^nyuiyD o'3 iya"p f-K? 
•IK-IKB 'K2 lyariy DJH PK »"K>B 
y^K'SKnyw'K n r * e n njn IK ,p:my: 
.nwawiK po' "iK> PK jyjam'vya T W S I K 
•MW n w r H tK ,iyiu^P ?nKD y?K D-.P1I OS 
-*i3ja oun nonSo n DKH intmnu n uw 
D:K*3P I " I D n JPCMIV W D inpt D»: PK :irv 
-ycnyc n pe jyoiKB yp'DD^K'vKo "pK 
-"-13P3 DP" |PD TinK?P OKM-.ljniy? VJJH 
IjniiKii H iy?y» TP3'3 r^K JJJK^ H IPC 
-friyn o^-myc 
"PT33KP OjriJPTB — CWD PO'llBa pc 
pQ PpmO'lK PKJPDDnplK P3>^ IJ»"1D
 fIPb 
IK ,ipnpiaD>TW PK — "unh»B PD^^^K-IB 
^y'B imp" oy« aawpiws TIW»»3III n 
>vi petite i m HW TJTDOPB p* nypnitosr 
. -
jy^jni lyanxn n .lutts^r ,^yaKn jw^nnKO p« a i ^ o jyy"yiny"^b , y^i 
IJ^KI RiODmyts j w Bpna .1015 ,*SQfyG*Ti cyn , ;HC:KD |yjj*B3K yr 
General Executive Board 
International Ladies* Garment Workers Union 
Morrison Hotel, Clark and Madison Streets, Chicago, ///. 





11 .1915 , 'KQ 
linauip no JPOTIBK *un m n ;yo ' i i ,03yo 
ivpna n om ,oin IX |PT,VB iptio opn 
"K3 H .JHT'D pM JltfnHYM *p» *niO 03PO 
IBipa iB>poc oaRiyo fra v* !Ktf*« DUD 
DP o5mi i«PD |iu una ojn PR PM J i n 
em DP 1JJ2K JJRBTJ; IK jpiiija *PB*MIV I.IR 
nx j w n "lyo^aiK n OKT ,D3"xy3D'nK v* 
H IlK K^?H3K3 1 pR IKHBiyD IV11J/3 *P*B 
-DMIRopos [pupa t'K IK'JI* "«n po D«aW' 
,u3to ii« :RO o**3"my3 DKri jyo .IJWTKWW' 
.I»*»1B »3^VJK>P H iplM 3H3W3K O'J 
• ]pnpnx3"R (K ivtD'unn H IPSSRB oxy 
1P3X0P1K?P H -D1K3PJBK V' JP3K.1 " I OKI 
BIPOKSPJD'IK 1P11P3 fP3"T "1 DKT A'tUVD 
IP3R.1 »t pK PP^ O P-IPD'3 y3PJ;K31pD H pB 
I'.K y\ iP^yuovBK noio om o«npa o*3 
1P3M PK Opn pK -P3K? H 'yOSHIDOVIK 
r->« RVM ip2K .now *po*3 w»n: K IKIKO 
-nSis-oay |«p -,KD IPO5'3 o*3 CKT JPP lyu 
, -:K K^PIK^D PK OYin VI 0X71 DP MM 
IPXJRJ pK HUP1W3 P3'02'3 K ;P3;«£P3 
;y5oyo po. WKIB. i n ix otxps px ig-W 
DP3P33K3TPD DPI J1D JtJODP* 1PT ,|»MnB-
T3*X p»t WK IV (yjKt "1 DKT ,*tf*n H"Z 
IPEK67P3 HO OP J#PPt pK 3"> D'O \jni\2 
PK n3KB p'HOD *R3H;?p3npo3'R \H ; P W 
xt oa»o3pip3 pn jyno t p o " 3 ^ y-iy:;i« 
-R? y5« .D»By:y3 P»IOD *(R*«I K TRftn ~-<i 
w r x px :PP:H*-P jy-!n'B3"K j»»a 'bfep 
IipJV n , , B m |«H 0*0 .OO'DWM UNR* 
ny cm pB jpB?yn nyo"3"iR, njn *v 
enyot? *iy DKH 3K0 'poxy* oyi 7*3 ; 
."IK*3i» nyn 
v -
• K^fi^nH^D pK JKPD nVJV'JJWlJJD 
-R?*B PK IKt'O 33'1SD nP3P33K3iyB TPl 
DK11 PO0JJ3 H pB nP3»K IJhW3 T*K K'B^H 
iw pK DKnys oun I»TO ip-B^inK^D IJ;T 
-P3 T'K DP JPK0PV3 B-3W3 OKH [PO .|P1 
iPttpPBiaKo <n wm D^o-uniK jwpa,iyi) 
H O'o osp^yay^K inpi jpupj ip3"? oipi 
T1K iy3K I'K iyO"31K h 1KB .D1P"2 
HK 5P'B n *!'.1K 3H3PD3K 0»"3 ,|KPD 
IPO '.yv.mm p»p b»a D « « tv»w ,o" : 
;D"31Ky3 DKH JPO ^ 3 tPSjtf K 03KOP3 DK,T 
;P3PP IS D1K ^P3K IKl'O.DPl pB iJTlKBC'SX 
>TIK ,;yoK3Ko py^o pijyoip >T lyspfcni-: 
"3P10BMn 0P1P 1PD"31K IKI'D i p i y OKU 
?onycBHp 
PR ^3S- *1!K 1PW IPOP31PB'i:'3 Oyil JKI'O 
,!PnPt IR'31* H 0P11 |K»>D IP13PD1P DVT 1KB .V*3P03!X 0PO3 JP11P3 !*K 0X1 — DMK V? 
0>^ IP-Um Df>PByDP3 I#Kf DD3P01K3 OKI IP3KOt?P3 1>K IKI'O 33^80 JP1»T HIV »1 
H TK .IKi'D pK iPSlKVPS »^1 iyBIRi "t Ml -yj 0?POPDP3 tP3"t IP!"1E n DK11 ,0PT pN 
-'Ot? K 0*0 QiV3>hpB I"! IP5MT "IP3KOPW^P - I M n MI TynnE jyoKSKo «'iw o^o \r»r-
.IPOKSRopy^ TpKTiKO'ra^pp -3Kx .iy3jKBp33R. T5PIMI V\ own o»: 
n p T*« ckr. -KTi npD«3-w H iy3p?B ovy* J>3 DKll OKOI-
IPl^ 'TB 0?P0PCy3 Diyil DKT IK ,pl PK ]i'Z 
•OKP P1K?P K'B'VIK^B ,53 !>KPR5 TTl tP«i» ^Kt JPO OKI [PHpt pK JKPD K IKE 
•tf P3n3*K n D'O T^TPB I'K ,t^ K ,D1P0 -'03'Vl 1K.3 IPO OKH ,IP3P^ K JP3K0 "3iyr 
. K ' B ^ K ^ B oyn IPOKTIV ly^yuB- DKM ,O^KP o^poyo |yo MI jypne o^povoP3 t w o IP: 
;lK»ifKP3K3-iH P 3 » ^ V ,TWS3 03»R1?H l y o o n ) i m JIB »"V ^ 1 pR B»31K 3K1.":T 
DTPOir P1R5P POVt*3K3nR,jran3K P^ K PH !»POi »T.D*^ OKI ,»'R DPRB I P ! .PP?0 
DTP3K3nK OOyD 0-IPODRP H !y3'*r T3K* PB --3K 1P3'03"?1 IP1K11P3 O^pOPpPS D»3*>t OR" 
R*B^PSK^J3 .i*'io iy»r pn*5KT03Rp JJK inyo IP3RO ospppa 0*3 jyo O'RTI IKI*O »N!> 
1RO"0 -VPlSr .POT1R30"R ;« p'T IX 03»C fin 3^3PO"3*lK^KlVK1K^KTl3^yiKl2Ml 
,53 '5RW5 PB TROjnpyo • # ,;RDVM*M VIRBPJ PIH 0W1 ; K W n -Hnwjw 0y3 
:o*rt3pi5Rc o p jyayn Ba**w ^K : ^ WW c^ ' " H w *W? P« :ynpip33**x 
• CR11 IP3RniK OBM-1 M. -1ROC K iy33RCP33K *! ORn Q»31R [PtMiP^  
,D3P0iriP ,1P3"I >KPK^  TPf »l OKI ,1PD»31R *T .JBVMW P*BOKP (BP 
33*DORP pR 131K "3 1P0"3 "*niR 1P131R O'^ JinjlOP *T lyO'HBR |»R1 
vtypittri mvDiHi D T ^ i jn 
• - • • - * • > 
•i .DTpTwepPfii;Rs*2«D *i o>e frame 
i?a-m. onpii b ^ W pfrp'DTRB *ipr3"ii 
•j'K n -iyi"TB r w W a TRD DDKOJOS'IK 
*IS;IK pnonr pBTin ]»;«» TPD"3TR T»D 
•;yjy^UD R pit t'R IK»:V n PR .jyryns 
DIKOPRTDSRP n "a Tye^aTR n TVII ,o"n 
"3 TRT jyp ivo [IK O"? ]K';i' T IR IPJ>I 
.|pe.Tp3PimR o': 03RBTI »T."i 
-ijro "«X DKfflU VK SlW R3RP'l~ pR„ 
T»D ewm n pa yomi K P3"R ,iP33tfeat 
•»W1 PR JHP^P R P3**R PR DinKOHMR 
n QRn WRP*P PR TWJ #KB e»neo iycn 
•tlruwS PJ"Q enpecpa PTROI? D"OTJTOK 
pjnpap^ pR pTpeais R BTKT' eu'ipn DP 
t'K JROV n -PO"? PTPI31R |PB'*UV 331S,DK' 
Tin pit .HtfwM-'iw tPUpa o*J 5nw»»*p 
TPT TRD IPJSIVDRB M*eam epoimnp &w 
.SBBPW npDJpnio Tpn pK poxxi^wiK 
ne 33»e*o opr " a jpnp: T3P»PII3R pa T * 
*KpR> 1P3»DP1K P^ D'pD PlVDlpPtpP TPT 
JJK^TVO IPa^lp cm onyoiR enpnps a«n ]w 
-•QPP^RP R IP3*TP IX ,C31K11 (Pafrt DPT PR 
•»V pR T"TB PIR^P DPT TRB B3PO'T3K \VW 
'.R3RP 
QP3"5p K IP31DP3 VR 3ttn D'Rtf .CD pR„ 
p'noD njn .33uyiipa paKiic R pR ^RPR* 
car .prfovD 33ttf BTRT v* Dim 1913 pa 
p* P3pay3TP3'K T.TPI P3>3"R m TP3R (ja«t 
•uppuKlPEKn »r PR e»^ | iwp yoonp 
V»H 0«D »V»pM IR^ HR1»3K3TR »1 lyfrDL" 
.D"3TR VV^ffiV pK ya^ TP*3TP3,.K 
yiinynrrpa n "a .oprpT P3"D pi*M 
•P1K5P n D'O BKW3 2RT VR DKH Jp33'B»e 
*Pa T^PiDmn ^R a m .DDPII H pR TPZRS 
iPt>«x ya^RDR n Dm ,]pi»nipa w DP^TO 
IPD»D DCTKIPS Dm 1K'V'KP3K3TR JR IP" 
.Dp>'TQD P3frV3"R PK DPD»a PJ?PV3«K 
•PPB13KD'H lP3»t i3Mh Dm .>»31PD IP3»! 
-DR pR DTn>3R31R T3R> 1PV3R) pC DipmCD 
OMH eana i s c m K \jm \\* D;pt?»R^ D«*B 
DTjnireppcwRD *T i»j"t .STRDB* P*R I'K 
Piijt e n jpap^RP Pip"i jyc^pn ix o^ira 
D5R0 J»Vt*3R3TR R'R iPD"D IX Itj^jp 
n 4P0RH PT^R D*B ]ys"B IPS "h i i 
'MR !R»3V nVT PB |P3'T> IVDTm DTP30PO 
DRT .IPDinO OBIJ TP3R ^'1 CJP^D .JKT 
Tt^lX ^"?3 VI !P3"? ,TyO"3TR '1 , " ! 
D".R pR TPD"3TR D>1K ,BRr D*1R .jyt 
j m IP3»I DiniPDpy013RD P3^3»R IlRI'O 
jyo .,'o»pi»nw JIB JR?B DPT *inR jy^RDy; 
•pa^uy D'IRTRD TRe\>TyaR IR ipap3y3'bm 
p* 'p:'*n R on'K -SKB "OD«IPW„' .TB^KT 
-Rvya ,DP DO".T TPQ'OTR Tyi ,TP v* "v»>; 
pD STR113R |W ."TPnRDltfRTB D'lR, ;jn 
Tp I'K ,r.nTp D:yeD"D Ty c m ypp»n *vm 
is itnstaiuiy ,IP3R| ix.nm ,]yrRii« 1P3R 
*:yj"R |K DDwiryj DRH DRT pR ,ypi"n -yn 
H i'lB y^ys^ prcnix p^RftRa'DB ya'bTK 
'."Uy^ll^P PR TP3RDP1R?P 
.RT^RD T.R3 P I^IR J^'R p3 T3R5IP?P pfi„ 
oayfr3 TyaROp^p n DTKT Tt e m ^rutaK 
DTRT |P3 C":TR I'^OPJJR ]">* .eay?:? e«3 
DP3"K PR !'RT-TK,-**n 5.TRH3R /TPCD T:*i 
3>3"ii w , RT ,Tjrajrjr PD".TJ y3,e"tKT n pa 
)3'D»0 R DPT3PDR DTRT 3RH *^R .D"3TR 
1PD13 R 03RBW T*O tpiR e m n^iy TPT PR 
-3"R Tyr T I a;'Bp3 RT^RD pit 4>mj»R 
p'mya DD5».T ipma D'TyaRopiw^p ivs^x 
P>KTPB Tpl .fr3RC"^ JTPOS'R TPT31R pR 
T3P3R ipafrt o n 33ns's R iyo^mp33R esn 
P'RTPB Tjn .T3ytini3R \JT\Wi ]%2 I'K pH 
»1 !»»?'««• •Rl5fl .PVH3"R (»ou R O^fb 
mpT3R 1'R Dy '^ORE TyDRSpiR P^ JIB IPMTD 
T3RernpB iP3iea»T ant ;PCTPP3 VIH OTiroc 
-ryB DBST yafrtR p» oYtURjT* i n i * 
"31R IRnDP3 frlpMlY jnR e^Rll DP .JP3«R 
s p a r P3P7WPD >T pR M«P«i ?RPR* S^Pt 
JTD13 R m>?Re n*p*opj*n PR -DPoy 5P»D 
BR D^ P3*BI? R^PR? TBI3W P-R DTRDT flW 
e3Pe*D3PD 1R'3^ IPPTRDC DP3"DP3^ K C?T 
-DTHO!? Tjn pR OCTPn EWVl 
tpv, n o Tnyt lynpa m *DP;,D3*D V#„ 
T R 3Rn DPTXKTD .jptMpyajR DTRT pa T « 
•pittfr *i '.iM3*o*a yeaitpa eu^ 'nx OR.TP3 
Tyi JIR C3»T K e m w e r m iP2Rn TPJKO 
0TPTP3 ann ^ R Xfxvncm P'B v* e m n5ip 
CRT aTyTRD33B'1K >n 2R« 11R TRfn»*o '1 w 
.IPD^ni -an JIB ipnpec D'J n^Ri "i 
-;R? *T D»C y^aRTa DTRT DRH ftt*ja» «T„ 
m e m w*ii* ^ m Tpi^w R .D-»RDP«TO 
13 
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P*1R* 1*3 PR DnR$»»3 DH"5 H |»C'^1V 
IXD «ujnw3 pp-woe R IPHKDV::R V» ottn 
*RPR5 l y : w w m y n iv D"v ycvy* n 
pp:"un"3C P'cc PR oipp"0 irjrscyo n o'o 
1*3 pM DPIR^ -P " 3 IP0"3nR DRH ,3 ?RPR^ 
. -P"W 
lyuu R pR w5vo B»i»5 iyt3u R p e w 
i'R ,*wi"?r P'or nyiR WHO Sywyo 
yi"3 i?3»n »i .lyenytMiR i"p RB*3 oycs 
-
"3 PR lJW3"31R y i "3 pR niDR^O ^Itt VOW 
-ya iitfjm DIR5"O B*T»* *1 IPII . o w n yi 
PR ny3Ra SysoyD *i D»O ISSRIW p a * ? 
pn IRI «t ijrfjnv 3 5«P*tf w Tjrp'jc P*OP 
nyrRopiR^p WDayo ijn pa 3jtf"ne3R »K 
IF3R11 D'; ;RT jy^yu pycR3 my": pR |R'3i* 
\m$ im D'» jyopRnoiRp jftjpn (joins' iv 
hyff* ?'3 iKncyj ey 'vain "» MI 
-iyo3*R Tin pD yocRys f>x*iyjycn h 
- T W R r:R3 IR>B nm D'o iw»r ^RSRi-'y; 
-»3"Riyc yt'T iPD y^n ly^yn «t PR^B3RDP 
-lynn'DDin 3313-
•y33R PR Rp3yivp i j n r a pR JR'3V Tin 
lyn .cijytr'n"R owra of>R ly-iRiiys ttfyop 
OR3RO 'yovy? y-isy ORH D'SR teuuinm 
•'oymR iv ,3iy^3'Mi .n Tinna pnn wm 
\Wl& dJH 3R133RT .jy33'D'S P3>3"R 
-Mi3 R tymnya iyo?Hnw3R Drip P*.>vifi 
TI.TDTR w m jyonTj PR.^ 'D'O-DDRD iyo 
pR 5?*inio»K Imws I'R VR5B ly i ,$5*n 
•y3iv DKip-iypD'iR nnyr T » DKH o5iy TJD 
BRA 3Ty33*'ii ipnna DRH Tysitfa n iv DTW 
TJH IID 33ipnRDC'TyD iyn TRD iy3Rh?y3-iKE 
iysRc JID ]ycp3iB 1 iv i^syiDS'in ,JR>3V 
.O5RPR> H pR iy-!3RD DDST ysmyenyD n 
03yDVy^ 1MR DRH ^R3RCTf3Ty03,R' H 
-»11V D"3n* D3R'VRD'3R JR.10 IV |y33RCy^ K 
DR11 5RJT1D3RO !'R D3nyp"0 DD'Ml 1 JSP 
D3*OVRD'3R -OyptMV3RlD D3yOD"0 Iy3"t 
-0'V3R "I IRQ I'R PVMV3R1D |!>R 1^DR1yc*^  
-MiDnyD pn ya»nyo R PK jyiRiiya Dp'ryi*-
OKV. D3ity3 ovy* D-iyn iRnya ynDiy«D:y 




.iR03\t DniRO pD 
"iy-"3 H PR 1R1 I'M* PK .>y3«p"3iyt> 
. -yj DVR\-W3D3'R TMO*3 >m»3ifpn yDttijm 
^nn*iK)sHn i«>» cyn iinRii 
tjrtwwa iyo>Rny33R T»R 1913 «RQ PR 
»*R-CRII .D-iywR" PR |Rr.*y«:Rp >99V90 R 
•".iv n1>9SJjyi3Rny3 w iy-*Ri\y3 lycniyc 
pR >ya»? M*p«aRiD cyi jysy" ijyjRio' 
-R^ D yovy> *t '.»o>Byp nyt ynyoyn R jyayii 
PR ;yiR\iy3 tJTtsipon ^>n3n3 IRT >-R tfj 
C o ijrwiM 'jrai3y>:R CR aiosnun TPT 
-Tyc ;y»y3 iy3»r cy .oyo»i»»Ro yo^ns R 
can DTyerya jy2R.-. win iwsniR vanw 
- ivnn RO'syp T»» jnysyn R pa ;R>PISD 
,iy3y> i'R irvvD 
o n BD»ayp nyan jy-iyayn po yyTR n 
-y"3 P'P 13'3 T'R ^R3Rry3nyo3'R i r i is 
-3Rp *iy3RacR3 *n DRn 1910 p e n p« ^I«J 
•V3DMR >y3R'py3"U'03'« "W«H ]ic iRr;?^ 
iy3R*tat-y3D'iR ^ J ORH PK y3R^ D H prau 
-3RP ya?yi H J3»iy3yn-uiD R lyeoaia iv 
jte'^RP R D?.iyiriy IRT "^IR URH |WP3y» 
*1 D3R1»C",Ry3 pR IR>B R lyD«3'WlVD^R 
Dtfrya cyi T I K H ivoipyipy >inbsnrn 
.WW pR ijna'BivsT-i 
I'RO3RIRD iy i " 3 ,-iyt3yBP vi«' »nw 
a?yi3Rny3 Tjny>'i y3R*.D n "R jMNiniMP 
OU BRrt 'RIT3jh>3RP »Jtt*1. 1*1R #T*W" 
•3'R -in iv Rts'BRp lyt ruoyn « lyo"^^ 
.nj^nyr tayoitM D*I«5 "iyr 
-. .;jnyorn yooaiy n I*,D y;"R MRDPJ 
paw. ony-iy-TRiasy' ;n JIB D;R*;I< >KPK* 
•VJ* pc jnay o"a i s you nyn ipaaRDpajK ' 
K no tnpnya iRaRt uRn IPD ,iy-m jyu 
•BO* ;i"-io jpvaw p« p 'noo >K"p;pe*n 
-W3K "1 IVJ"T py?o ijnyo'2 Tin ^ n 
-lyoa'R »1 1»? OMn ovy .priKiiya MKHI? 
I«J D"DiK nyn TKD jysiaya -IPTII fWKtrpa 
.Tno imn jyrrjio-iN 
ttaMfl pK T^V'tiS'in .MTicn w pR • 
ipiaypie oj>DEycy3 iyj»i oy IKII ,;yp 
•P^ C'IK pB C"31R H T'R ,T*1t5 pR jpr0"l 
•D»n iv irwiPJ jysyayaiys'K 6 5**K5 iP3 
-" :WIK *IPDD Din iiK ^PDJ'an DJVTIJHB' 
H Y>n .D.TR 1V031K iyD"31K DK11 Diyt 
DKJRo Dyjys;wTVD Dm p& ;y3Rii ytatny 
•»K jypR3Kn pK jiHKiiya iJfo^Rnysan IP3"T 
10 pR .twro'b-DDKO yDDnyatDia ya*a 
,pMP Dninrwiaoy n ,6 *KPK5 OKH PIK' 
nn»>* Trr/wmaKrw ojma R ofwyaaK 
.*p*ayo D>'ii MI " i oof'yn D*DK ftoHjwra 
3R11 D"3TR &2tt*¥KTOfertM ya'DD'O H 
pK JwnWKo p« jmRiipa JKHOWD^K I(K 
;ya:Kaya oy t*R j n w w o P D ^ P wnjtS n 
oipsoyo ya'^yno M»5KDK n .rjnva p« 
H .Dmnie-ay Tiif^My^ipya p n v IPSKH 
.cc-ycaRo R itfiK^WD i^iK ;y3Kn D?KPR^  
•ma jyayp D*iy3Qps yjyaKctryasK n DNT 
iyi»T .yooio P3">p K -IKD )yiyu naprowv 
•Ro^nin y o w w w i K oaa»na DCPCJRO 
wfranpv |IM ,IV tyaip mysoyo p"3 -ivo 
•ou pnyn axo liny jysip m w o w PO*R 
PK oaiiys ou Iinyii oaa'O'D n ."OTfttDV 
PK D^panyay? K V» o5n»B P'BPJS* I;K 
K $WntUKO pK JK-5KC .IK'VRfiKaiR "On 
-f>yii tv /JHioxp pK lyowp ,B8tr lyoMiya 
p'p uKnya" oo >Kt»"p DKH iK-ai* n jya 
;yin lie 40 iyj»r wu»ta jyovy^ ..jjnuw 
.•j»? jK'ar jy-iKiiya^  awr 
owi Tw»p o ^ f c n iy?KyiD:K3 nyT 
L"'pa'iayns"a *i iyny?yaa"R DiPOKy> T*K 
y>yc n jynayDK iv i«s K TW jyi-yaraK [in 
PK JPOlppailf Da»OXP> t'» OP BKll 8>"3T* 
JHK {yO"2 p'K PK VI iyO^ KH ,K»D?y.K?'B 
-ip jyrayo y a .-iyna»K IHK PK iiy_»f K 
' myo^y n po yiyiaijiy^yo PK l i iira'K iyr2 
•*D ynyiaiK .i*»TO cin iyiKf»nKC Tyo*»3n»c 
D",K 01"M Dy 'll flOWl D1PU0KP ly'E^HK* 
^ln .Tno pc pmrnoirM p( pw nyo's 
iya'DyfoKaiyc «i DKT .I'K Din pc UKO^ny. 
nyny' oyas ?»"ii .iysyfoKiD "i«io yiV"t 
hy PK ,DK ,ea DKT ^>I IKE DPJ*H « I p,t 
iv [y3Kn lyKtKH D'a^ iKa inyo pit? ayv 
em 1'ix .ipaypf'Sp T - I O pj«i o*o iKno 
ytJ2*Kya >iyo pK jnyo^y.ytn t3« pc r ^ " 
*viy> [yoDKs ;K T^yiiya jyaip yu"?2KD 
~iKo aa'ODKp DPT iw**5mwi aim ,yfiw* 
JKIOSKP C^ C K JHK K'C y^TK '^D pH Dyp * 
.j;n^i3jn T'K oy ya^yii ~»yiK 
cnyiictapyDiaKD n T I jyviaps T^TDK: 
PR ,iRa ipapp "i ^yci i *IMK yaK? nyi o^ .a 
•myt ]Pi"? vvgj nyn PK yo>03»c n 
-a'K iny? *n pc >:PTIPJKP i»*n :io piKor 
-an« poTin iJnyu DPrn'Mi yny»T ,iK5a 
I*5K tynyii o:Kt-D jny*i pK jyonyryo 
ipcya T I sw'tf D'ii3 ^ya H >»n ,iyvnp 
DKII i " i o pK o»n "sa'ia, n iro^wniyiR 
lyf'yy? VT ;B'K^ ;IR 3 ' ^3 'TKC ;ya'*3iR 
.iyp'TDpe'a'jc 
D'we^aa"*: yt'i oeip ^ J a i t m t . 
y'noR ,yo}a law "3 O^PD DP DRII DPT jtc 
p*ncD cm pK .a:n?»3 yc"DD,^R,Jl, i»ne 
•»R ivaisya >aiR tw»nt VI IP2R.T 1913 pc 
•'iiv ffim'SK T^ynwiRaiK jysRn DRII J»*»3 
iPD-na K '»PIR.tsun DRn . IPD"3IR n IPV 
p3 ^R ^PTllpa DTpODRP *i pfi 5%,no 
-:K D?Rn P^ISKP R'R pw DRI ^oa'-myD'K 
Ttt>J««*iri tS^Rll ,DSP> iJHR^pa BM'WIJ « 
i»o -IiBijn aina'ER-a ptRtar *VTPT IR^V 
-K-'E pjycR>ry33"R ^i opyiiyacw ;yo^K^ 
lyasvya tyta^Rii 1*5 PK' .DTPODKP "CMB^H 
.'IPORDStin you 
->Tto=By *< w w w aytaynya v"3 *i 
»i Djycpya T * ff3Kn Iw^c i P , n ^REJR 
va pR nyo"aTR nprR-ooP no TPSPE-





\SMTl TO J»!TO T.3 O'J .\r\1G tJ^IJKDKO 
yCHRT>KD pK lynWlOIW DBC«P V1JVCWB 
-fciyfijw pR iriyDM TiR trunam £*S>ay«K; 
-KO yi jyjyp yi DIK ,iy?mt3 J&JPWWD y-wa 
IPtrtwiD'wi iyD"3i« j n a m » w s ' m r r * 
-pyiw BIR .ona PR IBOH? po o»s nyn PK 
ITVVK b'DW»e^ywbJ»K TytaiR iy>ys*nif 
-ya jyo i'K iyiK3 jriya'T RW «HK O?RPR> 
i t DVT yytoaoim *f w oite civ iiraip 
-lyoa'R Tin ijyjO'iVP ->yB n pR D$HPR*H 
•pram oiysjmya 110 ^RaR^ya 
-3*R Tjniv jyaattnRVSR ys'toanyn n " 
y*;*3 n iy3R«i pR oaysmya D W W »* D-O 
nyii'P R *IRD U3jney3 auwtfa IMW 
TO i'K n ami a h aspjtyt t n r o w a ,>y»Bi? 
-pymjKo h .TyD"3nst ytfnw po lyjKL'-j-
,pma"R.Dm lyoaiR ismy3;tMiu irunirs 
iyj»r w a i K jhfroM *R,r>yi3R y>yo MI 
*7 jyii p* ."iK3T»!*:wa-iK o»a oanmys-K 
ynyuiN po >Hrib R pR m jyoipya P R ^ ' V 
•un po ?ya"uv j towayii »T PR .D^KPK^ 
-'3R31R Tya"31K H +1 jy3Rn .nDDIli'K 
iyaaRwaaR \n bun DSRD a»«i pR ,ur» 
?KjKr»3Tyej*K n :'R ,oi"-io H pK ty?.v 
-mi n pc oayo 10 PM »mo >R3Rcya-iyo -^p yj»iD»w»K JIR woayo R jirwwy 
BR11 E^ yOD D'.'T iny» 1KD ,01H y3'ft»y3 
.MPK? pn »3 vtoawyn DWP nyscyo ijn 
turn KCBVP nye *ptti R ojys 10 V?V»I;TKB 
Tyssyo iinm i r w n y o >R3Ks?"3-iyD3^oi 
u'ny;y3 P"IUD IRU R IK?»H pp»;i>ifl 
V« oy .prnoo PR pn ojm "* '« 33*> fiw 
•D3Wy3 y iy i jyn m ,bu i w i i v i»p bw 
•mi D-vpoyu»K oyn yoiKDVT yinjyne'i; 
ic yj"K iinyii pompjww -wiaw o y i r r i 
,D?yn jK*jv l^iB nyi pit. yoDpntttats* H 
100,000 DVW DRfl >K3KC-p3"iyaa»K "tt»)TH 
oyn yyn-iK yaMyn KIK imi IIR . l y ^ a o ' o 
p'K p« l y ^ p D M B W r i n ^ in;ioayv\-Kp 
-*D D»m ;ynyariyD,iv D3"? tw Y&x 
}v>sn cv iya«oM?yi ya'03Mi ly^nvaam 
?y3E- jy3Kn DTinirtapycusa n .ucKc-.i-s 
-•awm KiH nnttcya K THE D»» tynyiyaa'-N 
pK tyoyuiDa'K jr>P*n IKE pu jyp IR-X«: 
-vjn^i ypTNaB" [ysKo jyaaKDyaax jy3«n 
IPDpjri'13'K K p« ipopjnn K pn ynayci-
CKH DT^TO yiyiaiR po u n ^ j w w »i jyn 
iw iyo"p3^3yi\DM3 m>: r3Ra iyonyao'iiK 
y>^p po iysy? nyi p« lysanyiKo 'wsmo 
yj'ObMl tfyp'nesy OKJV PR D S ^ P 
tasysyaya jya^t jyasnyiRD yin .iiray>3ms 
Q"pTyo'3 TyTycTRE* ?y*B R o^o inmii" 
.Diynit-cpyouRC *1 03yta"T ,IR>SMVI&R p« 
S3 )y3Rn nysya CO"3-.K *I pti ,-iynno MI 




K iya:xD3R iy>y» »! IVI-'K"oaysjnyao'iR ''Rn ^ K T jy« m ,jy-TRiiy3 ^ P i>« oyjiiava 
.iP'T -,yo"3iR lyrosvo RIR 0>B *IB-RP W*^ »« o ^ naR3-.yE R MI T,Tyo >y>a y i 
jy3?yn PR lysy-ODMK oyu IBORP R ;yn pw *^Q | » W ^ ; ,« ^y jaipriv w n ^ R s 
^ » w i .^icDna'R Tjn.po Sff^t Sii -=y "»w> y>R"»»:w ^ tysxo a »nan^»a.iaya 
"»'ty31RD |M"» *•» 1R ,iy3'T p»» l y e y^»D D3RU1' ^RPR^ inn>R O'O DCKBnyfi 
.—i»RDty "B-DRP >•": lyin'Divs-.n tayo *t jyan. »nyoi?y3 wzvv iv tm..,ypm& 
1 
r 
•3-.K uyn jri -»<n J^mi o:y*»K'DKDK tnynwwyci:x-
•K - ifeow PR i v w * n -mi ,i3R^ lyvaRj py3*R »>yp»w» T » iv: 
-H'P'^R a w ? R PR UTO83BOT no b^PTROr V 
i - _ • t 
.'ijjp'itjn tMjmiio l&*p*> i>n 
-van pn vt iMnn DRII ijnjyotfsiR n 
rRPR^  '1 IVCMW 1R>KR1<JK31R Tjn pR D5yp 
,D»BR SRiyaycn cyn PR pnR* W pR DaR'ai* 
\Wi ivo'DB' iv Diyaovo n oaynys tyaRii 
-y: n iu:va »b*RUM. TVDVS jw^cnwc cyn 
.oaRsrayuaRp yanynno n JIB yo«*r 
D>W1 3R>flRfi Tin IK V^VO PR>Dy 
,iyi)M)Bp,m ttntya II?DR DnajnvEPT D"3 
.KO'Byp lye yiysyn R po 33iD'np3 n |yii 
lio b»X pR oiysoyo n po unyaniyo n 
ontf Tain o*ro sstprti n PR DP""»D 
•un I\D j:)p"iRftsnyo i n IMR osnyj O:>RII 
;yiiya -tttmV ',p*baa>R pR IRMJRP:R3"IR 
-DRO yo»vu iy-1 iND ly-iRiiya osRsya IHR^P 
jyo DWI i n " ? .ijnywo'o JTUMJIK pb yo 
nyra n ORTI oSJRBayia* .jRnoya e»3 CRT 
-ya 1913 pR bnajnyDjn cm po aaio^oc 
-:RD;R vp jyoiRT ova* DRT Wttn D3R13 
.«: DRT po iya 
i3i£w>p pR iRpajmjRP nyo*y> ijn "3 
-'31!3B'1« ?HROR Tjnjmi W1R1Q P35B1 H PR 
ixrayiiaRP »1 pKn -arpf'tt .jmRiiya lac 
unysynya >RI RovfiaF^yB n" IR ,iycK?ry3 
7KI TIRS3 ?K*UUWn Jf"3 >1 DKT pR JViyil 
PR jySMM T O .JjruTDDin D1>PV3 Din 
-R9 n (yoipyj PR osy v r w wn iPCRn 
•V wR-tt oaysy4* ya-osMi yiyn c m mayo 
K-I iya»i oy .«m ]y3-no3*a R *IMR |y>oyo 
*a'a yiytjiR nnRii-iy3«mft aawnt aiaya 
lynai >nRo y>« IRO »wbj<»R ta*« -lyiaoa 
rwaan R tyayii 3R;*nRB njn nrvrBimn* 
rayeoMpy o n imwmyB pK Ro-ayp nya 
-SMI in-iaum jnaaoc «IMR IR'ai' *m po 
KT o*y> vo tttanmJB jyan pn o»pa'o 




;y;KDc*y3 I*R ?«awwn»03»»i n ]?n 
PS» OKntt oo jjrann DRII ,D>RPR> BJ">P PD 
yva*U V R r*R ,Di""«3 n TW»R ^RICJRP 
iio e«P3>ay>iD n t r a iiraRtw o»pa*Djmt; 
-•;Ra-w WR iriRiu;a Djnsyn^ KC C>RPR> *T 
;;-V3"R n pmya J»K D»H 35i»no H IPT* 
IMR DI&03»»R *yn .yoy^3RiB yt>cnBi«? PR 
-is ^lURBWiy^R yn PB jpioMiws "in 
•aw r:R3 R ttfiwa PR ,D?RPK? *I S-2 »ftR» 
V» mRn cMiniiwwijRs n .nrmrD^iya 
1^1 iy3»aivfi'k \vrv9 i'R RT >im v * 
•Riwa jycRpya iya»i jyaanyoE* pin Mm 
-yn H IR opviura 1^ 3*1 "> ' "K MI pR jyi 
|y^Rnya3R >R». KQ^IVP •>» TUT JUJ a:ny3 
•Iinyii 
M^K !>R JRPayiURP *iy3ROC«3 "UH "3 
wiyaycn R jyon iv iinRWa iDDRWys 
Ml ,p1R» W PR -1»TD P1R>P PR P^ieO 
nyn J>R DISSS' lyjyn »>R ,0DiRiiya iysy?R 
Din'oyasin •v]rx:y$3 Trnj* nwy IID nyon 
n iv3Kn p"^ao Din R^a i">3 .ynRiiya 
Vi 1R'VKI*:RJ-IR ijn pR lycaya mwoyro 
-IR DJRMfRi'jRjiR ya»DM3 D^D jwyayasR 
-"31R laytMO 60 pfi yooRD yo»vu n .ta*^ 
JRW "U»T pR PHR CDRPIB jyj»n DRii ,iyta 
-ya lyswi ^»ioa po UDRII ys-'tojr n Tin 
pR yaiyay yooRo riynyaaiR JR oiyiRC 
pR pyMR PR inRi lyi PR ,o"poRTpTyeoMR' 
lym^ya RD»B*P iys po yaRio n CRH fyo 
un (yTRiiya iBcnnDmn PR 1911 PR 
-w>p pR I*'1D pw>p pR P"ioo ?«Tyayi?n 
R pRiyaaR>R ]yiiya.pRp"TOD "UTT .T3R> 
Vi jyo onh ?nRDK nyiyMi pR .unyni? 
lie yaRio Tin o*o [yonyaiRB oajfpya o>t 
IRcayiiaw TJH t»a D»O RO>BJ'P Ty» "ur^ 
.1612 PR RQ3K-1R0 pR 
•jRWiaR v» ORn mrayiuRp lyiyn ^R: 
PR p'neo >Rnyaypn R IRD aaiayn»3 H IITJ 
pR DT>10 In jn jR-pR DDyn pfrOD'>M H 
ORTI MIR pR &vo0 jnynjR pit PIR* VI 
$WSK> Tjn 1Y P3 IVSWUB JIRTD *1 VI 
yviw R .OTypaR' PR 19I3 (* (Rs-ajnuRP 
iyi IRT DKH iRtyaviuRp nyiyn 1R3 e x 
»T iy3jjayaiy3M< TIRIP ivaipyipy ?K-iyayc^ T 
RD'ayp -JB pc aanysyn M-taunt yaRio 
•un 1* aaio'opsR cnajnycyi R W .Dpyo 
I*R aR>tnRo "an iy:R .B*riy3oys> TTTiRJ 
-y": i'R oy?R PR jjnRtiya o^^ryauny-a 
.jyo?R D'^ s ia3*>3 
Tin crwn lysRpnk n a^3yo3«r«W3 . 
ps ,jt?RCya3nn CnajnyBjn o*^ PR JR^ 
-aiRjiB jnvo&Rinye *i am oavrara'R VR 
yfaRonyB3"R ymy* jya«i OTaaayo jnyi 
nys- >-r*3>yii as'Mit aruna •BWn n o»o 
nysit ; ^ » « (Twsynya eciR^ya o*cn RO'typ 
17 * - 1 9 1 5 ,^KD ' ' '' 
.iy:H^ya-iKD lyto'o ya^pm t»3Hfl iyDD'5N jyu .ntjom'K po aw>?mnPB n |yv$NTo 
*NO c jny "•} JPDN^P ru j rcwn "t jysitn ,ivun D33*na D"p3*n:Ptto'i3 yc-iyD'?'-
jnaysnyn H v w iPSNn OX*N .DOBDypya -5N tpiyn ?N> DHMPJ"* DN^HB poMiyj m 
•j"K po lyDyTyoa'K n m juDitfcya |yoN?p ysnijo N mfe oy I*K IKT ,niD3y3>'N |«cyj 
ay*Mx jyiyn lys'iaiyD iyno }ycJV6 vtffti M w a m n ?~ DI^NO'SNP tfWQV pa 
DP .iyoy-iyt53'K yj»ay:?« i n n tfttJMWU .jyoD'*ND»BNP i«a y>m *i T W K Bonys 
> m JOKITW yoD-orya K tr.iya "anyn PK ajn o»3 |yyu p'p n o»M"B yaf<ytK o?»t 
;
 .nonfe n ijny^iyc 5NT pwiu n IPII .DN^P lyo-nx 
[m nySyv-iO'B -iyv;K3 Tin ^m Dnyotr -y»ajn H po MtfWHn ys'ox'N *1 TyaN 
p« [yoD^HO'BKp H po T3NDE» trtyi:Nn D*Q oi03W"K-t>Kin» tysKDnyo pK ,iyj;n 
in »i IMKH non*o i n -iNcya .-VINDPS iyi IY n»«je» IPDPPV^'N IN ONH .Thmn 
i ^ o ? iy**i TND |P3Kn »* .Tpan D>n'op3 TON c n w \VP ONU Wgjpa w a m 
-ya*N onn P^KD DNI .DNHPJ 0*3 mio VP ]yp»ya onn utfrjitn yi'T .lmjm. BXNP 
• .:':|ibitn. im"5 DP5BD n TyaN ;fyo^y3 5«n ^« Dinjy3H,N c u i m s tN .B5PM ipn -wc 
y-iyt iKQ i^nnyDyj D?H D3»nDy3 D'j ": Wan naio IN ;D*.BJyj"N e t n r n a D J^ 
.jyDyiyD3'N pK lyDjnyoj'K yoN»-TB "^ "Wapn onycr 
7* !P3NP o*» IPDN'TONB pu«! «i *v - m IN ,iP3ND.;yo jyp 9>v\ naio ay^iv :K 
jptrspa yoD'Dsw-rJnyHD *v jTOrtJa TND -jva»*if p'oya^N pnyu to* ci03y3»N omi 
"»Vn3N0 DNll jyDD^ND'BNp t^N " I |y3"t , .010 
p>3Nn "t DNII y5K .VIPTJIB ow mino jyn D'3 «t iy3yp ,iyiif33in jy3N'SN3 |yn 
H»<" iv»2 ,,T .I^PTPD oiS J'N .DTxnN-iB \jn\Q /ion5o n ttfin*oiV3K OIN .jycs'sy? 
y-,yn3N pc iyoO'?Na*BNP H , D*O |jnniP3Np pN ,P»BB» 3uy3 jyann n^yo PN lyoKi^ KO *T 
iy»i iKD DoypnKD jys'cy; IV DIN iruv$ o^niyT PN asnyp^ycys n iw. 'HWpa P1' 
;D»DK-,B nyv iponyj INT IVIID »r .min'o . pN .fmtf*wv PN w m !Piy» iyo?Kny31»
 N 
nyu^aiN H DNII nany» oy^ ,D3Niya nyopa pN D"P3MN^DD"31K |yo o^»n D»IT n<an*3 
can — iNnoy33"*\N mino -an pN ,iP3Nh ytn .P^NO po O'NSIC *I INB B»wny33W 
-pa iynp» -uw"3"W "t jya^jni JIB noiyw 5»Wtt DP JPD .[ycBoypya jpo IID o'N:!r 
DO DNT DN fyiv ,oyoD»D ptf- o n y i p o a m n rwN IN ,Dy DVDNB T'^D^S* .UTDOKP 
^ K l " I |y»1D ,p'N D'3 jyDD^ND'BNP n T? DlD)y3"N DNIinB PD PWNPD'DiNp yDpy r i 
*»N p»i vt <IMN INI " i jy-iyn ijynysTyajiN on8C5yiy3 H IN ,^an naio T I N Diyisc 
pnp^iVD ;CIDJV3"N DKitna po iPD'nospa DJ'TP .prto'D P3'DM3 jnin3N prony33N "s* 
DTVHNnB iyD V^FW Tfn li^D'D H ^Nn »»l J'N P ' l a . N INS 01D3y3"N DN11HB KI-K 
!0iO3»i ,WW T»"i DT>i3in imy" IP'»"IB H ."Q"'-
Q3jn D«T -- V"\y«t ItPXVHB >n DN "D'D '^ii^N IN jyontf) iP3a^y-3jn-DNor n 
-« n M r « —'DiBiy3«« QNivna tpi« -nva DNII 1I»DKI5HO H lyo^Nn^onN MI IPV 
n C*H p» . jyr i ja *n BKII INT y t o r 6 --SND r ^ m PN .HDH^O nm po DIN V* tn 
jyi*DX»K cyi y» ;yts?K.T.sj8 |»*in8B *T» jyiyn DN» H TNC U " * ' W HI |W ir> 
~ p t 3»n?o |Ksxv8i n *v jyr,o wip -vi nm ^ .rnnte ipn ay»$ra iN c^D»a 
-yj2K :BiBaya«R BHIVTB nyrn jyno >>i IN T I oa'in oioiys^N Bmvn§ pn rt"2 
tan) 0D^Nn'ii'ij»N nyn .ot«NBir cyi jya " .jy^pR'.4 
yj"i lysp^ijyiNSo »Ti jw$FT« D*D D I P T [P^NH oxn IPOPNO n w i ' o ' i » v i« 
P3>PIN pN~te;y3»N DNT.'-.B > r « ' poari, -wonm y^ N n .33iD"ipa y3'D3'H W K 
JPDD-13'D Dm D'3 DNH yj-Dj'T 'v jyu»v nyn INO lyppa y&u y*t&apn iP?D'o yc 
.[yum iv DvayaoiwojvL-o -Ni3y»'iN DNn .-ranSo n 1KCP3 DDNC^-VJ 
-:-.x DWI ta««Dip nyr-Do^KD'BNP i n jyasn jyDtcp jnsyenyn n iy3H .;v: 
Dun ny .>y*Bc»"'3 K jyaysyj niwyDDwiwa •'VNO n jyii .jyaypyjH ttVmijfl B^ 3 :>" 
?DT»P»D m ]ywyn nonft *t Dim 
.o^np^n om»D 
Vi I*B . ^i*nyata lys'tan* ctm |jf>T»n 
=*n anyu jn H =«« tllpt-OM ptptS* .mn-o 
inroa « I?JH-!^ i»wi ,uptajvija»« o»»* 
HBRi^ nB H I M JTW11 rs-niya lyvsnidB I* 
Djma n Bsip-V'ipo 3Ka .lynnB Wiljn i w 
•ya I"3»"i files' I1* iinsyV tK ,=im px m JIB 
-:'= 171 i « eUSW yaniya IJTWWirt lyma 
in BUS i'H cmi o u r * _ Mwmnjn ^ n i « 
CD BUMVIPB trcc^K'SHs n iy=xn Bnyw 
pysKn cps'isinuru yjpnyo^a av^w 
QU»WK DWnB" OVpD'DJXP JWtWtW «1 
•D'BJKP Bin .TK^KT lp;K*f"3 DDjnoya DK11 
0'3 1K3KT JIN DPfolOW P'P 0*3 T'K V'VKP 
-*tt»ii .m^H'XKD oix o n r ijmpjTin p«p 
-to njn tx m y v m a y u K oy-atw opm 
jiiajniya l ycDD-^XKc 
•sonyD is irobp ">» mi ,OWMW**K pSMH 
Earn c&uyro p*ey^K OJ»*O -iy.m.iim 
iffiv\p^D pe timm »*tor«a»p *w ,n-*1?M=3rn «" " I M * 17D =*n = " r -"" 
•»K I*K ey yafr" ey^Kinyc vmov *un -y«»vw =*n titf ,cs"n an jipw.acariy? - « 
-:KP -um :V3tno n PK
 Ivti *«JOVUH* yaw """ : « J« ty « •°,"n'= » ^ w K ir-73 
•W nPO'ONt »1 IN , ^ 0 V » V O N ^ "*"M •-*",,t="•,, W» ».OW -^ 75 CW3'* 
-«'SRD H TO 1P3"» iyt33nm iw) w i w '13"i,-« r« .s^pya »M*WB*»»« =^?KJW 
!BJ3w-yn lyann ojhi (J3isviiy2 PE"DB^ -5s^='i* =?•« n :r--H-v?yj n ^ H aw 
I 
ny Qnun ainy^piy D:yi3KaojnKp i y i ) 
(iiyoTyn in;y3 
-;yoKiis =<in «uyiiyi )WBD*i«\3iK) n „ 
rW»t t y w p si'jtfiy'e Wa I J » a m ."lysmaju 
cyi -pn |jnn<l i r w s w yr'H-Bm'-it - iB 
Ciynys =B« HI* c?:*» 170 B«l ,fcci^H'»M 
lyrjyo 13 H IKB, ;IK . B " » y s s w n lypiyoys 
in -.yjOt'ii o»a lyspRB tl "pi lyjgniBnjn'H 
- " i |HK JIB .lyjiip^yoya ysanma^rreny n 
-ixufl ]is lyjayj H ;I* lyarffyaiK i»i oiijre 
.P^KB i y " i i n ijKMti* lytiayp r-» s ^ * 
pp'cc'-na'Mp H iJ2«n 0 " ' VyuM iyi IIB 
7=="t3 t1 d m , c ™ ' t ;nrer3 iyj3iv«;yi 
p w w •'He ;?=:«! i 4a> ivnM \;r:%\ i rr :ro 
p2jrjyaBMiK sun M»^y*Jjri F="''ixa»riB H 
a»i» r=o»acT;3rH ycnya it I M IH ?ri7By3 H 
7S"?«r ' i .ls^nm 8*a oayi inp tpa v n _ 
»•» =inr-yt =«n m t r ' V I yp<=c«-if.Tiv»j,B 
^yi3K3 Tjn K^B »1 bpobmiffi n« !7jn«3yi"M 
-='C;K? iyai«ft lyjsi^'jyT P W D n .tK»sw 
rU^ *aMBBm>w ii« i?3y« t"» TIW irt* t v p 
•am* )"* .l7>'«r5 MJPJB ' , '5 l?^"1 " ' * ! 
19 . . 1916 , I R O 
D:BP» o»nP3w i n -we OKU DP .[in px n i n s B s ^ K j«? Dpi*. ,ci 
•; 
-T3"1fl pK NnPHBT^Pll I'D D"i' K 1P3KO 
IPO?KU TPPSPO ferns po'iiyaSK ipn D^M** 
3*3 |p3Kn «l TP3K .|pOD'5KUCKD IP1KHP3 
W y DP 'ii .;ytJD^K*XKO ip-iyu B5wiW 
IPS^yipa'K 03P?P3 O*; E-UTOK ni IPO DKH 
•su«h nrt MI nssKp e to i KIK T»H pn«o 
flDn^ O n tK ,|jr»U KtfK IP3PP 1»0 
|«P can ,npD3pnp3 CP^K'YKD DJH o w n a 
-'i'KD lin (PtWlKllPJ 0*3 CKH DD'^ K'SKD 
•jnnrwD y^tm OIK KIK «PTK fcn D!$K 
^IS-PS feKCK T3'.K DKfl JPO .iPltflV 03*5 
-yaK'vi^ KiiyT w o t i a , tyj"t T O TK , W H 
!Vii IK
 rD3jMTsr3 (Pawn nyjay; jnytsiK ."IPT 
oftm pram iroupiw IP^KI np3p?a p-jmw 
TP1 npa'K J31DVOT 0^3 «'•DmWl.PJI 
IV^VP ^ 3 c<non r r n n j«p i nyc tyv. 
inn opn ODJIPIX'-UH no PHKBDTI n 
PTJP »i O?K ncnfca VPT pD jpvn 5yD"n$ 
IPB»OD»5K'¥KD -im pK unn.n» D"v K ;•-: 
I'D .0"X P'»3 K J1C 3'*.n:K Tpn pK 33US11W 
-D'JKD'BKP DKT tK ,D3"Vy33K TpOD'K |P3K1 
( « # OKT pK }'3PT1PJKP pD DPDD'D p e a 
ix iP33v-ta tio DOPPIKO ttfcm TK3 
VI IP3K.1 "1>» -1P3K*VK3 \Vffmt JHOTtfs 
I P ! Ml D'I 'V KtK O^yDCPilKQ BMP 1P3K 
y3>OX^ K H .KfiKV'K <PW OV'K OTP1VJ CXI] 
p^K'VKD pn3y3»na-o"n ihn'K pK ncn^c 
nyiJlK p n j n » IPITO IPi^ KD PCQK3KPP px 
•-03P W n n pK P3PDK^>3 K IP3P11 HP*"UP3 
"Vt3«H BITH'^H WTID 13 .D*)m TPX3K3 --WB.NO V .DBKC>PtP3 T3H pD J: 
K ptt |P>KDP33"-1K t'K tf>Pll H TK ,1W1 " I P " ^ © "i>1 |1C 3383 OJH f j n y ^ J ? v 
EPD T318 ]yp |1R Dt^H^XKp D1S Btytt 
njj03yny3 |y3a«"ia u i n s v jyo*n3 P*K 
.^y»s ex 
-yn IPTDP3DMK o;ppya BKn non^o n 
:jm oDKpyjaK ujypyj own u"panK . 
D'3 OKH »t DK« .iKBiyT iK3*ci5a pa^ppig.' 
BKU ,JK^ B IP3'V3"K CPT iP2ny:;K a^ KHPJ 
•«n .p^asiK dpi ipo'mpB Dappp; tm 
•KD 1P1 .01^3 PK DVK 0HP3 Dt^ KO'BKp 




• - : 
nDWDTn'iwiTiW^TKin 
. 
- .IIJIIKT D3P1K*»p pD. 
•pa DP»3 K T>3"snKii IW .DinDjy;*'K p2 pK non?o H OKH JPDKJKO pDinp H PK 
.DVlt)3P3"K iJSjni iJHVJl 1'IK 331PT« J»3JW K THPI 0K,1P3 KIK1"« 
..•",DK .|jri«5 iPDD»3 CK bWj ?Ka^KP -1Pljy> P>K pK TP0"3TK >T pK nDD"3'K 
-yiip> non?a *1 pK Dino3p3»K pB tpV'TV3 -DKT* PO>1T3.]U» O»V K jpaip ip3K op" CP 
•n tjnwM^ODU JIK 3Kn iny^TPb jp>pii. TJ»3W yn po TPD"3TK n TKB «onpe 
-2'K t»T o«3 |p>pii iyj;np'3pi H .OI'3'K" i)Mw 
nyo PTP"t !P*inpp«'3iK iyop>K «1 T:KS^ p;Knp3 jp3>ean DVT U*J UKn ot-yii n 
^KT OKn IPTtt oWp TPD»3->K IPT •.JpbOl?' I P ! P« DinOJV3"K |IB 3;iaD'3TPB TPT |P3Jf« 
p3|&i w y w ' n . (pnp^n is c*tn a-3 ^'>I*OK3 i^cWma' jro .nsn?o n»3'DVK 
»'B TP3K IV-Mni "» .Cia3P3"K p'P D'3 ^Kl K t'K 33103WB pK )3ltlO>HTjm n tK ^S£ 
-;-K TP1 pK 3313P?3MK Tjn fiD in'O'EKIB ^ 3 3 0BKt?>Ptp3 Njff TKO D01?TPft "»PB»-J 
.n^n^j ^ n -K; ' l oan IPSK *ntn pra .!nG3.W3-i*{ H IKD PK 
;;c"0K3Kpy flW W W » I W ' ^ Q DI03P3»K pc 33io3'3ipD IK .urepjTpB L-; 
.'e*TJ»DK1» (WU/.tlB 0»V K E3DW P»>331K 331?"»3"K P»'3 K .p't iyD*l\P3 K pK .»: '": 
. 
.nyp-iyn tMjmnna D H * ^ njn 
•W2K .^naFTjrmi K MI DMK 
-yT'eD'?K'V«D po JPDPKD n D'O 33K?P 
TjrsS'K PK DM) yt»'DK3Rpy H Ji t fp ' l lDJy 
-K .33tfPMlDJy TIHH pD ODKIp-i^TO n 
•Wtti myp-moe' r*R ,o»« n TPDPT) DKII 
van .iycny;;K DBRC^PUH n lis IP?D*C 
•s»r3W D'J D»n |w«i iv^D'a w»#n n 
.3H3PDI^KO TJHK 
TW ?N .T"11p IJJDDp njTl P« OKI 
;c-yinKD IJJEnta- yCPVU JJOHB 3JUJR1 
• W J pi«DC aitre p j n i n oyr. ^ o 
TK T,T8 tM»*u*irr o*cn Hiamya n .jya 
ijra**aw DJJT oo^yn »? 5>MI t>»piKDB» ua^o 
n ,o*na ^»a *T D*O ns^Hp pn p« DR^P 
•K;ipy cm anfcx |p:KOffD^ I»K aoiampa 
73 *l 'V ,P3KTD*vi ,»1B0KP»DK?P JPCD 
;N V ' oiiim ,u'3 'V IPD^NHSK DPW MMPII 
OPD IVDK^P n iPfcniv «IBDKP Tin iv ,apn 
*as«p Tyiyn IK ,Uw"ti^Q PM .jyo^wuK 
-IPTJJPK>01S Typ-IKDE" )*K T 1 OPU 
-K2iys iitfjm IPJK'VKJ ran5o *i pm 
n IPfcm .IPTP'TD tyo-to JW HWi DTPO 
••way* « D'o.- ilfonyj i't, lyoo^KD'BKP 
•;-s >T iy$yoP3"K pmv o^p?p3e» yearn 
pe D"X K (pawns'* ipi oyii IKT .j^noon 
TDIU oyiv oy .y^«»fi*iDpy yy*pjnr 
tfpHDDrwK n > a 0"» PUK-5 K tpsnyj v * 
n t'3 n« -»K3 UtflD T.K I"* !P*P" ",ln»*1 
TWK POIV J'liytJPTKD iitfim ly-lHDHJ'K 
- * D»D *io I'M o^jm n MTO ,]yum o?yar 
W 3 I K -ansyi'ia •unrunan jrm*DO"3 
u'j opn D"2"IK -ijmi px Oj$>»$KP pn ;y?mi 
•"5a HIPK IP^FII 'n vT^SwBOjniP^iw r v 
•jwnvyi pn jy^yn -UHK ,0'»aiK IPO'IK ^ya 
•KC n y ^ t .o»»a"m yooa^a vi inno IV tsra. 
n .aM3 i»K 1-K uanmpo J*u pJjni iy*^'2 
OIK j«5p-w i"» i^yii .Dro)n o j a n r a n 
•BW8 K^K i n IVB ojni .lyu^wnivc'iK ->t 
DP.^ R*«to Typt)*? I*K jys'o'o Vflte p.« 
•VD tut .]»^»»jn ys«eo*>K'v»<D -UHK' 
UrsiKBjn y»»n D»& \yvxm t»t ,c-3 ocys 
*1 W 5 l"i jyta'ays lyasn E£M& SKI W I 
•Q^N -yx gpttfl yyot^p y u y - i y n vi *oa 
-ya.c TP-.K IW'TO ojni JPD «V» am K prt'ftK^ 
-Kna y?wvKD yin tan 4y?T3K.n jyno Tyo 
nonfe- »i -iKoya bvoDMpy lyaKn jyoy^a 
Iin'DD'tPy wivw "t i)N jyamayjo'iH own 
jiBftfe nyi W^3 CJJO jnyp-iKDt? 5v'B K I'« 
»KR iyo jyn ^HEOM3 iny* pn .nynn ra 
narenyn *"i IP^ Kn ,p|5*n I«H D3*D'13P3 V I 
cam iwiS'Vi Qv^ nnx lyiMiyssK p-i IPOK^P 
)VQ m ,OD"n DKT ;DH33V3"K BWV1B !1D 
Tyo"3i»t yomyj jyin'oain ,?ffo? ,0'3 i»(t> 
™iyo n ^ n lira iwp D*oiyT 5"H .wyiysTip 
tf*EK .D\t33y3"K OKiria ttt t>an CKI iwy5 
-3"*i iv BjnjmyaivK jya own lyca -w nyi 
.IKi y3'^ »'n K vu mojya',« DKivna r« ,iyp 
;yDi-iy six nyD'*^« tan jyo o;iny^ OV*K 
iy-i3K3K D'S IRI TJH 1".K jypip « SIKO 
nn-K jyaKn jyoD'f'K'SKD H ,nt:K .P^a 
ciesya^K DHII'IB t« ,D3y-)y!iy3 iynno pic 
-*iy^  DKT *w ;yp av'K nyatt .oajnain JK I»K 
.uoa^yt jy33nyuri yp'OD'?«o'BHP pn jya 
**»n n tyayn lyiinc y*w:K*vp«n ya?K n 
v y o iy5yii DiD3y3^ »K DKIVTB JIB a*93tf 
.$HK0K DK11 DBKTP yaf>yt H [yaKH D'3 
P'i pic p^ KD DKT oyw nanfe iy*i T»3 
cCK^jnya n IK ,iypj»n l* 03.ijnuw»*R 
naio> ;ya«! ys'MMi t * vo*ra SK^D » O 
^KT iitfjni oy .j»M )'D'u oyii oy ;jm »1ftw 
D33ny>3n yo'iipj DCKTP pK |«i pwr [in 
-3P3"K y?K3K*VK3 JJO'IIW ,!y33iDny3iypjiB 
-y33"K ^KT yo'iiy: K tjna jyo nni .aio 
-OIK p« D"v n ?"ii ,^an naio> »T.TD 
•^KT ]PD DP1A ,DTjnKDy3 Dy IP3KH tfnjyOfi* 
IK .nam n -iyDKC2K \v:w D»3 TRjia CKT 
Tin. ay^isr DTfi«Dy33"K w >T CWI ;ys 
noro iBOKP DO jJWTni p*p aim /onfe 
D^UTyuvi p« D 'sunafwa-w ,0"psn« 
.D"S TOftfO pK RplT- 0*3 1K1 iPTDD'TpP 
iv DPT3puyj5K Dm IPD ww >tD'D j jny 
*T liK yt^BD^aTK n .pc'-m n lysJ^ yn 
•3yat? D>K iya,v>aipo jy^yii yT3yT*»f^ Ty3jin . 
4y3K'ViD»DD3^ K ya'ftttKsoyiys pan 
•amiV3K iPoiponK T5K3 *iya't oyii DP 
•^CK '.3^PI MJP> tJtfO'D jnpplKOP ^K3 »H 
."DI^K'VKD Types',, jyon oy isJjm IPCJPD 
0»ttCI^K»SKD lipWV n D>D 1P2KI1V TP3K 
HMN Dm j inv pM;prt«4 TO K jytnyn 
/ 
' » " - • " 
r 
21 ,1915 (^KD 
, 
' '• 
' • ' 
'-' 
-RV'R .liTU V^ BD DVT P3 iVVI'K PR IV? 
-BV331K I« Ml WW D"* V33K^  K PR KS 
D"( otnynpa D"IRI jysRn oy ,T5&b OTVP 
IK w*.inn*M yo^o 'c ive v3S»m D»t «*a 
"t33jn D'OR3 D'O DlP'Sin i'JVP 1V\ 
M W J P i yvjRS H own #«D O R I . PR 
npn pR or?RPH»n TycDsyn ip i ;"nyn 
-Rtya *pt »W w -lya'^nyaR lycccyu 
JTO?« JMRTJWW J1R imypKlVDMK OTiH 
y«j IPV:R>DI«"R pR D'inas PR IPITPR 
CRH WRD'SK POTTO ,y>'OP R DRU .ivy-PR 
Ttrw 'nw» tfr'towi ,|RnoDMR ojpppa OU 
>»»u ,JDIR lyovtnRitiyjiR JR WM typ-pn 
hpnte njn o"3 IPJTM DKtt'iWHVDKB y>R 
i WYW»R imypiKDB' ?y»D R jyiKO jjrwixiyn 
.KR-IJU i v a ^ a r a DPI U>IR 
TIR; i w i w aynp Tyavs an pe DRO^I 
'J101KC >,'K 
-trans "iyi tarn RBRV^K PK nbnSo n 
DPI-, »i .D'3DIR y^y'D n»iR ipro'Dysys D*M 
•WI pjni pR IPPTR W'YnapD Bfansiio*!* 
PR jinpnD TRB >YRD'?R i .ow* *i |pa*: 
-»D n iyo»TDfV(3R ISROtTO'K 1V1W3 D'3 
'THinriM — IVCRIR^B SNK>'VI n pu pr-* 
•jyiuaMi R iy3"» mania IM — ytroy*:. px 
DIM : .33lf,P'110>y iy5R:K'VR3 "IRS. D»p:"t 
--»D yD^y^tfiiyss'-R-p^BDt-" fycasvpy: « 
-*3R yPIRDK- R imn'DlV3R J'D'13 PR \VH'.i 
-?8 D'lR DD"n ORH y'VBDUR PIP' JPYW3 
,^nr»Kiv iya*a inruK ybJya'tnyD ,yo 
-R-.a pR t33jn IRD »upiuo yny* DDipn 
pi*t;»*t3*3R nyDDjru i n PR nonJo .roru 
•jreya v w DTirm PR TjnjHWD b ? > w •: 
; '*V*' '* ' ' - i i i -" ." .^ '" 
D?KS jTrayi-yrawatp in 
(*pteyt33**eo 
.Tjrrafc ySKTO j^ n pR *R Tinay? nanub n 
-nuDH3»R n *«BMW iyiMiyao'iR BRH oy 
.IWRiayajysRiiv O>RH DVDD^D y?y 
IMRn IBOPHRIB H '5»H t3'3 YOVIRII 
•3iR jjytjiyaiDiRp *i i » » n r a h D » P W D » ; 
*yic'\R 0'3 nRT 'iy3Rn pWR33n*nt y*i»t 
;\P3 \lt\M>3 D'3 •*» f » « l 3 « ,U»'» « trtJM 
"JW pK i r v r a iv DRII OKnya c : jy3Ra «i 
iw»r iyo*p you jy3«o Tjnwi»n) •wu-iyi 
.DjycRn viyuiR pR o?Mcy3 iiR |ya^w 
•jy ^-ojnavMB u*3 ^KJ PR I :R? ^yraiR. 
•3'.R tso-'isivo'iR 1*1 onyiRD oy -.trtyp'iwj 
jnytjw I V S » M » » w ' , i «nwjyp^ n y 1 
.^33 »TODnj»K PR IWWB'D PG»*ID«*>» 
ffttlU V^ R DRT !'R n5n>3 TVT llfcyS ^R3 
.i33"n")n>M3 injre" ^JRJ PK DP pR jyiw 
ThPl b3Rn3P3 D?R11 33^ PM«33y frm 
R IVDPPIO pr*j>ay]Ub>KVi op .eavu/ 
•Tini D»ir.RD , 
Yny»n 
PM PR *|*» ^ 
rpRi pnn-DiY3iH i»3«i 
-B T^IBfB PD 
«i .ncn?n ip-i pR T*R D W I p3?Rrt x 
oiraa iyi3p> nbwe n IPSRH O » S po*ny 
.(ymwTjw Tys« tP3Rn «t .ovvnmB o-; 
.D^yo^yasR lyiiya iyj"t typ'iSRB j n y t 
D3'n3iyD ^Rl E3RH J3^pp>PBy3 ip»t 1»2« 
n«i5R3 v» o*n .tP3R> pipnaR ]iR [ P P ^ P 
y»3 IW'T DR>1 IPaR'YRS H IR ,D1P1RDP3 T7 
•HR-IB ;y^Rt n o n ^ Tin I^ K DP'OTPD li 
DRU .'P3 viyr p't pR VTP13K n iRB ]1 
^{]ir\]}m np3R T-3 |»Wl 
DRn by ?«tf:,iR"U tR .ivripipa ivaHn VD 
P35HHR >"11 IRTa ;>RDirb>PM RIR OVDRfl 
DtjnKDya pR nen^n DTO'Dpa DRn b^pn 
IPDK , p n » n m s PR nnwo yainy'enpc 
-jt3*>3npi\ya PR *fl DR«*S myopia R pR -K: 
-RI» n aiyav^Piyc Tp"up> *T IP3RH ,tPU"v 
,-wiv |p3*n iypn3R0 PR prfcto) ' . p r o n 
-IK Tpnaypip Tjounfln PR tP"iR»y3 03R^ 
1»R »R ,t3"31R 1PDMR |pl'.pa \VW 1PO'*,3 
•*i»B3«8 R l « '1WJWM jw "'jr'S'maji "?r 
| 
\l|l1MHlltil"lH1"*' • M . I ' ' » • • • 
.nypiyn oayD-iw m*$ i j n 
iv cnxii iw jpsxn iy x-110 nnxii llDKniM 
.ncn^ [yvoD'Tpy oy» aax5 'itx .jyosn 
ipwpo *ii 33H> »IIK nyoiyii j r u n » D'o 
.IFWTHM'K "IP3'K IWD'n IVD1K1 ^ i'l \)/%S\ 
"UK) pX MHJKH ny3'x .ynxo'iyo "IP3»R 
jrira' DXU |»3Wi "i iv>yn aax? MIX .DCPP 
T» IP>P11 PK IVOKH IY DX11 pK IP3XH IX 
'3'X »»H DP11 IPY'9'X 3'1X ,pmite jysxs 
•yj px ty?yoc IJHK iprxtoD ipopnpo 
VI opii DP jpn jpnpnB'ix ;P:>PII mcn?o 
73 "jnyp^Koc x ip^p'iioap wpo nm « a 
faP 1 " ! JP11 , W X P D1Y DOI? H Ml &VB 
-at tx ,33i;y,^ yjK iyi iv iyaay*)3 crpx ayii 
•myo oarna ppiix p«n nxa IPOXJIY |jw»3 
•win opn ,iycBoyp px jpviipaKP nf pwu 
.msnto "INQ >jvcpa cyi jponwjwi Wow 
DOfc n IX D3"OP3 tyDKH |PBKtX^B yajxo 
DymiBKj n i w w w a px iycBoypya IY 
jpnp iv ODI> npi pc onx,cxi iyonyjiyD 
-sya D>3 -\»i 2*0"$ ym im IJUH >"inm 
mwmxsK DIK J«ti .imxiipa o»w5;n»ii 
-:yo n ;»no ,I*SKP Tjnna IY DDI? ip"t 
-.yc JIBX cswitpy p*t I I W Y W n px ;yr 
. .D3p-nxF33"X px oaixt 
pc PSTKB x IPSIP BPII n&f&c t in ^x: 
TPDP3 p»: psyti -iyo"3*ix n jamy-i y n c 
i*x Dtjnaupa .aaivayt im px tyoxioiyc 
-Q-ix Tjn»n Dim DP>X'YXD "«n . I M O W H 
pu iP»ay3 oyfi ny: .pitta p't ipWj p a w 
pcnax 1M "IXD l y a x ^ y n ny >"ii /tffip 
p?x3X'YX3*iye;'x »i *u 33K? nm .yaxao'ix 
D'»>X'SXD iyT oy» H D p>» |y>im ynsWn 
»3 P?XB Djny* iy3*3»>xnyD iy v U^XOD 
IX ,p»?« OPXS nyi p w .D"myTpK in 
1KB vnrpvn MIX OMOPP P>XC yawna DXT 
iPsjp-usy^xnY Tyo3yny3 oyi> ,IX*YXJ yip* 
n -jn»jjn-|PTP» exit X*T px Tjnyspi n 
^x'x IP>P« P?RD IPD"3*IX OXT px .ipcnpn 
"i ;pr'r,Y epii op .tjnainyo TP33P pn» 
*xj px Tpmnsi *» ^noKto^o nnpa |ypnpn 
>iPO | " i Poixo DJjnyajn n opu ^*rt*D 
-2X 1»H G'V PX HOn>D -Jpl ^HJ .>XTP2'> 
.lawSon px yjpvrjxB n (Pixiiys DExryj 
PK "TPEKSJMP nyaps ipi pa jai&xr:* -
•yi iyT -x prsmx *i *x jpiwa r « xpnpsx* 
-yajx" xpnpox oxn 3P»TP npi^a iyi ^«; 
.^ntaons'x ip?pniD3P inKor ^»i' :y3'in 
IPa^t XP0*Y3X1D IPO pX X3XP»e* '11 'OP-13X3 
pa |po»it ipbippa pnwi imxiiya Dyo3*:-yc 
*» lyowys oxn [yo |y^ >D*iy3Dxt9 P W U -
.IV^OD'lX P*-|1Y UPOK" 
iP31PP3 IP?P11 Xpnp^X pX XT *1pO"31K 
-JXI .ncn^o ipT ^xa ni3 0*3 rr,T3? p-.y3yn 
-;x byn n^n?o n MI 33x^» 'iix -»ix iinpi 
-x:-!X p-T lyii's "i iP?pn. nxBTpi .jpa^xn 
r?X 1PP1XDP DXH ;t)3'3"xiyc px QTI*; 
"KT'X *1 T'.X jy>P11 >lon?3 np*l X^3 ."1PDP3 
;nn*3P P3'm jlraipps IP»"3TX ysr'x-c 
npD"31X IPDK3 pC 331U2X^ CD,1X H 3P'MX 
-ix *'^ ip5x ti'ix nnp* 3pD**« x p't oyii 
.1PD'*3 
mytp9Kvtm H ix ,IPP3'H jprjpo y?y*c 
-pa ayaD*3nya PX XBXT'X px "tnxB yc 
.ayian3p3 0*3 e n iysx r'x DXT .jpixn 
PX J3't cm px .D'inp x px Pl>2 PX M 
IV 02P*13t? DX11 .XBXT'X pX 33!3Pliy3 PTJP 
n .O 'PIP x pK ,D"nc;irc n iPTB'cyyja 
iy3"P .IP3XT3P3D'1X 331?Y1?2 DXfl ROOSO 
>*»n .IPDT.TPB iv n i;xar^'K ipiiya 0*3 PX 
.oyy?oy3 a»> jpnx' axn TP"E CX?E "an 
-Exc^prya oainy-ia PT'OD^XCBXP n ou
 t 
•p T ' I D nyn B'3 ,CP?X'YKD *UH B'3 ,jya 
OJVPPJ IP3XH IX'3'?yi H D'3 flX CP3X-3 
-'ax y^x iP3xn "i can ,nan>o n iyB'niyc-
IPBWD oapnp n jpn .iP^y,^B IXD D I V 
Dip?fpaO'D y^x ip3*'t ,;y3xi3p3D'ix ipsxn 
eaypP3 D'3 \ I pjspa oxn 1pa«p .ipixnya 
\ .ipnpar*'3 
DXV, ip^n'cpa n ix .IXOJ'-X oa"Y DP 
-yaa-x nycp'D ?y*c iP3*;'i aynp re jp-.n-c/ 
"PDWD'IX -VKB Ufa313Pllp3 H *W OPYHXll 
rays ipi DX.T DD^-D3P«V ZB~. &fn 
DXT .;ya**Y yo^xnix raw n p j i x : rwnra 
n-n -jn i» owtSDaw Tpi CTX ' » ^ x a PX 
OBHPTSP3 On*K OXTl OXll D?3»O03'X "OH — 
,aVP?'lPYJlX PX 1>« IP11P3 PK "J? iPH 
ypixar po Dsripnys ipo'x DTpii rape npn 
-:—o px ;33iapnB'ix o»na pa ^ . T C W 
jaHjno'w yoonxoc n on«* px amxis-
px iP3xn xrno IPH'" iprapo '11 33xS nm 
tPTODvpp IP^PH DP ' " 33x5 '«« ;;P^N-
v 1 
• ' - • • ; 
23 . 1 0 1 5 ARO 
-yn K imn'owr'K mm v* IPDKI3P3D'IK 
po |p>»n5 yomya •u»'R ^RTOSRP D»TM 
no tno3Rp cyn lya'K pR IH^PHRT* "un 
-33P 1yD^K Tin pK tf»DR .jyto'ta Djyay? 
PORlVlft PR OP>RD»BRP ]1D D"i1 *l ,T3R> 
n |p*3ipy3 ajvtyoin n DRO ,ajwnvrwD3iK 
. .|yioDro'R yo'v.pa ipo>RmpD iv DSRD 
50 \c norjm o n pK »PIR ttemo ncnte n 
0?Kn M "lP33"> PR" JKO « "K^ KT lK«>UJ 
jy3K*y«3 yonyja m Dy oiim ijnya't r?K IK 
notito jny»t UWIRMR jy:yp DO jy?yii 
,T>3yOJlK &PD3 I'M 1K3KT DJW Pp .ItflMr 
D3B*R"IB oyn pfrnttya jioyp P ^ R T W w 
ovn p^R o»n .iyTM» IPTIM^D n H»IR 
r>tiW JTfl DRTP3R3 .DR1P3R3 |JD«n "MR& 
TUP IK ix ]y33jn3 lytic oyn JP3R>VR3 yo 
.CVDD'D jy?y'TDDn3'K Din PR »t l 
IPttDUttR 1P3»P DO PORB TP^S3R3*D J"? 
KJK p»t DO IKT oiro oy .UMPVWOB n 
"3RD R1R IPTR iyt33K5B iptyWHW TP0'«3 
1PDYP? |»1W3 t'R DV *fl >KD*BKP pK ?JJJ 
pK iyj'0>i3 i n OJM u» IRH DTHI ,VK» 
mvepviRiD \"i iitfim oy pK iPoprw-,s 
e o 'iyo3yo\D3Kp h TKD eim pri* IPOEPV 
DO Dim oy pR IPOPVIRIB p*p itftayopw 
%D«p3»IK>DOv3TK p«p \"t 
•y33iK no PPDP*P ipjpnDpvU'R *iy»iK 
]K .iram tD>i353iy3'K O*IB I'RIK «IMK hnw 
VO pK Ijnyil ^D3 PK IPO^ RTl patWUKP 
•wvw v* jy>Kt Hi IK |yiK?im DO IP-IKD 
•UryiypoiK 
yr'K^BKn>*K n PKII o n e lyomy Tin 
E3Kn n=n>o n*»m ,|*Di»i jy^nn W»PSR) 
asnp Q'P ETC rs oarer mD-jron *i 
•tyu)# ^i»p po 
-jnpyo i«'si' T n s i^KjH'iHrjrsi'w ojn pa nyB?ip?o ii* jH=o=m ipaTS'n i» iyao?5 w) 
• 
DDIS^K I»D-2 DPI rsjnycjKP K tyo?Kfty33K IKWB»:IK r n u ' i n w >*K nanfti D^y\i n 
OKMiyO -DyD'nP31K0 VDR1 V» IPaKH pK *1V DPJ1S ,D3K*3V t«TO y&D'n H "1KB DPO 
jnn"i cn^-iD pR ywyi »a»fjn £i DR nysR ln jn» PR lyJR'VRiORaiR iyo^3iR n IRE 
-y»C IPDR3RD D3R ,DX'R .DWCOM DO ' DRn non>D H Tln«R WO W'^R .nm3P^ 
IR ,!P3Rn V* miD DRM KD»3 V»0 PR , » » ' 1 ^ « »OTP3RnR 'T JP3Rn ,;y3RT3y3D^R 
nyiR iyo3'3"Ut) DJROV T^TO n''5Ri jyo "»» Dy^RToojRain yo'ns tfVKtiRTR *iy» 
.D"3-IR TJJM PR lynyDB- ^ > w D , a , ' ' « * ^ J I '1J''>,I '^2* 
ipooys »»nn D3ROP n^no ^ ?»» oo -
iny»! iv »ioy3 ]P2"t>3 *M ,F»V*« my»t 
DT3«n non^D Tin i » VIMPD p* .,iPB^-3nB 
DR>P tyO^D-lR DPT 1P11PORT « 313PJ pIRDC 
*p>]m pft^pjnp om PD |») rvw n PK 
.1PDK3KD D3K p\p Dy«pe»13 DRfi ,13*0= 
ox-i iRiVa n 13DM01K imiy; t'R ey 
! • T ^ TR ,i>nyn jpssna ojm «nwMn» PM^P 
OTt V^**** V 3 - ^ R PR v t W&W rfin
 IP3R^R,>3R3.R ^ 1 R 
'DRIPKOPV^K^KP
 W | * 0.>3TK >. PK ^ 0 ^ « * * * ! ]1R P ^ J T . PR-1W! 
- ' ^RD PPM13 H Tpp^tl rt
 tfWMfl TPC lP3RnD3RO^ " W O * ! .|PTPH DP* PR- immi 
•>T*OJW 
LBHHLBBBBBB! 
•WJKP 0>M1 Vl'R .>KO*aHP O'D IPnxnPD 
tf D3PP YPK — ,t»3M13-lPB Tins tpvta 
•ES? I W W I V D >PH T « D""D ,1*10 B'3 
Tfin K D»3 I'T "ItPR D3VP YO JHR .>KB 
-pvwa onpoiR HI>R pm onpnRB ".IKHO 
5«1! ,|pDR>Wa iVP^ TSKO O |W"t K^T ,»fl3 
-*P:K3 pR tvTDJKJ'D jyana KT |B3»t W P 
*'K oypnwa isw byn iPY>Rib3Rp DRII IVT 
•10 iyaiiP*an P>K .o>jm ipvaRa -un ipa 
TUP "i IPn
 fmmMi.^iu "I iv (iroiP3K \VI 
ti PTP"T imn*D ip*w T3R> i v n iy}pm 
o>pu TWJKJ n n -oninp *pi« jytaoyp 
K pR lPiii3ipfi r-K BBOPTPB PR >y^ R.*i 
-?IP nonto pR D»unp ,MK3,D jib *IPD3R>B 
pnjpatt nn ]yi'D3K3's n jpawri po ,jyi 
l» .jr>»b3K?BD*nK DO v» i»3yp p*?R 
T R n MI Tp3»oe# R ,t>RBiv R DPSP tsfijwya 
-D'DT3WD PV3R3 DKT D3R")P >nt)n>D P3'0 
.D>yoK*ya3K onyn noon)**- »I |IR nyo 
IPVD3RJ'D <i m ,|pnpi iv PDTIH PR oy 
'UK 0P31B |yj»U "I JH>1F tt'3 «T jya^t 
.JJ153JW103KP IHC iKHiwnmB n Ml IKyO'.l 
ip3'n njn .onpD^B-iyB tsu y^R ;ya"T "I 
D-3 |Po*>ya u«n oneo »RI I «PIK " P W " 0 ) » 
PTJIV .BPDC tfjmoDnrK H MI npaopii 
-c*o iy>ynt3Dn3'« -iyr3iR no j n "a« n m 
IPOMTJ. R pB BR>P TPOKHP i n yro .oyo 
M PR .IPBR10P3 -Vl'K ORn p'fcjlK OI>Pll 
lira n« PWIJPDIKP pxtpe* R MI jp>Reya3"R 
-p'DC n |»»>pB»utt miaw onjro« own 
wn .!Jnuwt)CB»«w P R oy MI >M PR ^y? 
IFD iyp M»R MI :nasLTTI *IKB nmoi n PR 
f lRsmyo lyxiyc cm 
iy rie ,MIK ^y^nyB o n jwamya iv DIH 
•Da»aTH p»p ,rmt p1& jyasjna oo -mjra >st 
ns ,jK^pn»(iB r « ^BUKD ]»p ;D«pann> 
PK ©nyop DKU pKcn-ya om lyBKcaK iyo 
t«t iRMfpiiKTB n TR ,umyi iffl JBO ,iyo»3 
no IPD .iyp3Ha an JTD a*33"n5K l"i O*3 
H D'o 'iHiypiiK-A n 0»3>naOH3ix jyny» 
«vt»mKj»K iiriyt tw urn awuBoiDMq 
vownn p« %TK ortitna IIK i**Mfpnm» 
-jpopriK-w n jya^nayj CKV. H O^D nia*»B' 
H m n QJ%D«O M irvTW»n i*h»t m» iyo 
ayoayoiDSHP n is tihynya M« Mtvpvwn 
DOT tm "»3 .tiotfio "an w — iao«n DKT 
oyi nyo3iK pR n3yn n p« D3^ > *i>ya n iw 
-3K3,pK im^DaRJ'B JTOMTS *1 PB >RTD3KP 
-lyB o'3 unyn 33npp^yDya TyuiK .[yiyp 
•3ik :™».iyiy y i onnvtaTyB M ;6Tyn3'o 
,]y>0'o D^ay? H iyc*wT nysnKW^H jnyi 
IW"t iw jyspnma ^ imnymyb jy>»ii "» 
-pn*r»B i»«i o»3 " i W p w w w n W lyws 
•lyo^aix o*3 ivsyp »t y^aK .u*»aiR-ffiv» 
.jyopnKna »*i p« Tt D3'DM3 ;:-":• nan >"11 
DKT can? jyo pa nyiw VJ» 1V oy anyi 
.{K'xpnina -yn IKB W B K P 
iy?HiDDMR" .RpnDH ,spnyt>K noma 
lysynP p« RBRT'R ;IO lybocyjaR MI pra*M 
.lyaMTayi ^i DRii.nmno n op^cyaiv D'3 
«t , .jyOpllRlB fl"iyi3!K pK H'1 1WDM3 »M 
.DoppTRo pooya n IBIIBJ »IR n«D IPD?KM 
Jinmo PiptaiR DBMpya jyiya nro^Rii "» 
13RDIP IPa?pt Din r;VR jynyotr njnjy? ysy* 
pip »t ya v* DR*i DB jion^o TjN nss MI 
ISKDCO'R (W«| "1 .]yo*3Pnp3>R DU ^ R* 
np^i r»n mimo ynPtaiR IRB iy>nR*ya iv 
"t v 1 * -iyBMp DO ;p3pp *»T ipaK -a"a"»K 
ya-DMj n >RO'DRP u^spnp ix TPHP P R 
ysyj^R Jnp'M *iK3Rl TPHR ,IPB>IP vt nmno 
.imMtnmB iv nmno 
DRII ^3Rt3t?iv am bu yrt oaRiopa 
PR o>pii iyX3R3 "un nya'R ocnynpa DRn 
•PDIR .nt:n>D in no jyewRO pocny n 
.IPopnRiB IRB a n r n o pom: R PR a n 
,iyi3P> y?Rio»3 n PR oanmw*« ,nnymR 
]yD"3*iR iv D"i3 jyiiy: nyD"ai« n Uf3"t 
tuyppa w n nnpoiR . I W P ^ ^ B IPDRP PR 
ORO ^R^ .*D*1P«RM DMT3 p* M'3 P»I 
.niinr nio \*M $mtr 'otnvtvn BITJTOIR 
jiyDR^cya pmp3 jypniaRB !P3*M onjrem 
-«anR nyiaypio nyo-iyi3vi iya"i DITPOIK 
*OMR ipa"i y>ra IIR ;VT'5 lyaaRapaaw i p ^ 
' .Tpaam PB jpasKapa 
teram 
J1R JPOBPIp, PII'QPHRIB ?l 1P»M1V >»M1 
-W (P>M1 DR11 »T IPCMIY — IPDafc31D3RP «1 
-TPB IV 33RVIPB TP"I PR SPEKP pK tPO»*3 
DRT p^R V» DP1T — 1P3M13P3 TJHR BTWW 
p»D*s pR onptar pRn>ya Tin J»KB«BKP 
— . i in 'vnRia o>»« "vi'R. :"r iv DJKI ] « 
1"R >jm YK [PT'D ,lRm3 D»3 Dp BiPP M H 
26 . 1 9 1 5 
Wt>Vn pK P3K> H \pm?&WJft SP3P3P3 
pmW 0*3 TP3K PK DKT .p-i3PT">o**.3 »i 
,-\yo»riK JTDVI'JKS-IH-O'J n \ « a ?KD -on 
(ps-ip-no w i K pK >ptip3 IP3'H povp> *i 
QVl'0pJ3K IV3K.T D3K*J1* 1»10 »1 .^KDB'IV 
P>P*D 1WJWHVW pK y*VKO'3K Pl'DDPH K 
DK m pfto'o jponp3iv3R iPopo^qeKV^tt: 
TPO mm DKT .jpwpn iv I P D ' ^ R » tn 
]pot>KJiP3 o»v M3M? K .i;n>e»D»n pK DM.I 
"lpD OV'K PK. .tPVPBIYD'IR T*JP031R "WD 
T>3 -IP3K11 P3*3'*K pK HTHmP; 03*>PT*<*. 
TCI D3K*3P H OKI*. ,tPOT.8Djn P*K*VKD PD*11 
IPi'M ,DimKDPJ OD'TOIK 33K5 IPI-IK* JP3 
C1K .IPTWW3 Oin»EPWin 03**5 OV'K 
T t 33ivsh n DKH I P - W D V O I H o**3TR n 
TP"T OJJK^PD pK C3K*3P »1 IV BjmPMM* 
o?potrp3 y*M v i p a w i D3K*3i' n .pD>*n 
PK DK11 DjtfH IPUTD PK 0D3PH S j P l IV 
- w jnjniiK !V2 DKH p'liv imp K o 'o 
"iPSIpp p-IOPIE OH 03KTBP3 iP3K'VRP3KJ 
D3**n .iy=p> iPtr^owKPP o m pK jpocW 
.noipii i p " i ipvpnvaK m pto oo»iy 
,D>KW3 1PDP3 P>K *K11K 'PO^l l TO . 
-y-tJK D-iK :;i3ppiyjK mvi r»M >KT fro IK 
Httftiro T s J H W * n im*-*K p o H n w in 
r n i o IfttDPiV KTK iv ipiK>viin y&va <p* 
•DiK C1M IP3"I TO . tPO"P3n>^ P<K 
OP13K*H tP^K'VKO DPI • O*0 ' ^ » » - « J » 0*3 
-ca*'*i pK pnimW -03ROP3 ov'K PK otni 
-»t D3p3P> >p'c nm DKH cp i 3#>*.v ,13K> 
-3P3**K >P*D «1flf PK |mKl!PJ OIPDBKPJ ]P3 
..,.-r.0 n n y 2 K QiMn T O .opo3*hpD DID 
PK M -JPf 31K11P3 0*3 WW PTfl'R P>K D*Q : 
"KT P0P0"WV\P3*,K rJW « 1PW T3'R ^KD 
DK1> jP»n3D (»>«* D13KB DD>pOK(p33K n 
DPJ3P3 IV3K,VKpJK^^K ^D K 1P3KH ,nP33"> 
.pV»Dt? P3'?D3P3Pn PC PD1D H IP^3P>p1pD 
1P»» 1\D DV'C>rP3 jV3Kn D3K*3P PJ3KO 
JPD P3>P» OTPMPD n PQ 1PMTD H VDKP 
,D3H JDD3PH 1P0'>*D 1»K ItfDlTPiD'nK Dfcn 
D>3 WOff K1K IV «f JP3"T ^D?1T n D*l> 
IP3KH P3i<plV 03K'3P H .D3'D3P"iy3 JPHP3 
P3'3»K 1KD JP3"1 ,IPD^P3 iPDDpnKDV CK 
pnpl3K pD IPIKttPi DV'DB^3. D«S JP3K11 
•K3nK TJM iP0>Kfl3K IP3pp"lV D1K ,D3K'J1' 
D'3 Kl >P11 V ^ -O^pa'DPO pK IK'VKP; 
IP3KH D3K*3V H DKH UfQlD ' 1 1WB3TJT: 
npT pD T W O J'K ,V»'OCf p« DWKVP3CW1N 
IK pwi3"K cpn t»3*ra IV 0*3 *13 ,non>o 
-3'KTPC IP3"I P3>P»H ,-^t !POn*1p3 TO 
IP3'DP3 " I JP3PP ]jnpD*v P P T pK o v o m p o 
PK ,PDDjn» i«*3i* n»To itvxpn i n PK 
.DVnO P3PTP'inPD H pC D01KBPT H 
-KPP H V 1V3KH D11K 0»>V PVTP K pK 
1POT3P3 n3K^TD*H pK lB33l33*np3 PP'CKJ 
PtK^D0»3TR *1 pD SnR* >T pK JPiyapaTpD 
33KC3K .0">P3P?PTPD n3pO**tV3 ^'1 0K.1 
D3PVB1B 21 1P3'K IP11P3 1'K TP2OP0BFC 
1P3K .D3K*31* **I pK DIP^CPO PIK>DD"31K 
' iy>KCp3 >nKV n r*« IP3KOPK I P O - 3 1 DPT 
1P03^1P3 JWP*V*DK .03PVKTD 10 3"4 1'3 
P1>3 JPHP3 1P3"I -.tf30pllK3 PK IK IP3"V 
.IPDP31PD 0*3 «n*H IPS .03PV«nB 8 1*3 
tK ,03J»-.0P3 pK JPTPC'V PPT D0P3 IPO IP" 
•D*nR UKHP3 iPO OW*. 1614 1P3KE3PK P3 
fajp 661,005 0D3P*^ 1P0*>*D 0>V JPD I^PJ 
•*v njn onpor , T > T O K J ,bv*K .onpsopo 
.ip3pn >P'B IPC 
•3«K n*» t3H" TP0*'3nK JT0TPJK31K *T 
. ' 
* 
H ?^ 3 iyj«t jiatyi OJVOQ83 jm« *i; t« .n-ronuK D*B» *>m3»js»n i jn . 
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*"1 1VT pK |P3'BP3 B>3 |yD D1H IV3M'VK3 
.PDDP"19 TPD"anR TPB»O 
n n PR JPDK3P3 JV11 /1pO«3 313W PK Dp -
TPJ"K IPCBOPP aiwiiw Spo^nR -an>pt 
on .-tfpcoaK*:? tan v w iinp-J3K DPI ;pjyj 
P3?pii P>P*D IK ,[K)3»n iv anp ' ro 313P3 PK 
npfi w ijnnK' poops "ip"t |P3P3;;33K iWKn 
-lyOJ'H P'R I'H 0H5i> W 3 T K OH JP3'3"R 
iPDIOT ' OX'K fV>m .13K31PD . |y:>K3R'¥R3 
cmi -*IBOKP Km pn oi>a IP"!. iPb'3*a>D-
NOT *an m ,>pot?3K o n IPSKO RT>K a*» 
TU3R D'3 MR03"P OV11 ]P3K'VKJ H IPF'llS 
orai) P>P iPP 'UPISPS KIK ?0njm%oijw 
tvno i*o IP>PII ron>o -un ^w .IRHD 0*3 
Ml OP31B IIID'MW pD TM"R 3'33"n3R P't 
TO iy>pn non» -ipi ^ K3 .non^ i n IKE 
•D'IK HnjnjK can TP3"K IPBIKI TPTU 
i-K DKT OK j3Kh pa^npna K IPPPIOC 
n |»K opmpso'iR oiyii DKII PJKTPS ijn 
]1D 331>PDP 1»1 JP3P11 jp331D"V TyO"31R 
jmnte'Tjn vt 33iapiu>3 i w a - w '-iyi 
V*» v i IMHH p3K*3P r n o pipnw 
™!JKDC tan v ia DK o>potrp3 S;KD3K JIB 
•raftnp OBTRIP3 0*3 DKT « I OWI IPO .op3ia 
IPOUPJ 53 biw> t»3»m D3**3P y-uruw - in 
V» JP3Rn " t—D3^D ponp W T TP '^Bny 
-oyo jrojn">»»» wi IKE jysiKi 1* D*nami¥ 
VP'inya*??^: .noSna'K mjp pK P3>yiR 
-KPP ijn .u«np3 yfoo ODMDW " i |P3*tn 
'Vt D'3 OW1 T a b l O P n nD 1P3P> TPCOK3 
.OVOKB ONS11 ^KI KTK [Pll .iyan3P33PSRl 
•:wpnpo3iR imipa *a?3>t OSK^JI4 n IPO>KH 
.|W 
•wi nonro ijn pa paKu pomp vj PR 
•Tj»na*K o-)»BDpy Tjn p« *tfo^3TK n jpa 
J3SB1 "ipay3Dt>"a-iK *T .iPD»>y3 pnww 
IP3Kn .unn^iys 1PV3K3 p« IKT y i ipaxn 
T ' I D n .{ynoons'K j n y i o^yocyjaK 
D»i "iyr 1P3K.T nbwu'H "U»*i I*« D;K'3T 
•pi ipann "t DKII cpn 3p'?iy .o^^mpjKa 
•DO»anK Nww pon-u K iP»K>niitt*ix twn 
*yj i»3«n D3M«3^  inrolt iw r n itK? 
np 'u »3yj p» m n can \tm uww orr« 
•>R >i i » ^^p3 n ip t inw iw o n P3P3'>K 
^3 jlK .PlK>Dt3>»aiK 'T 1KB D1)«D )H»B» 
• - - * 
.1P33K?P3 |POD»3K*31' T H O H pC OpD 
iJl^ JftX? DIP p'P pCPttr DJK'31* THQ ..H 
n ipsiKnyD po yjinq^TiTT pK IPOI3P3 D'3' 
P^n D I P p v ipaKn " t .n^ys D*O u n r a n 
-nK'KO JfD*VU n DKll P'DPKO 1PT pK 0'3 
«D1«8 Py"UKTpKOpT?K'VKO TTl pE DP3 
. .3KD03»n pK IP213P3JK OWl 
PDDPnB JK'3V-Tno TP1 IX v*p l-K OKU 
-'HCnPD 0 0 V5TOK3 JP3KI P3*IR M 6ttn 
-71K3D'1K P3*D3*y T3*3 P3'3"R 1KDMK .JP3 
n iPD"nya bi3 IP:3'I6"V |^8B n jyaKn ,tpo 
-1KB ^PE"DKVK•:p^->K•l;KD *iyi pD SX&VOV 
tK3 HKlJil I P ! 3WP3 pK 3KOD3'n pK "O 
o ^ ' D ycDpnB IK*31« n " i o n Jien?o "an 
D'3 IPP.DK11 OP'KD K V* 3p*1p-D?Pll TP1 tK 
_3'K tP3"i T O ? n m u « ' .ynyii ai jnjppj 
••VK3iyo;'K |P3'*>a ii^pii p.K ?K:K-VK;TPO 
-OP poxy> n pK prun^DKB y?« pmo ^^ •:K 
K !R , T 0 IP3PPiy3K ^KT ,JPCK3K0 P3»> 
t'K IK*XKI,;K31K irtp3K'VK3-iPD3'R V>PTH 
P3^P11 JID IK^K3 pnp'JP11 T^aW !KT 113 
3'03PO PK OnpOrp3 ?K3M'VK3'U'03'K TPT 
-P'iio;y y>K:K'SK: KTK .o^ypMiojy oii pK 
,iy3*t'VK3 p-ipi3K v i n ipnppp: DO IPP 33i>. 
i3K> jpnir pK DKN> -iyo"a-(*( o r i T" i "W 
PK iPTP'?nyc >KI i3K>spo»i ipii .•un3"pa 
SJlJ'P'llOJP PPT 0^11 ,TBCKP IPS'DV'K tah 
T3"T *an K P K no -imKiafs Di?ory: ^P*D 
-D>1K KTR IVO'mjto inp( CK?P -1P0"31K IPS' 
x J3W 
,]PP3*n "ato^aiR p ro"T POTIOKJIK n 
-pa iP3"i -an3p? m r u i s pa TPO"3TK n w 
.i»?H " i m poam »a>pi n \K o3*oap^ 
i3*oco«i PB PMjns m*3*^  v n o H 3*W 
PpniD'lK pK lP331>13Kn H DTP*Dnp 0K.1 
TP0"31K "in pB pK M f W ' i j e n PB 
i«op3 DP n o*i vip"«3p^  mruB^B poomt 
03KOP3 IP3KH IP33ltn3K!1 P3P* 5"W .^ Kfi-an 
-p3D*iK OKH nwfe n 03*1 IK ,pm3"R DPI 
-ipB DK^P ipo"3^K npc*e*H *an PK ;pana 
Dy 1P3KH "1 .DP-IK31W pK !imMl»3 IPPSU 
-D>IK PK IPP»V P3P* r « '•"ii i w a n »0P3 
i3B>ro»*T IK .rwm'-an trwmp) jps^iBrpa 
pM'^ruMn wm ** p * opnTpatr pnan '•KI 
-1PB 1PV3KJ pK impil >KT 1»3P? W5K3MPP 
jraniK n iP3pii IPPIIOP: ps^pw .opeao 
27 .1915" ,*KD 
-nb MI DDKTB nnva B*D jprnta PR \VCPHW 
.TPJI 
BK.T JPB 1P11 /WOPBtr 1PDK3RB |"J ,DV'K 
ipo p* ppr? o n pD Dftpny >po>3R i n 
DP DKII ipnpDBnpD inyo pK Trura IK B3M.T 
DTPM BVR — non>o TPT iv DT>TDP3 oxn 
TWKI-JIWM H IK iijnnp^p 5HDK DRU 
TK& B"D n DBK3P3. — D^ MRpS T.M 1P3R.T 
MTK B»3 TR3 PR |B03»M*n PDM123 PK 
- D ^ C W T R B ?,RT n IP3KH pTDD'B'DSB H Ml 
D>»\i *T TP3K ,DMT3 PPKD PR P'MttK TJn 
T 3 K > P C " K P S X T " K n .TpD3iR B*3 T,R3 onpa 
~3Knp3 -IP2K ,DMT D3TKDP3 PPKD PK PDTRp 
TPD?pD PBM1P3 .|PD«TDMK DO [PS IPP JPp 
iPTH |W»HDWnjlD TV3R ,IPt51>3 pR IPT"> 
PB puiwx) -jHjynBspp H TRJRI — jf>« 
V) 03H IK'VKJ PTJP .0"P3*»3J»T)H pK TCP 
TPT pD >10C*-B3'TP3 Din TKD IPJ*T"DT>B IV 
•P3 Bttn n »K ,1V DO t»l PR P03'CP3 B>Pl( 
IR ,KT?K DP BD"H .JplVBRD P3"T31K DKn 
IPVJK3 pR BO IP3"I IP?>TDP3 PB'OKTRD »T 
PR JPVKP5M1M6 H .I1T1RMJJ3 BPliPDTRnTPD 
• 3 » n » DO TJJ3K ,IP3BT3TPD31R .DTPD^PS 
P?R p n DVK DHPJ P>BD PC'VK DKT .BPB 
BPrt ronto n jm, TJTCR
 i D i r n 3 n v r a W 3 ^ 
"P3TPD PDMT3 R |PD1P V1K Jffl ,iP3'T3jr ^ t 
.TPT3p> P3P' p « P3R> TJUPVK TPT pK 331T)>0 
TPT pR pBOiru n PPKB PK.'nen?o n • 
"20 pD P'VRP>MPV n TP3K ,PB3*Cyj*"B?PU 
PR iiDn>a *T .IPDJTU PR B^jwvtK* ipo 
Dp'VT pKV Tin pR ' .pK» PB'T.1T3DMR [R 
PK^THppTPD PR TPD'OTR PC"P 
I«p DO DVDDMPP DP ?K 'H IV3RI.,ID'D K 
n pD T J » » 3 T » ' H 1PTM1V BPD'TRT^KD 
.jyjK'XR3 P3PTP't7TyE 
.P^R> P 'P D»W » U D^KH D1>P TJJIH 
" 3 n PK DP - P W R P D P3P3»R IK Pl>3 PK DP 
"P3DMK BKH 0WW H*IMR IK ,1P3XT IS T1)3'U 
PT3PD9CPP H DWmS B P B ' T R T « ? K 0 »1 BTpn 
H !K ,BU n»KT P^P TV3K PK DP .|P3K'VR; 
\>tt IPHPIV DV"3S3 0*3 Djm 'pPB'TKT^RD 
"KC p ' 3 ,WK .TP.THO Ml TPPTRDf [PTP11 
•"3TR TPT PD >PDM TJH l'R .TPDyBl? JPDR3 
TO DP PR IPTRHP3 TinK^P ^P»D ttfjm TPB 
5n'DP3 iPippTKBC K PD D^3B>0 T l [PI'Ml 
-*TD IP11P3 |P11 PR OP Ml 0"P3**TPTH3 JIB 
JPT^Tp PDM1P3 pR DKM DPTVRTD ,TPH 
.pKVO>T3 ]1K D8n D>R ^ K3 DS^TBL" 
tij»»iH*iws p o m s »1 »R ."tfa*! I'K DP 
PR IP33K3P3 tP3"T TP0"3TR P30MBD1R11P3 
P»PC pR [PTPMTP3 iPDDBTS DPT B^Q «^ BBKP 
TP'M iy3P3 1PDBCPP JP33R3V3 TK3KI p/3'M 
•IP>M1 
CMOC K iP3KTpP3 BKH 3313P1VP3 n ^1QK 
-'3K3TK 'T DR11 TKDTPT KP1T DO TP3K ,V>M1V 
- J3 IV T» iP331Rl*(Vy3 IP3*M TPD"3TR pDTM 
BPT'O P>SC R IP» .non^B TPT PK IJ»30"D 
>»D TPTP* 11D
 rT7nWW non^D R 3Jf*>lV 
IT .TP30P11 TPTR T.TPD 1PT"> P>RD DJH pD 
,T3R?33P ,T3KM?D"T PR 3313P11P3 TpB"3TK 
nKBff R 1PD^PP3 DKH V^TDDP PK 1»TPJK1D 
DRM T3KDt?lV .TBn>D DPT 3P>MX BK>P |PP 
-PMP3 TJJB"3TK h .TPT3P? W'T pK DffTp.T 
,DPD3'3TPD Ml DPB3 PK ]P'3?P3 p « J3U 
PR DKT .D'CT«J PIT»TR3TK3 PK DMR T t
 D KT -31Tn )P^3R3 PR BPB3 V» |P'3>P3 >»11 
'RT»R H DlP^t? DRM DDRTP PTp3R'>'PRpT K 
P3»BD'«3 H TV3K .p'TIV .T13H0 PP>R"» 
T i n D3»n BR.T D".TC3PO n t5RM 3Jl>pMlBip 
<1 .ODKTP mppTRBV? ^P'D R PK 63**13 
"T>bR33W .,P3,>E»3POJlR JT>M1 R ^ R ' l W h ^ 
VM D"PT>MA-HTR B '3 Ti>3K .DDRTP P3*7 
PVK Vt '1 D3MMC ,D3RB M DRM J3T1H DJft 
, P V B ; ? R T^ R 331?PM»D3P P3^DD»3 n 
*1 pR B"3TK DRM DCRTP PT3P3" 
*K,TCPD PTPT3K f3R3 D'S TJTCTpn pK P 
I * PBVP> n tR ,-iPVB'K D^pE'Mlt 
•R'VKD T j n . m ,BO .TRT P?P 1K3 TP3R PK 
-RSR'VRiTPBi'R TJfTK DP3K'3P T'TD ,DI'> 
.IPTDDMPP IV DTPPP3DMK DKH DP? 
iwn R viro bin wvim BR-T TIBRJ H 
p3TR„ .DDRTP >»n H — BDKTP PTK3TPT 
IjJK ytfp VR. , ' ' »«« ".TPBBD TPD13 R 
TBD 1PT31KM >T ?P3P 'tPP TR "WSK ^ U » m 
i • >jn^  tn3iRii *i IP" /var.^D TPT^RJ. " . ^ n 
IVDwoi n |P?P« .iP^'myo jpcnp3 v i ;p? 
TPD"3TH Tin PK 
PR .IPTPM D>"H 
K |16 Ml IPt3ipDMTK 
• 
' 
- • • • 
--s-. l fy! 
.n»»tn .K PB 
MRD iMtananM P'fciW IPP>VI?B Dm PB 
JJR> Mm ,a«* K IRD . I P T » 3 m n w w 1»> 
iv onpt ,DD"3 DPT DBnBnw raw ^ ' " 
,V>VDKJ 't'K ORI .JW>»>WK jra*>3n»."na 
pfrBDp'feflR IK DPPUVPZ OKH HBR3 n frm 
;pDDB*U*BP DPI CMPD DPI «|MK JP3RO IP^Rl 
-iPBPBC V Ml [POMl >Kt TP H3 ,,pm)"H 
-o»a BIPH JKDD&'MJIK I P I .iPo»n IV «l JIB 
D'SlWBp n OKU IP 1P3R .IPDpaiPD PM13P> 
C3PO TP1 J3W1RBTP p"3 X D'O B1P3"1P3 
own ip ORM DRHOP BJPTPJP: **nhin own 
.BD1RUP3 BU IPTI'IB 
l"j D'o |JOKI3MDMR oRn non>o »1 JPU 
rpitf R iPDiRiipa M BKR ,pmv IPDR:KO 
IP3RJ1 DR11 y^P'B .IPCJPO PQD"3-n *lMR 
DDJlplV P1PDP3 K 1KB B«31KM [IK D2*tnPJ 
•ym IP3RH "T .DDp?apa MI papaya flp"t 
.DPT3R1B I1D D>Rn3R ]R non>0 I p i PR IP* 
pK E-'DD'O^DPB THPI tP">KMP3 JP3'M P33RO 
-'>M1M( P3,QJ"n PV3R3 *T 1R ,B3KIP3 niR'33 
r;R3 IPUP> iP3^n «t .CKIRIW B.ip3 PM/RI 
P»11* BHp3 D"HC3PD H »K OH "3). ,1P3M 
H ^R1 JP3RH t3K*tC ]o»D R AtlttSWa W 
r'it? IPC-'BD'OIR DPT BipDponv J P P O " I 
.1P1M1 JTP13R ICO'Vn I'M P3VP TJH ]» 
JKO a m pR D>>np33»K \">* V I BORA DK« 
pB *»0 DPI l»npiP3 IP3KH .O'R^BJ pE ?PO 
]IK »"pa»>Tpna PB ptfRPi'R P3>in n 
W PBDIPIW i"i m Mm pR , D » W > I M J » 
PBDD3"> n pR JPBPKB CO pftUWl W PK 
IPD13P3 TTHP BRT1 ,niK<33 1P3KT IV PR, ^ Rt 
.BMW* H iP3K(D'lR-lKE PR.13RH R 
PR 331SPMP3 1Pt3"31« Tpn 1 « D'RJir f\ 
DTP13«P3 !B3Rri OI^M^KD pfi 1P3W3 n 
^PI « pf3P3JT3 " t BRH ill>n>0 H .DVlttRDe' 
I*K 1 » JP3RO Jp5jn\ Yi B^n3PJP?P3 P3PB 
-D«T n |PM ,tt« 3183 R JP^KpTR TVa"3"W 
\Hm non^B "^Pl I'R JPEBCP? 1PB»31R PV 
lP3Rt D"jiDBCRC3PDMl pK !»BKIR>'B H. 
in-R Bttn "I1BR3 TPT pR ^RT pnjP 1R .T3-1R-
^M13V3 R IPD B3RQ .BD1RMP3 <M -JPVU 
JP3RH JP3RI PBD3'^pr n J3B«3 pD t?'BR 
.(PB"! PBU jnp»T TT 
PBDPT3 H lP3"t TPBKM ,Tp"B ,fPI"« 
nPD'R "I (P3"»^R1 .IP'DBPTP 0331D3'3TPD , 
PDDjna n IP3»?3 ipom popn pn umw 
Bovn n c c pB j3«npjpB IPT IRD n y a , 
IK OD1RMP3 013 1*K ^RT ,IP3'M1 P>R I31R JPB* 
,01$ IP3'B3^ DPT HMR 1U PK DP 171) .HOC 
DP !*M ,IPS)31X0'1R DP Ml 113 D0»« IPO JP11 
.D1D3"T 
pK n313 TJim "JPI D»0^  B3RTD n»P PTP' 
"DMR . D » n Ml I31R B3TP> M DRM J3M DPT 
P^TPBOJ'B .BB31P1V TP1 pK !PT>DMf 
Ml .|PVPB- IV D^P3'D3^> H »11 T31K DJIP? 
IP!) "T>P >DP> D1R„ ;3VR B1RT DJK1 
mix n TPSR (mix IY JPTR3P3 BTPII CJPB 
D3TP^ i3'p R .Tjnny? iptiopna pM p««! 
OP [Pll B3PT3 TP^B TK >HRB IPDriP Dl» 
TP>*B DR1 5M1 pK >PB3PH pM DMR DPP1DP 
n IR .TJttt? DPI ipn'sr K»?R IPO 3pn 
IPiR'Mo 1KB n>>p K oxm »*K ORH ^ O T ^ O 
1P1 1KB .1313 inm ^M D'B B3KTB ,iP5?3PO 
.o"np3po u n pa OBjipix u n IRE IW iR-jni 
DIK non>o IP3KH no (po m ,o'3 oo"n DRI 
01P13K 1R ,113 ,n313 VT ipo*3P3 IV TP-ISKJ 
-CMK 1PP'?33)R P3?P1R Ml D'3 JPP3PO IP31P? 
IPCRTIPC pR IPTDRB "I lfS»D ,!P1'*Bnr 
-IPVIPBP pR yrr>*> PBDPU «I «M 
Tp-tR P»^ 331R 1PDM13-R BTDKB DP Jpll 
PR ,JPP3PB 1PDDK0 1KB i-RtlV TP03P>0- K 
tK ;pnr^i»B v» IP>KT p>ra TK . v ^ t a w 
JIB 010*03 P1P003*B ^M 1KB jnpt !»>R1 »M 
n .IPP^331K P1P3TP W i r t R PR P3^3fW 
PP1E" V% pR IP31R31PB 131K pB T*R DB31plV 
; 
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CP'K IV D3Kt ^t?D*H DKT flM .-iyif3VBt' 
TM*K KT ]WVT TO DRU ,CO"n |* \ <T.K 
njrany^ n o»o ,rb**o nay TIK 
immiyj tnyrya n* T T .ma^o ,-iyn — 
pit >TD po TOR* ivsyn , * w you ivayn. 
cy v» &"W" -T>y3 n m m PK .nrtfxn 
yDU n IV3KH QD?'U VT \V\) f%\ (K iy3« 
l " i (y ro few "in ayii — ADOMI ."WW 
o y ' * W R PK .JRD iy;'D3»<n cyn T,R3 } ^ 
i n unyot? DK» ,pi n jynyatyeaiK tam 
r i w iyb»ip3K IV:KP looim ,BW> fiys** 
inH> jyayi nw -iya« ,na'ao *un D'O paiua 
pK iny^yj PK D*m .voa'cy: K PK OKT 
.paiin 
,iyjy*lo K WRCK lyiwa PK pamo p * 
-".-0 K iPiiya PK PK- m a » iyo"viya -iy BKH 
onyoB" .asciriyaKT ,>nwM«K -i«onR nyo 
omujnyD cy?«B *i ta'c ,PIKS p« MI* 
,0'IK opip pn ,\wv> n ti'iK-P'itae- pyo;iK 
?KI iy , ^ ' n |*M |yoip oyn Dy lyami pc 
n jnyor m px * Jiac PI-IK D'By JM»TWD 
pxi RYP p« ,j*T^ cviM pK nviK iva^imya 
lyoip w o p >xt oy otra onyi iyo ,t*a 
.lyamowan DK» i"t.*m oy ,|yb'ip mino 
ut«a n *n .itra^K IK inim pivn \ow\\ ^ ' n =»* |»«w w VIK .^yayj , v oa1* 
lyotyiSBnyo. |"p ,n*'*n ,$xi ny .spaya K »••= 
VI D*D >myD yn» H P« .IV3wn op»: nar 
jjnyjjm Ds»a jgf tp on ,iy>Ki *,y>iyi3'P 
-nat? om 
IK ,iy D^l'Dim ^ M f e MIR PK ^ y Ml 
upip .y>88 "on nKD rvv K DTI*K o^ a Hsy 
-3K ,?yj'a»i K ^ 't ">KD ny onyt ,O*.K ^ I TP 
ninyo K D*O ,T>KH PK lyD"*? K *vi iwoya 
I'UMH 3K>D'IK pya'Ti K pK pi>yaKp ;'*ms 
•yj ,you n oyii — ,I»K»MI PK .lyiwi 
y3'"i po mo ow ojny [yoip c«* yos-aya 
o^y« nyi pu \nvi pjm» ooyii r pK ,tmr.R\ 
. T 3 J 'nyoDini "iy^  
"D^IK v» o**-"1 W *« ,cy PK (yiy^Mya' 
P'l •« ,T» OKA'Dim ,K'33H m»^ K .JPI^ VPa 
.D^DB^yD 5yCT3"T K ]»K JIR Tya^Dt* 
Smn* ,I*K oy m ,D3"Dya DKH ^yaK -,n,3ltD 
,-iyaKO «nca nimosiB K ,m?i3n 'D^K «I?8 
:omK iy D-iyBD3» 
,n»«y3 I^ D vi m .WCCT a»$ p'a.— -
yn> K icamya n>i nKD WttXJ!Q ^ * pnmi 
p« .DK»3 nap »I»IK p w ^ 'K ,maKV*3y iva 
P t .S^yii •l7",^,•, VlMU T> '-iy3»* 1?M =^ 
ij-*)p'33J ,r«m:'t .^ypa'n i™»i'M K jynyj t>« 
-VKE iy?nnvya iv a«i\ o*D ts t^- i t i 3Kn V H -lys-'snn «io «?iu'rinb«5 tm i?in= ^ > v 
.nma p n - J ^ m W W^l wO"Kiy» i«t. i?snn nbv> pn I-K .|7^RPTI« 
DB»i cn'K DKH vaK Sw?0*»i c«i m " c ' ° MW-= BW>;,ijl ^ ^ ' ^ y=c:;a »i 
lyoMni n cn*K ts'nm'yaSya*« )w oiK^yaaK '•*> I * s»P^r«7 ^ ' V w iooatp i « mam n 
oy r'K , > « *m pK ?K^ ^iw ,?KS3"K • » M r 0 n »» W J - n , p -^"Ps^jMwy? 
:0n>K ,y m m » w PK r w w ^ » :1 ^ = , , , T ^ 2 " t ' ^ ^ C '3 ^ 
IK ,n? ayi? P y3<^ psn» »r ti« nonto n IM ,^t»m tup »-K 
,;WKI VT v*t Biw cx-M =n7=r p*»t y»»Tn CUT tum i n ' " 
tttiPDKinKt Biye;7.iya r^i l?3«i W^^J n» faifr P« 
!l-pi?i» I«M ar-mj .m«ra AM 
. 
.-iyp"H$tt B W » 8 3 D*1"!? njn 2S 
•njfttnv PK aynp -ma V lyo'nya-iRB pa 
-ya n PB 'jmm tysiaya PV"8 *RI » n p pn 
yin w ;]»KDK>Bn pR i i n y a n yoi'iSpy: 
pn isvn n pM T ^ U W D ' I H ]ya'> :>KT oaM* 
H ^KJ .ipojnoTPB jrw« PK P>SB a n 
-K>»«?I pM -ynyajn n DMH I»P'>J3IR y?R 
iy.nr V» i'R BaMiaya "»»PIK }yaRn jyoMt: 
tfiMW ff»m T»P>jm.n IM ,iy>yDns-iw5 
"I I'M D3*i>nyc pR DIMWIPD MIR iya"?3 
."lynne MI 
-aynyaain , P ^ R P5HB 'w»^3»>a Din 
uyn 3^i-m«DTV K$$*v» ,yiy«'D K»R J ' I 
IK ,D1?» Dlit TSOIP pM 1W»1K H iyJVE» 
•S'M ' i .uni'iimyc iyv:Ka PK no non^s 
n IKO jRcoy? lyoij K | « I Djm nortfo »Ms 
no PR oro P>»B DMT .nnn y3'BB3,p*.Y 
-n'D DWI oiDMniK n jycKSOM pranyj bs'R 
' i |yie»w ajmp |iM.D'3n3VOKnUD6't3 ft jyi 
.rv;M'VKj 
D'HM D'3 y t Dnj»l C«3D'b y3'DXM H D'l5 
n pB W P ' T R B ayt "lya'nsyoc^sB p'p 
non>o n gm I>'BK ,iy3M'XMj msyciDC 
'1 .nsvm .TlR' 'MlV ^K3 jyBy*r v» 5nr 
Tyojns *yo p v jyj"t D m i*a i»eai:nye 
-V" |ynyoc DKii jyosMiya PR &y ya?yn MI 
non>D 'T im""? Otm pK .1KB I'M OV \V% 
DiyoMoiye -inyo V?R .jyn'YTyB y t tarn 
TKB 33i3ycMn n .iimm iMOThu ' i ]y?yii 
33131TM TWWV1 TJH I'M 3J*.-UtDy3D'lM JR 
jyaawaih *i pm imjm 03'ppvrnyE ay.i 
l»in PB a^jni -WV? jn3ycBcyp h PB 
.yi:MP D'3 O'VIK ay-is 
ayn DKU ^KJM^nyoa'M iy"3 ijn 
a'laya PM oyn ,ncn>o *iyn ^K3 |yepK«D'iR 
ay» Ty .asyoMiJiB {inyoDyD >ra K «i'W 
Qt'>M:M'ir»oiyo3'M m .jywiyjR DDnsvn 
PM iy3M '^K3 *"l ym JJWDD'UIX M D*3 OC'VI 
-an i n :DViypiyB .jyvjiru he ftyt&tvoit 
|KT ni> jy? >n'Ey,3 Ty?M3M'XM3iyo3'K lys'C 
"-«' t»K IS»VK3 j ny ipn IVPTW pM tyn^s 
W D P OWW"K in*K HMK V ' W l O l f l U 
PM tt'3 J1K 3'33"n3R31M I'M pN(B'ojW !^ K 
nywpu R pa ]V*$\\ w ty^ MEya rrpo 
iri'tsoMpy jyp J B * ajn H'IM -113 .22*2 
-MD iw bBRcn3"io yMwMycwuJbi'MjfnDii 
.DJfO'lM*T»> 
"3«"p DBKiP y3'DD"a fi owi pirn non?Q 
VooiyinKB o n e ya«>cy D'Tis-jya n ;ya 
lyo'ttpyif K-iVDR&ya CMH non?o 'T 
SyaM T'K oy ,iyp>yB W J « H ijjpnw DDM I^ 
DDMH nyena 'Tjftn IK .a'J n'M"i |"P IMS 
yo*ni R pR jy^JRinyc D'3 ipniw VI ^KT 
pM .onnyi-nyc .tSBMcns'HB ynaynyip pit 
' jyay> iy3'>r3yo njp pR pR yTRocn i n 
yooyi3 n iMii yMrap"3 ID M V*3 jys'Byi 
H lyisyoB'ow yonwa lyoaiM iinyn b'Wiw 
VI pD ilDlMD PR T1R3 1 .13"1B yODya 
nyara ciyi pa iy3"t iyottRDf yD3*3"R"iye 
.03'3»RiyD 3'3"M ipiR jnRiiya i« ay-to-
n pa vi"p ;yn jjn'DMB ipa'T tarn ORT 
-iy:n3yor?R!3 "R D'nR DO Dim iyjR^K; 
jyayainDMR jysny: "T i^yn JMT .nysyi 
•is ty?yn tiM nnvm PM pi>a PR jyoDRP n 
-ya ?y'D f i *»*» oy IR ,DI>C QIX |yaip iyi 
n iyay3 oy Dyn JKT .D'?ca jyay> w-iyo 
-ytyi ytaoya n P^RD PB "«hnp*( PR nypim.; 
.D"nay3 
D"\yn3in-viR' nya?Rn R p i r I'M oy 
jyays jyi'DUM " w y w yDVT^Rj-w i DJ*: 
D>"03ycD"o i'R y^RD'iR *i "waK .ay-io 
lyawi iWnR ra .jiny-iR ya'io «1'IR jyt^ Mcy: 
-a'?iyn pM K3HH Din lynyiya 113 iyp?ys ' i 
nion^o jy3"i TJWjk pa ..nsn?-: PB D"p 
"DRD jyD'lt3 RIR 1'IK pnRl.W3 OVl'Cya D'3 
-yBRn inyo ;ynya -MWR MT>R PR ,aRoc-
"i Dicn 3yv u n j y i urysc R H'W 33ij 
•'TDRB brft'ii .ays'yairo R D'S i n o P I 3 » 
-'Mi IV iM'-ioyi ff'iya'B "t DRH PR GI'DH 
.33iD""iya-i»fi oaynp yiyo 
•yinyaaiR jnri'K o*o jror.?o ya-os-n n 
•ys .niSxm PK, lyspiyo p» iyoci?iyB yi 
PR .syt K jyaipaR tre py Tyiir MI Di"^ 
n j p ' i ? iy\TB. 1* PM cy IR^ TCU MI DHMT 
..DCMTP yp'TOpy??/— iyaj'.ia'tiy ycBj"j 
*'C wjy-ip yj'nm ,ty3Mtj^ yt3 .^ycr DCI> 
•>RflM O'i ay5>yP iyaRn pttiROTRn pM VJH 
D3Riay3oiR n>a ipann " ^ . .ipayt ;?c 
—n pR oyoc viyo op'inim ,mcB3 >"fflo 
nyi .WJRO'O TWO'oariayaa'iK PR iyi 
fiSOMP !»tM>X13 M1M ]1D iyap3T»C •fltTK'XMO 
n U»O"^BIM jyov>R oyn ."iy:'t53"n -an m 
-'I'u R tynynyo'iKTMB aa"? i'R M .]y;"fc 
D3RD n m ,iyp>yo »n unmiK araywa n 
. 
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np2P'5 !"t Dim ,tnps R nio PR .Bawwjw 
nam *i PK ippjyo "3 TP3'K DIK> IPDKJ 
|IB 1R3 DKH *1 . . . |Wjm DD»!> PcnR 1KB 
D'DW PM DKT .jyoiapjnto> *UB»^IKTW: 
I>W p>i D'D mm i"T IKD pfc JPD ,mw 
-lV3yi> |»i 2»w )m !DE*3 VIVO ,lP>nKV 
p*1pB >P3 |inpDP3 K IK D3"il pD DKH JP0R3 
iponww T» >K? ,Kn<n VQ*JV> ,-I>KJ JPI'TKB 
•imnsK in j v w r w K pR 
PR IIK oipnpjonR op DRH icajn VP?H 
OJTT ipajMunya'K oy DKH IP .jp-iKnpj a>p3 
n>j»-a* | W 3 ijn IIK ^ y » >P p T n o 
*P3 mpoya i«p PR oy tR .o'pDB'yj DRH 
1V3KH Nit ' lP3P>r **i |w .IKIHO DE»3 pnpa 
|»t pR .T3U3 ]Ot fc) BIlftUDMK W*J ^1 
-yn W J K : «I ny3'K mv&y Dm >»m ,> 
.njKn Tjn pK u r n "3 lyiuu PR 
DROP "UPl TyOilR D'VIK PT»3 "I J 
I V I H ^rt»n oyjya"? iy3>pt aw jpoip p« 
M PK nn*o I"IKD JV>TPD jyBpnD PR ->;>PD 
VPK i w ,MKOK *H Djn»^pya OVIK ^ I K PR 
•p5y3"ci7 c ;9 
P3>pi n D*D >ypo'n DRI VPK D:RI 
.ppim i«« i tnK' PD» IVDJPI *i IK ,TPO 
you p->p jysKn «t IK ,on>R u buwsarJ 
"» IK .jvaitn iv u;3MnyajK otr>3 ^RS Y»R' 
1>R3 D>RV JPDWnp) DB"3 5?1RQ3"P IV3RH 
-TPD MUD K WttVV??^
 fDW3"K "W"! IRQ 
,D3»t PR CUT ,"1P33'BJflW W"t D'O b » n 
.D3»w ipaw >mpo ami pn o»iw inn OOW DKU ,niTt?p m*-> 
jyirrs is m 
ip-yipf-pip "3 D?RH IR'VR?'3K3-,K iK.jyn 
H»i ?a DIIP » t ,ww ,P>nDD 5RT»WPPI K 
•'is n nRD D'ER ?y3KfyjnyD3'R oiy \rmt\) 
IPD'H « OIK .IV3MtX9W){U*M |'K MC^I W't3 
J-D3H tW313DVn PR iy3<3^ IVVPC'« MV 
DKH .isityi v^ R »R.,ivnyi n "ITRI D3yo»Hv 
| 1 » |P3y3y3D'iR ijny» j^s W H jypip 
Vf»R ^3RH |»»K T>" I'1J'33in |»5w' ,P"1DD 
,P"TQD mn PR ipo^yn DR» |yp3PD jninw 
ya>yn n3V3TR ijnR n '^ys jpttfieny P3^PH 
IV Iy3y3i^ y3'R i5y3 >T IPOIRT .otfp^ain 
JIK D13KD p«1QD t3*>D |3?ny3y3 » T T • 
-Rnoya ys^oys^R "^v imRD iy3"? DP 
\\*$ : D I » B P«T»D B'D ppiya iv n't 
oyi pM »i lyjyDimyD w ,PK rrt 
iy3K« ,IK'VRM3RnK IpT pO 13KD 5R"tf3P; 
JHjn3R D*Q q»$J«13KD jyPT 11D IP3R3D' 
-5Pii :>'B .pnRnopD yo-'nv R .IP3R30'IK 
•P3 R 1S3KI1 IV PR iODRTI OTUP3 JPO 1P3 
iinpnpa DRII Tytfp3 y^ R pc I;KD pnpn;i; 
'.V -IPS'K D*3 IK»VR1'3RJ1R 'T .p"1DD D1V 
-nya iR-t. PR i m w i n o 13*0 P»TDD ftm-i - o n * w JhW »( DiitftTjhfto P>K IJRC jytn 
' « r,iRv\n viKjyBiRT «» B R P W K I«J 9 9 arsv DRV. i n ^ p i PR jp3»raiPD P^ICD 
•^D R JR1KD PR DP 3'*.K .D"31R .*tf"l |MnO T>»TOD yf-R pR IP^pllp jnyi3R pD p»1K 
p'K IRQ WW tf PK Oy- PR IPQ»^PV3"R iP>y>Vl»BD JPP1 PD D3KDV3 ITlPP tP3R3D"R 
•PDB-3R SP3 3PO ,IPn3PDR IV 3*03O «l f 3VO -,VD IV PO'13 PR *KD JVCVP5 DPI PR .13RC 
1P3R .DiPD^pn jnjnniD. -*-m OP3»R IJ> DP . is»t JVPT TUB w a j r w a w a - i n 
DTPB^Pn MV 1PDV31K IP^K? OTPB^Pfl PIM pnKTOjra P 3 ^ D>3 i P - c n P U J l K p ' P TR 
p*t B'3 >Ht DP w n s , v p m -onr e»31« linnnope P P I ) * my* -D3V-OPJ o-um DP 
-RMRP p-R 91 -vyro tv.-iao ii Bros* pra TSjO <m ^ t t p i IPP 
ispn n Tin jpnp3 OIJRB P^^DD urn .VD P3 33«fi3K PD DJP»PPT3RP PR V& 
. 
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njjpnwn wye-ma-o 
:M»P0"1 CRT DiYK 03KT 
K iopa D3"n ,noio ,TP3'R TR3 man — 
>XOK .IPJpniilD DD3KP PR n3 D'O C3PD 
TP2R" opn ORli . . . TP>>J"U 5SOK /Yiyo 
p« IPTPU ivo^y DDPII rf IR ,TPDP3S? |«i 
-IK Tin « n3 >P'B nm PR ,TW R P n BDB^ l 
?jp3Rn w*i yvtt n ooyu 0"3 
:noio OTyoosy 
>m >p*iyo ami p'o fiwo»i r>wn— 
pK di* D>» 'n i n a ,n 03Kt ,D:yoBnp .T>R2 
-"lis pR .IMTRI oc»3 TyopBi? n»iR oovn 
S»HR Yin no -ancre n t3iR IPO OR" wye 
, t t£OT DRT DH>R OSRI — M»K 3MK— 
i'K IPOIP warn n TPT^R PR *Q"ra* nW — 
nciy IR p*l n oDjni iP1"** 3 1 0 i ? 
i w ivam lyjyic-iyn^K DTBD OVR TP 5m 
CKT VllTPT TP3R DTPR PR .THH' pCPM 'T 
„.1PTRWI iprsiRUEnyD >pro"T 
lyawi ww&i -D"n« .n'3» ."^ D r v a 
•an TPO3IR noio nun ,oaRtP3 pit? YD 
np ODip .Y>yD IP'nD pftW 0P33 .DROP 
-y»t» Tyis'p n 'ii ,iy onyt .ami? TPT iv ,iv 
TP &TPJ .TOR) p * aits? Tin TPO31R y i iv> 
K pD D'vw ijnRs* «l m ,ny onyrun ,ix 
PPKO ,"#» p n TR3 ,TDRT p*P D»«J >P3'T3 
tntn Tnyo )R ,i»i enporryo . . . TWO ani 
•yj3R pw*v» W3RH cy ,OOTKTP3 CP»3 jyo 
wn'JiD p e w n »TfliO n e w . H lP3'\n 
•f^ . . . Y1K» 
PK ]P3'13 PR ?VD TP3K DD'1> D»X' H . 
DOIP .13'»W3 TP3'TK ].TP3 T.TK* \W* 
.I'maio iv >wb»n DKT T W flori n ^R3 
-nR !»»?' TfiR* p a r i n IK ,]y3R"V3R DH»R 
iPiy« D>P3 OPU D3KJTKD 03".n IK pR Ty3 
31DP i*R T>W.faRl ,YIP "Un PR Y»W DRT 
t>jKpya jysRn "t DR» ,Y^K3 DKT I^CR pR 
. . . IPD"? "2 IPD>ftnP3 
pK onyop ip VQ ,1'n'aio iy wlino 
»i DTi ,TiR' tpayn TKB MI ,PTKD jyo's 
iruy> n TP031R py>«B wr\*x*nm y3>yr 
IP 03KT .UD3P'Tiyt R 1'W D'WWW !«* 
:an»K 
*^ TH uu*i YIK* jyayn *1 ^ a w ,-«n — 
i*V|1 p»o 3X1 "V3 ;n^»D O.YR D-ipoDjy 
-tpapa oz»3 nawn inR>P p»p 
inpt i'K Dy m ^ P P D ' H DKT &Y« DSRT 
ipn D'D IPD>KH IX nvy IR H»i ^Rt you R 
".IWjnD inp3 M >*xpj .cn-K csn j w ' - n s 
RT &pn ,DP DD"n >3nro«i DRT ,iy p« 
jiairn R V * lyoiKii PK jnyoc 
y?K p« D1K JniWK ^K3 ^ ? DPI? .Y31Q 
,oc"3 ny. tsnyr D03y>Tnpo p»p .jyo»'t 
ny ,|pnny»3K RT IKP TP DM»
 rv» ^ MKTD 
n BRTR TP OIR? .ipsna jnw D»VW B W 
,DRDC TPT TyD31R DMTK On»i pK DfrtfB 
,t>vt | ' v w pw'Djfoa .tJiTKiiya DK.T TP ;KII 
D»» T't lyoyioenpa-K ,>ya*op iyo"> K pK 
ri' Tin inpnpr D.YK BKH >JHPD »« 
n »» .(tPllW TPOU PK DP) T.YB p 
n .iTnot? p'ru D*D [P3PPK iycK>y3on 
n^niw IR W K DU'na TP IK . twsp j DKH 
:TpaR T,YK TP turn ,nap v m 
YO DRH [P2K3 iyap*> pn >PTPD ,p*3 — 
TKDTPT ^viptrya or»3 t»3P'TTpe VP i»o 
. . - >yCO"T K JP31PPJ YO IX PR TP3R 
TITK3 ,11tH 11R *UM >YR OnpVTPT Tp pK 
"Pa &YK PK OP IR ,0)Kt >PPO>»T OKT , p 3 
V I DT3P11 DP PR ,Y1R^ yOU JpaPM DTpJ? 
T31XR ,]yoip IV^Kt T.TN' #513 H (Pll .DiT'K IK 
IK %YR "a TP oipTD .rrvb» TPT TKB TPTK 
DTPD03P pK 33K> Dt?-3 >yTPD D3KTO 
:o,YK 
DPT 3KI pK .fJtO T»31P> p»D , W 3 -
YiK' yoi3 jyayr n OD>MI n i* ,?PPO»*T 
, V . (PIT TPT «1'*K 
. -Tpo fpaio oaPTB ~ f?jnvo .DKHTKD <•£ 
T*o \jfipvi T»TR» jyayn -^ KJ — .DTPTSIKII 
TTV OPT PR ,0'»> POTK P'T« HTUni R^T 
TtROnR, 1PODBTB K ' ^ T P S T P 1RT PR 
TPDU TyaiP? p*e .op'J jrsnpe — 
DO ipo DRII cnpa Vnnyr ,oMm n ^ " n e 
IPO IK ,0TD3 ID^ 'DV> 'n.'llT3 :JRI p* VI 
*n DWl IPO -TPT3*P *T TKD T>P3 TTfl "HUT 
iy»TW "I '11 ,npi OR UJP>PPiC'STK 1H3 
.TOKT PK Y» 
jmix ^Rt n*a» ,lP«ya >uw P * ORT 
TK .naicn PTRV * ona 5pm)'n oit IPB^> 
.Y31 ^ tS 1W T.TK' you IP3JPI *T 5*« V 
s 
; -*idM.-^:3(;;-11 -,._ ••••••••I 
.1915 ,*KD 
v* P" - .OD* OKN nin aySi* jy»«p3nM>r 
1P3K /13KDBMV WtfyOlp K T&MIJUIW 
jmyt^Knaia pa i w w m ' w ^ T P K Dim 
"K JO D^ 2KC P»nDD pD D»3 ptf\l p p PK 
UKA Dim t?3yo i i n y /unSva lyuiKD vim 
,U>o"X pa'nn .v^'tatr pK »iw m mrvfivi 
bttn -.v DKII nytfju pc aausapi jyayaivaK 
DV Srwfi p* .b^KvysonK pK iwtfKrnp 
"HT03KP &3"5 jyp ,3* D.VK " 3 ipf o f r w 
PH. DOT H;KD P"TCD jyaoyru eyn ph'S 
i-H tpw ypKD -IKS v w r e pK JISK i w D»S 
.P'DPOTB iy i 
. P m w c n K w [yoip- ipn 5KT oy SMB. 
5OTpapc»n nm oyvi ,OD31PIY -un PK P*"IDD 
jnyi V'frifcHKtfMTjTtM'K npn tie IK&n'lK 
IKP tvrosn ojn D>D HWt*-n jya-wnpo 
TO ay« nn lyojKJ^e y^ K v w lyoKBixciK 
IBP IPO i^f yan^yoio pB iB3*t m ,]V)»v 
a'iK ,oayc imp* po pawn f»1 I W B K jyo 
.l*n»™ DKI M!K »n "INS oo"ii ;po 
!P3Rn D3pnr*ip ny oyv ,;yayjp3;K > 
ny DKW o'Din |jny< no P*BKP "[K3IKP„ K 
-iy-iy D«H -tfya n i«6 jyayayao'viK cx-
yf K D*O O-DPT ayiyanunyojiK [K PK B & I 
•JWSVI ipi nKD jyD"n5yvj»K 
iinitrtino nm DKR t)"V aya^yiivi p« 
tK ,133"V OBH ,P3K3 Ijn pD tpDTBKB pM 
p« .DTJKsyT anpnpa ly-tips P*K DBfi ty 
DKII ,P3K3 ijn JID Dpypo yotowpaO'W n 
-WOMB DK3 iy jnK.iby» jfcjjm D>tf fwv 
-xn y'nsR y?K KI5K '.owi "W .D?HKV 
T>« po | w m pi JK (yau DBM WRMPW 
Atom maiam y$B JIK iBnoya OKH TP. omi 
v»p'B"i PK anjyoe^KD p*i 
DI;KD P^IDO D>!5 iwnysya 3*1 vtvn \jm 
-*b \VV OV .D13KB mnjK t3>0 Hi W31B 
p 'noo PK tyo^rtfswK -jftjo pn oa«^ 
30'oyi ?n»« lyoM-u -on ay^iv niaiarr. 
vo*\m t"i Tik jyjyp oy .I»3WD'IR IW 
win -I OPKS po 
yo»T3 H "a iy3*iK knwyDPW twn .banna ijn«3t? pi*0pn po i u » y3'CKy* n w 
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•man .iKov i m iv 3ivy2 p« iyc»K-D 
"3"Hy3 W D3"DPJ o*oijn "t ;p3Kn Y^H)! 
twn y2^yi\ ,iPB"no»2-«< «IK TIKW n lyD^D 
(H*irih(!in *< .ipsw3Po»tiiv o^»PJ IK ,^ 
-yipy nyi iy2p3 IV ipnK\ip3 |P"2i3p33»t v» 
•1P3KTO J^ K P« IP^3»«n 1^  D2KO 5lD W*»lp 
pK . DTyVpOpyD13KQ P3>pS3"K pD IP33VT Dpn 1MK Ilfnys )» M"B WOlpPtpP H IK 
-0K5 TPT .Btl? |»K 1PD"21K y3^ PV3'»K *DMK TO* TKD DKH VD3»»P5 .10 DK11 3J/M 
iP33H lis cam cm P K IK: DWI ip-wroppt ,ptm nnyo ^PD'2K 1K3 IPCK D*O ,)PDK-iDy; 
.ipa^a-iM ipp'rppiiK pK -pii -un.'BKn PPKDK -an" no iPnpi i»o ly? 
lytj'K.UKn ;yc"K»cKDK irtsppcKia H . i I5T«PO . ID ,IPC»K»DKDK -an i\D.D3jriM 
-'K DKn pK yen* b*o [yf^ jK^ « oanorpa 
DKll D3P131K PD IPD^SIK mfT DV'CPa lyo 
D.TK ivjyj I*K ivan fT2 >ip3»l'11Pl*-DO ip-t 
yoxy> *T IKD DTtKPJn inptaiK .TP3;K:y2 
4jpa»»Y IK*P o n iy?pii -tfiK> n>»B 
-n* npDD2pn i n IKB ep ]ptrfKn v p . ^ 
DK« 1P0»>31K *8Y n |Vl*>13PT WE y'Sp^'.l 
ipvi'c \v snpnp3 PK 3*03n CIK 3-»O-»<K 
-J'.K >11 "lUDnj'R KIK pK .D^TKL P^PCypUl* .1*3 pK DCJ'O p.K 0C1KP' pfi DnpllFDPPCO 
-jin »iis IKD iyi"^p DVVHKIB OKII ,yiyi 
:KB 0*3 ;p5 tPP i"BW» « "mfw |K*?ra ffipT 
~P3 33'D*0 DPI 1KQ 3K0 K OKH .IKSPS^n 
.pCDjnB 1»*1t3 IPT pK JK'3V 1P1 1MK D3K0 
PK TPDT7M PJ"! !P3p3iy3'K KT IP^PIVI'" 
UKH ->y33'iy*c oannjna DKH TPDOJP am 
.JP2P3P3 »iniK-I 
lP2P3P3D,l-lK DKH jKDPi^n I>1Bt?D .10 
:33iinpf-PTP jn3y3?8D 
pD P3K1D ' i ipi»f-1* MI lyosy&npBOPP iy3 
"»K »^3'V3>'K P*P OJn> OP .0'*p3'IK^Dp"3nK 
•v \f\tn vvfrw e o iK^sKiowiK Tyo"3 
H1PJ3M1V IW'pVlilW P3B3«'K jnn'K IP3K5 
>il UD"n )p« CK\1 JKHO ly DWI-W»W1JR5 
pa i p ^ a m ;yoDP2 am jP3fl-tfa W ^PIK 
•IPD P3"i 1P3P32K cn'K ;yD**n px bajn p»i 
•v* 3MK .nyo»3iK iv-Piny CPT W ;PDD3n -">3 •"? "ws r « DP ^e^aiKys "yhir :y2K.-> 
,V»Dn3*K p>K 1KD J',U3MPR »'V3H» VI -1-'»*? V3KJ pK KO>3 "I » JP3 
;KI j f^oewW P^K PK 3n?2"i ;»i -»y no snaper 5HnW oiyiKDPa ^v aitn 
• -
. • -
.-•I .yo"^ oy:i'2 yocs'^nps n u»w P^K* 
-KtB nP0"3nK *-! |PI"5 S» Op"'lCP3 iP2»*n 
.[P33133HP3 P^K'SKD H IU2M,T1P PK !PCV^3 
- ^ B ^ K P PDD3yn_ H IP01py3 JP3Kn "I pK 
-W5t*»*l 1MK Dttn p-im3K lyc-MIK ..|P03pD 
9K11 t3*'2lK H D3M>P3 331TP'ap*l DO»DD IpO" 
•mtsrfj'^K yovP? n .nrwiw innow.t'H 
-P3 tP^ iP3 ;y;"* IPV^K'OKOK im po D^T 






.ijjpitjn ojyiruo on*-*^ njn S6 
an ipijwiVD pK i**-io Din iy3**nD*iR 
•;; K T i " ""3 VH ***** ^P-DC R Tjn**3C 
(3»3nK TRD T1513WO iyDT>13jn ,1*0*1*. 
$n j r o w K osyo 60 po o*is3 cm VIK 
-?mi ,IHI*D 'iPDDjr>» K iww O>BII off jmi 
VW JI^KDW »1?3 iftMumya y-iyi jyo 
pK 0"31K WJ***,*. JjniV: D^Kll OV Q'Ml »11 
DE1KTJU 0>R11 OypHRO *iyi Wll "UHK IV* 
;<-p 1KB nyaR ;0D1D |1K CP1K?P ny3*3yu 
ipopVDWua 'T own cm aj»?w 0*3 *SB 
-UTD;n« yo*DRP pna i m «a *yo>Ri*, onm 
-at n o*fii IKDIJIT ,*yp**m H pB |yony3 
yw* IW*1' P" oiy33iny3D>iK pu*i nyo**3 
.»»*IB jyatwi '3R IRE iyo**3*iR w 
-3»-nipo IID -nynsyuo cyjyowyssR iyo-iw 
0P3ii ,iy-n*3c |»>SB*JKn« cm -IKB iyuo 
.lyoona o n TKB v5oiRi*.D3KTyB PR Sy MI 
.iy3Ko 7yeoyo pR lyOOKP 
iirv;«3 nm pa n**on pn .^in "«n PK SKT 
SJ**ID'*I T'K pmv inK* 3?KH K p*o jn i ra 
nysK /iy-p'3c* n "s'unnww tJT3*iny3b*iK 
lyay^aya *i PK pannm yjinyyiyo 3y*>iv 
Tyo3*n OKH UttPflM vraw n .jyasyn 
twra-jviPHjia O3yo*o3yo iyx3H3 oyi ip* 
nrmav yDOBo yo*vu n .T*TO pD cosjna 
*IIR Mi'syii iiw*v3"K nyn DKT .onyoinyc 
.pc r3iriip3KP y-iypsj n tyBwrBR IVP po 
.ly-ina ]ysy3 njnni po ,BKC yraw Bsr 
noonrs pitfp r» unimwB yrnt 
an MM .ivr^ KKDWDx ivappoHiB nin pp 
,oi»tyi Dun iy *v .1910 PK P**IDO IIFD*VU 
TW ys'loynys ay^ix .ennyftny own ny >n 
•y) PK y:Kio iyo"3iK n 5«H iyiR ,iy3Kt 
iy pn ,0.VK 1KB DTyD3K5S"iyE IV JjnKIl' 
JitT jyOIS Din DKH DK11 1K3 iyi 0*3 t'K 
D'3 ^ K3 5»*mri I-K ,ii#«n R tpwt iy3y3i«3K3 
-?:« )*R nsypRnya'R .DDiRiiya ns?p %nyi 
•;K ORTI iyp"R»DROR n IK ,DPRB nm VIK 
l« m$nv ^o K'in« [pp"33'«n p» iy5 :^y3 
;»>?D :;'.-.*:£ j v v - y j ^ ^ i ' ^ s : jy3Hn oy 
03>»o IKC»K'D«DK n. IK .jyoB^ nyn pK 
ffS»MMnvo»nK OAR /D;?RS *VTR \]htnw ix 
OWl '! DRll iyD38?B jyS'OX'R EST PD 5*1 
.jyoRcya |«5« 
rmto ijniya T5K IKS -JOR I*)*M DKT 
K IVDR^ iyo pip PR oy D3n onsn .&%&£ 
,JW»Wiri b*'pD3»»y5 D»I DK3K0 "BW)IU 
;a "ynn-o H JID I«O ."D'ybn^'w. i m PK 
W oiynsyya ou ^w iyp«R'OROK -»jri 
.jnRiiys "iyny ^w i r e * 
tfswwS ."a ^K3 ,">yoyBP jyDRtt •»>« 
in*hny* im iy3ioy3DRot? ptth t^w?**a>*an 
.IfffK-ORDR M'DpyORTB Ijn pB 33*0*0 
i n PK ,iy>Kiiyj ovoiKsn v* oy m o»# 
"'5«DK **1 DRll "iyOD3>V>?1 iyT p»WJ 33*0*0 
JID nyj**K iimyj t*« DK;KD Tyoiri^ iy i 
.* .3 pK T n b PiKf-p pK yoD3H3ya«p n 
PR 'i*a piKoc* tynys ypRo oy I*R o;yoiriy 
*y3*iR ojyay^R jys**? ,03yo***.iv jTyiyc *T 
**:TIR IIR T1KB2 ^l^ »I*IR oyo3*iy3 jynys 
*T pS P3"R 'yV*t?D3y ejIRI DRll ,tKr*'io 
y;x-ic -tyT PH .T*-ID J*K jysR-iD yeo3*o3*n 
)jn**P03y T1R83 *T »]-lRl "rinKFDD'1., PC 
DRT onjniropyBi:Ro o*s ^RPKD^B ^yi *y • 
-'D 'P2 pR ^ yD"3-!R cjn [yxisixo'iR oayi 
,iy^Ml »*f DRll DH'K D"3 JRHD |R*1 pR *Rt 
yo*nyj nya-'a^iR cjn B3**5a oy *v .IIHR 
-3K3 iVSKo a 'yay^yp'oe1 R «I*W yosjn 
-RIB yo*i-i3 H 0"3iRy3D*>K DRH iy *n ojn 
jjri3 oyi pR -iriij-opytiSKo a n »^*c lyo-c / 
.|KPD JIB 
iyT ]*43 jy33W*l *•*, « »^*fl» t*K DRll 
"iyi**^  ^R3 **r.jy3"T ,iRr»no*3iK IIK ITRIP 
"my* jyiiyj PR o**,uin3 .io .C3**»y3 0*3 
'ORH iy pR Dye**p OTIRP yo*iiy3 e-o *i*3 
ijn o*a *yay33K r v r u n asypyi 0*3 *pi 
•**ro3y ;R ;y3»3 p« oyo-iKiiiy fro JISR-IB 
J31T 
OR3RO Dm oy**3 .jnannnys'K » t r « n 
T V p ^ n v .TOspn ?Rc**33*!n H wiwa »*K 
Tyenwyo ijn ;yny3 PK tys^yir .*pbj*i 
39 ^JtHB 
VPWJnW* i n D'O 0'3',03D PjR |»H !PS»*V 
P3*PtR JPD1P3K3 TPD'R DP11 PK IPB^R'DRDR 
*n 3MR ,"IP3R .JMnPW I p l pK IP33n»B-03P 
-JO 3H.TR 1JHR IPC'K'DKDK ll'DPPDKnB 
tPDnP3WD*nR 13PDRB 1RD DP IPO^Hn POOR 
IPT.TD |1K TJtt D1HO"1»'mR H PD ^ RT *1 
pK PDDP^B PD^D;PBP npn pR HBBKP R 
n OPtl 1RT >0PP31B>R-1OD PSPIP'CTPD T i n 
-ra*D njn w J J ^ P D C R iponps IPUD ( A w 
i n JP^PN DTjnifDPPDURO H ' DR11 IR'VK 
-»*OTpD IV IPDR^PDJP PR J I W V» .JPEKr 
n . p e o n w o w a - w o D T P O ' T I R »"i i w n 
JPll *ll 1PDDPD pR nPpTKOP DV'R PR JK*JV 
IV D"TJ 3HJp3tP^RD PR PR TPTTQ PR DJ-' 
-1PTDRB }PP DR11 SRC!* IPlP* D'O JP^JKn 
"TOM IP2R71.DP trOK3 ^P1R«P; IP 
-*1W D'31D3D DTCKB ,D»V IV 0»V |1D ,V 
-.-)PD*»3TR PTP"T PR D1P*11!?DPPD«RD \JV 
TPT ;ID iPDiRinp-Diyppj O*J IP3M QRJI IJJD 
R1R IP3P3DMR T>ODnC >Rt *l W ,!R\T 
JP01PP3 IK JHR bDPT IP3'5VPIP3 [P3'D3M1 
1CTD?PC13RO H pD PODjn PTJH3R PDniPS 
•13KO H JP3'1^P 0*3 IPP ]H*3P *T .Dim 
0TpD"3nR n ijnjonpD w OTPTPOPPE: 
IV DD3>P1 T t J*npD31K "T IP3RO pK IJjm 
jD-irncttpyfiuKo''-! , ' ^ w w ,IWH«D*IPD 
,|P^ll «>I 3WI ,D3P1 R *[P3Rn " t m . f r w o 
,J'0E3OTPD31R'lPD"3"lR *1 O'O JP>13Rrt IV 
. i n * |HR 11M D3P1P3;1K 
•P33K TPO'R PR IR'JV TP3ROpw5p *>„ 
•0*31R HR TWR3 PD IP3Jn"t?D3P O JPOIP 
.^ponKi^Mp .0" PD 
0»H3V3P?P3 JWtilU P1H JPVIJO'IR JPDUP3 T1R IP3P11P3 JP33RDP33K TI DRn V > t # 
IP3MH nPU I^ R .D»0 TJ^ TD TP"I PR jni»»!'- 'TO ]P3Rn JPD"V PTpW .R03IPVD pi 
TPO"3TR n I'D D3jn H IPDP1U |P013P3 "T /WR' JPDVP^ pD ^ VO pR D3p?p3HP3'R 
-1R H PD P^H DP>3P^'»^B P5R -D-D H D'D np3KDP1R^> jnPOlR IR JP3RI D>3 JPP ]7D 
- n R ^ R ^ H T n i p s i R i i n p T U P S R m p D ^ a , w u m n o r\ pR D3P5P3 DU inpt ipann 
PR IROIPCD i « r R ,5t?D? Ml ,1B?38P IP3H' ,IR>3P nppn«DP TJH P3RT R ,^RT .IITOR*' 
DPD301PD JPV3R3 PR IP3«I ,PD'D8P P'lB "3KP 1^» |P3RH ,DRHP3 RT 1P3KH TO »>»11" 
P3'V3"N H [V11P3 !P3"I DPDR3 H ;prWO\P3 . |P3RT TO (W .IPBPC PDD-tflPO H DT5mD 
- w ^p^ HMR IPPHB *1 OSRDPJ |P3RH pa>p>i tP^Ri ^P^KoPlR^p PTP»IR DRT op«nopj 
-3R3 i p " i iPivv ^po»3^R »1 pa^pn pD 0 " 3 , |y3j* IPSHJPDB'JR IH IPSRO IPJPP tro*3 
1PV IP-. IP33WP3 PR D»ll >U1K JUWl PV 
]PVI ORT ,D3*l3>n Vl»1 pK DPDR3 H'pC 
.D»*fl1K 1P11P3 l>R DP 1PH 1PDD3'3»M1 DR 
PR ,3»P"tf> Tpl !P3'inp33R 1P3R T t DRH 
-«D IP01P IV 1P3'WP33R IP3RH P!R£DO"3W 
-"^panijD jpiiyj p»j P R IK'JT «i .P*»3;D 
' myniR DRV.DP O*D r o i p ipcf>pn »v DPD 
' 5«« .D1P3DPO PJ^ TP33W1 PR .Pr»^DO"31K 
P'P O^pORlpi 0*3 IPH'TD 5RD3"P DRTl n 
T> BRH OP .I"DpJ>R pR D13IJC P^ P^ VPBO 
_3Wpt R ,0»O1R ^R3 3p'p3 R JP33RDP33R 
|P3'VW»» v l OK^ l DP ,TVuy ,P3 j a W D P*R DRn ,3p'P3 DJTl p« pR KWJjRftI 
,n3R*o J W O K S J I W - n ipn»TD .D^3TR JPI- "-pa t|« -tf3"R pR .ospp-un » o IPD>MIV o n 
lPO»11V I'VIR 1P3RV 
lPP"31HTVil* IP331^ P3 I'H TPO'^R IK iMCK 
n-W 03»-n»D O'J T1K Tp tSRii ,^Rli vpv» S 
n 1R3 T » jp3Rn impi .OR! i j n TV Diri3 
^ycpflr HMH I P J P I R W S D5wuw'o*rei.'>pa 
TWO TpO"3-m H ) » OnpTRCPi (P3RH pK 
|P5»» PR *0'ip T3„ P'l IP5P11 »I tR >D»V 
.IR»31*TPT1V1P33R>P3 0 ' ; ' 
,H3 ?0 PP00M5RB-H i  - "  |jrp "PJ ^ R TJf '*  p  
'.K>1R?P DP13K3 PK >3 'T3n w PD3R3P3RI >T 1P3R1 DPDR3 H 
: • • ; v 
;•-
.njjpiBii wjmiBa O * T ^ -ijn 38 
[traWO'lIK ^Rt IKt3P3'*n -TO IK E"DPKD l*3Ra 
PR DP |1R -PCOPIO TP1 I'M JWRTD 1 D'D 
I'K PR "PE»R„ n OKn ,wn»>n»a iv piRot-
.[jnRHW anyrnpD lyxaRa 
IWKn DiyiirDpyDijRo n 'V yaRio n„ 
"18D t'R
 tTyB»31K [yp*Pl¥pyilR D3P*t OR! 
"0»3nR *IR T1KK3 im 1RD fSnt#HV3 IDDUV) 
aan^coay -H PR 5RO Diny* .**D 2 i p c n 
"3"R I'K pR V$D"1 pR "l«5p Btf»!2R |V1W 
pR ainjnajn IP* TMD*CJ^3HTB K ny a-unv 
•pftfD JPVJR3 I'IMD. »«"» R 
(»11 .330"D D'HROlR /ID po D^ RH V*. 
^ynoovwR ipn IKE oasiya nny awi iy 
,PHW 3PQ )Utt"M D>0
 flJPS»BRP D3Vf"^l 
T»3 JROP n Ml T3 MIR. :C3RIp3 "l* OW1 
".DSD H TP3*R M DJIP3 ,D3RO DRUDP DDlp 
iK a^ JspRORia Din po DD-O am o^c aas^P. • 1,TPII D'IVDWHB po- ipo-iRem oyi IX 
niH -IKOP H PR IPC'R'DRDR 1»T |PB»MIX 
-»nDOTK n DRII ,Ditoya DPI pD n»smn 
njn IR .jynya PR .iPDpayaDMiK luann DIRD 
iyjRiosy iv D3jn R. OK.I Tyri?DpyDijRO 
pM T* D3»DDyffP3 jy3**r DRII TPD"3"|R 
'DMR DO E33yT DRT $Rt iy IR ,iy3R ,WV 
|R *IMR linR 3310D3O-1PDJ1R ,TET |HR JMM< 
m ,ayDMj» o t f w ijn .JDIR iyo3jny33iR 
CRT ,DPJ"1 1PD"2"1K "1PD3RID3P [K T?R3MI 
JPSRH ny 5KI ,n>u> !R |Rnaya DTPR ORH JPD 
yiy* IR pR ,PJ«5P K Rnjtna w'DDin ORT 
Iinyii 5RI -iyo"3iR jyD38ioay IK PD yaR p^ 
OVBIPDIK PR ivopHD P$R DM* aainpaaiR 
"JIR t in *,R3 DM1R Tt DPMI DV 3MR .jm 
PR 33i3RtDjy o'nyo»3nR oyi IR ^abtnvo 
J'tSDS'JiyDSIR t3*3 ,~ivv \nx \v\m 0*3 
;3»D3H 1RD n D^3 ,03jriP331K D'3 TyiR 
•3R pnix iinyn Tyo>'3iR -\vi n3-,o»3 iyn 
.D^yopya 
jnyccnjfD o*j jyp ^^K IR ,mio pa I*RB 
-^yn ,0TmirapyDi3R0 n nana lya j^m VIH 
-W TI«3*R W3«n ,D3RI IROy3*»n .TO Ml .V3 
I'M jy^RI ,r3Riy^RD JIR TTI* t3'D D y^^ 3K^ 
TWi.-IK*! |V3**o '»i .33n"pojy ym jyayj 
D*D I013W1 ix opyn DRi ivaxn »n IR ,D*3 
IR1 J* DRT [y3"0 "I 3MR !03iny331M (IK 
n D*I5 .inyotfua D»3 n^iRT IR'3T >I oyii 
(VVntY .[R^V H DK.1 .^RpBpipi pD 1PDPRD 
-sytyaSTR jyayayac-MR VIK .IPSRI jnjruR 
v w 33nyD3'^ "ipD R ffsipya iv oajn ^ 
»*>3fWhW ">jnW Dywtp DTPD"31R *| 
-3ycr ORH IR»3V 1 -0P''Tt3D PC IPTROyn 
oy pR 03PDnjR i p n D?nya3R 33"ipr an 
*3»R "an PR D3'i Sm* «I3>D ajraa pw I»R 
-am DO iR3 PR DKII lpiync tacnyn ' icon 
op3'n ip DRII .oayhuya BTR CRH -uo^ni 
DR» .TinicDpyciaRo cm po mayo »i jyayiv 
n Dn>pRD« lynnD apo yao»R C D DKD 
Dipooa'pa np33np5i? osjnnmi DRH ,[R'ai» 
:onw3?w 
CRII ,Tinitn>pyBi3Ri3'cin oa^s ~ T R , 
Ty MI TyD"3iR vw Q'o iynyap2 i'i 5ni 
5MI DRII ,ojn .j.Tuno pn o»a v ' biyaya 
,cn»R TRD [yacMir P3*yii ,\9vsjro iP?ijR.iy3 
-lyp'oc yayay^yaiv^ o5jn3Rnya -y Y& epaia 
njn DR ?OMR DIRT i n opm iy Ml "^"V 
.lyDoay | iv a*a D3»n» ly-iipopyaiaRD 
-BDipi ijn iyi"R IR .iinys'nyo \v? v* 
•UD y^t i m DRn .jrwiiya oa^oya PR >RP 
D3Mn3ya jyospa DKH DRII /wnewysHKa" 
0RHP3 .Tyoiyil P'llQR D'3 PR P3'5l3yt? y3P« 
PR pR JRO pnjP »RP PM pR p»13D R 
osRiaya iy3Rn Dim *i ps ip3"R IPIIPI 
DTO^Riijn \nw\ nysRspiR^ »i IR , ;nm 
.jyaRii 9 Dp«TODJH pR 1910 PR 
•pycuKo PIK^P nyi pD oayiMjnB im, 
*ya ORH IRCR'DKDR ii'DpyDKis Dinira 
-Dy IR O'O iP01plSD»nRD3iTl 1KB IJD^Rn 
Dm tyaRo typ DRII .aannyViy yo^D3P 
DO PR 1ROP nysRopiRip n IR ,pina"« 
D'D jpaai^aRn JTJ.TR pR *k9^% WW 
•n&rw i n n SR3 PR D->mw?DpycuKt: n 
jyp*>K'DRDR tyl pD D-IP3DJID V) I,p5"l 3311 
R D3RDP3 I1R D^M3iry3 Ciyapr-ip jJjnR^i 
-IPVRIDCatDm 
n IR . U W W M ' ao'Dpya tn 5«n V", 
IPr"R*aRDR irDpyoRTB ijn 110 aa^ PDC 
D3»DTytD3mya a o PR vrwoen»o w PR . 
-im PR DP31S -DRIDRT fffUPJ DO i"R p « 
*3RTnVfi 1PP"TD*3-»R *1R TlRRa n Jpll D'Mf 
jyiiya DO OP PR .iPJRic ya^yi »T D« o^m 
1915 / H D 
n iP3Kn jwopriVD irumnya « JivwoD .jyoKo pK ppta iyT p* w'twm v» IPD* 
injn jmWJJtfa H (Wi iv uttnya OTJOSVO jye-27 Din js'b'o jyoBiiya-ma K ' » 3 
• J50 5KPK? :po iyp'3K3-w .Ktntn "Urina po n ' IBOUMDVK onvaopo *1 t»nn >IBK 
.65 5KPK5 ij^^p c^KO -"Jva tt'o rmsa H'oipyipy *un po iy3y5s 
DD3PTH. BP3T3 Ttt '- f lWK 
.1 .8 PB 
- nyoya T*K omi - c w ^ya D*D lyVuNrnyo r,nto jyo tfn*-
•wminaKSKp D*n IK-2-IKD TWH oi*a Tin 
I«no " t oo"n DKW . ipcaiK y;**i i w « . 
-3»ioff K e*o .iJfattt yoMiw [«no Q'3 IVIR 
.UbKnwt lif-m lyuvrnptoy JHK ,tsm3 iy: 
n J>»'3«1 OKI DMM tf»"ll If VW OTJJ'D 
jy3yp "t >utf ,]y3>KE DH'K jyno - w a i K 
-qraif ]y?n'C "t -iyD?yrr 0*3 c n m * ^»T 
D.VK [y3'M "i .D'*v y33K> K b'mainB n 
T3- 'UK pR ,1J«TB y013 p*P 0*3 "IKD1JTI' 
m «t ;ypm ,3i3y3 pnRoe- y? ptfn»& ••» w 
T'?3 Jpt jyonw PK jyeaya inn HJ3«t "t 
inn OKH SVZH $yynr\ .cn»R a^o uwain 
nam i»P DM1* J3i^ n;Kn yay-ffl (.wawStfc 
-linoya 0*3 
Ktfftjf Wi *"* ^Kt \vo o>3 ;y>'» v a 
TtiBP jyo w .e'3 iy;"5 v a .lynyotJ^yT 
ojw'fyo'iyn .oaRs IHK jnysya potfn£ 
->H « DDIOP »1 T'K 0>nyc ,D3K3 p*P ©V 
-Rn no !K'3i' K .m iyiy-i3K tan iV3"viy» 
•tojnp yo3«3^»nyc pn oow DKII »;KO n ;ya 
ORU poiin fttt&o y?yv3K3vD 3i:y) pc ,|yQ 
-y; ^K3 lira^ jw c*3y» p*R m t»>n3Kn y?« 
-3K o'? jyccy^ya OHH DKM »3y^ nyiy 
OD'MI .raoa^iyD i'« iy anK-jyciyo min 
>yo jnsijm VK DPRO y>yD*a p>>p K tn ^y 
T a ;Dyp3iK-KnoD pit 3JKIIV ^D K »«"BWO 
-jnyo3'» n R^W ,03*03^ n"TD p« cnjnw 
(y3vi ^3y3DO"3ni< PK iyo"3iK po jyo 
*fm >n*o y33Ko iya D;MIM p&m ,-i o*3 
,^nn >n "vwo y^-D apKD y^yp'ou- n 
'•!Kb!.^ I« 0>K-1 D3MW3 liH pK J3K*.1V 
aW >H ,Q3"Viy3'K 1'K >y33'K p'?p K 
ysyyyc PK nnaw jyK>a I.'M D'Q ]KOD'?KE 
.DHDB- pH t?3ys IBODJ'Oam l ln t^ K BV3P 
tye-sya nn iy3'*t asisynya nyo"3-iK nyi pK 
-linKnmra D33W1Y "WD W V^OSy ]y3'M DK» 
oayrn'rK W3ip.-*un aMK JK jfnfiyyi " i 
1'K IHOOKB 01KD K pM IPP IK'3V Tjn pD 
~M K ty (•« ,o«a i'o»a iy33i>i3Kmyc y3"i 
own PM» IR'3V »T PK ;o3yp»i"« DP3P3 iyo 
jnvoy\aKn> K PK jyojyaK oyji*3 ya?y"iN 
ytn iKno yp'OPKiB Tyn PK. y^3K .|k*3i' 
.o>3 n3«3 vp ynKnoy-a 
DKH csyo nysnacs^nyo ,Ty>iMpKD njn 
'1 BK D'3 DKH ;K'31> K «m JT0*>I?»3 »D»U PK DPKD D»D tK ,33'linKDTy PD 03Ihy>W 
D01K3 iy3yaoo"3iK n bib >t pw ,IKWI ijm .j'jpw inyt 5»»D jyo-iyp o»pa^uyn 
c-iysoyr? n po y3K> »i ;y& PK tv^wrhint ' « tVOsyou^K PK lyopWD n IIJE t>3y>'pro 
ii"3-\yT iy3K PK oy .iinyDyaiyc D'WKi liny^JK ojn. ura lyp pfflbtotSQ pK lynx:* 
f ,C3HO D W IK>;\' K pm IK ,oiK»y3 D'j ^K3 ! » I»n -vs^'K ,iy3*>vnya'K iyy3 >y*B •« 
. 
.nppisn tMymw on;^ TJH 40 
.o'DVJya |pt?BOBD3KP IK^KT 100 PK iV3«n 
,5POPDE» ipniK PK Ti-oajttMtab^jh 
tpako p« P ' IUPDKO p*w IPOIP Dipaopo 
-PJSK H 11b -tpo^a-m n .ispnpoe'Dia ipi 
-oyo jinpu pK (poip i p a p c pjpiKosr 
est? /uynpoffou T ? ;P3KO I P I R ,'pSpa 
pK "»P3K lpnp> lVD^RriPJEK |pWj iP33?0'0 
-B'lK U"3 K ,OD"3 TP"J K OITIPH ^KTpIPK 
iPD-w\v>p IPDKOPIM^P JHptJlK Jaajtf 
-so pK IKI 'D ^ S D I'-IBE IP3;ITDKB ya»D3*n 
. IVIP I o" i a T T IP3 
emu V"* ovp* o<a T I K 8 3 o r i j r n *r" 
oo'sv-ipafcm pavfta | w 5 o » 3 j m - " i w K 
"IP H ,"p»J013 D'np3RDPlK*P ' i , , ,PpKC 
-fctflMO'D *P*D T1K JP3KH IV1POW PJP3'f 
prpWK pM |P3P^ DP"3 'lPM**i3WO«"IK IPC 
•jb w own c : 3*1 [»3Kn T O /n*<pa 
-pno IPTSIK p.D iPDKo^un n VIK IPSK^P 
pH DP^p'D 1W JPOIKinP TO pK D'»p3'D 
.eeaipw npo:pn«j njn 
:o3v*-it?p'?p D^VIKO i i n n a 
03KOP33in |K»3P 1PT31K OKH 1913 pK 
0*3, W T T O trow- > P " W ?my3Pi?n « 
/1PBPP p?K 1P3'V IV P'lK ^ KOSrO'K JpllpJ 
pK OBKCPSSK JP5I»K i#P*a v t T O ipawi 
Ipa,inp3;K o«n np^jaiK ipn pK , -pno D P I . 
DKHpJ T 6 IP3RH I p l " ? /W"TD JPOyOK 
T'TO-iptJlK PK OWPO PDU )*3W 0'3 "Hffi K 
.IPO'^Pi ?wttn OKH 
"to I'IKB iv P I K O P OVP' 3fl iPtrna T O 
-3iK P>K pnspiWK iirJjm T Q .]»*>'° IV3»o 
I»: '»K> n 1PTPDP31FC iv IK3DJTV jnpt 
OXfi* OTfVD IK»31*"TPU1K .D1P30PO 1PP!;1K 
D»iia >*ya n pK ,IK>VKD'3K WftWtf? K EK 
^y»n»5 pD.pTJ TPOD'O R .('HTDMi |P!W»C 
-Dp-iK « T O opntioopa-CKn ,onbt t JKOD 
"IK » « l !V DIKf'Wl'D IP?"3D'1K 1KB IPO 
,D$M»TMOVW TO 1P3KH P3?P» , -*0^3 
'•( IPt^pa p,K cnK^iin»o n T D »3 OBKays 
"I .O^pOWtpTpOB'lK TPOBp-U TP3 0*0 
tTOlJD IK *l»3 B1K iyiKllp3 l-K nKl-,3PE P13P 
1KB JP3K11 2 b"31KP3 JP3K-T IPO^SIK >T 
Dp .03PH D5nPBp3DMH ^KT 1P3K.T ,PJ"K 
.^ PDKOPIK^P *P1K PPIITH |piKiiya'BlE*B PK 
-ipo^v PO?K you n PK m 
-K1B3K3 J1K n*3 TPO*na IP! TipO TP3K 
'IPSKOPIK^P ^P131K iJ^"? ,1pD"3nK ^ W P3 
PO mpTii t p i npoaiK ipa^aTPD r K I K ; 
1P3KH «l !P3^P11 (D'PTp iP3*>PP^L- OPT 
0KHP3 KTD IP3KH PK ,03P^P33TT OlTlSPK 
oJnittVa (P33K^pfi pK ipa-iniVD'iK QKP »f 
-inpo n PK jpi'^B n . .o^aiK *>p"i TKE 
•It I^IK IP3^31KD r^K ^K3 JP3*'I TFBPr POD 
PK D7POPOP3 "» 1P2KH p'$K Q'H3 ^ V2 H 
b '^BTK ^KH TPIPllB" K ^ lKB lP0D3'T»yD "1 
,p'Jp T^"»P3P^ JP11P3 IP3"I 
K IV JP013P3 [K'^> *T VI'OKI \$1 pK 
SPTP3K31K W ,D"PJ*BynO IPDEKmpS'D 
PK P/»3PDtPlS H IPlPDyaTPB ,T'TD DPT 
-DPB K *pWt IK'VKJ^KilK '1 |P?J7DB»PP1W-
.|P1I(3 JPTPO 
•pllPa R-JP33KBP33K TO |B3K.T 02*nyiV 
. jppna n IP^OPDIVIPS'K nysyp n pK u u 
,|P331?P3 1'IK CP PK 18"»3 JPD'lW K P3 
K iPD1JP3iP031K T1K TO jySKH DVK 
-P3 PK Dl'l PTPDP13 1KB P'VKO'JK VO^Ta 
1P13W .|K*VKP3K31K TpUlK PK CO'BPa 
IV JP01PP3 TJ'.K PK D'b* ^PJKrPSIpOrK 
pc TP3"Tr I P T omi .Dyiann iyn*it .n^*n 
"1PB IV 1P*1K1\P3 OTWTOeS'K PK 1P^"V PPT 
-3* ,o"V poo'orpasw JK I»',K t p jpa"fa 
DP13K3 -D'OTJ* D3K>VKr»3K3"«l H iPin»ElV 
pv PK »JPOWP3 i^?K !K«3'T -unna PH 
,T»?33P PK .;w^ppa 5p'E inpr DKTI ^iipa 
IPTiniM op'Miiv w * pa^pl1 DDP>C'^ *I 
•p»o p u n e p j ,O»DK ^ g J l W H !'B iprm 
oy?K ."lyaKopiKf'P-'iyitfayp n -IKE f^'v 
-P33K T l DKH DP pK DPTHP3 OKH JPOKPV 
"K.T ^3 DTP -D"PrOpno W«T2 K IP33KE 
px oi?vira o jn |Potw«K O ^ P K ^ H [pa 
IPtNTlP DPI pD OKI ,TlWp 03*8en "1P1 
15 JIB jp-ijm oipapnps a n *1 *m :« *KO 
10 KTOOPP rt -WD -Imi K OJPC 2S ipw 
pM ipaopo "ipiapnpoB'Oia "anproim D:BO 
, is ipaop*.«<3 i p o n p OPT po ,oa*03inpa 
12 "HW 0>CP»3 IPP3KV «l*Tt K •W^»^ 6 AT 
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: " 
"K3 }'3K3 V# CK1 .BD1KW3 B>3 t»K IVOD'3 
IV pK BVJniV PK DKU P>KB>4* 1KB T>VD 
"3^3 !M"I IPC^yoyPK,, m ,jy3K» JPP ,TK 
•3ww W W f t ,[v>n-DW ya^yt ft D'D ,"|yr 
TO? nonft ft r* tin* TO TOi jwa 
**£ K fey nyo^-iK »»n»K ** *'" *"K ""' " ^ O I K wri'taw™ ,yrn»K n t 
»ns> ,i:R> 1W 1» BK-iKoy>K-m cm po 
wow w i * pn* twin w» w w 
o«n oy w
 f w w n D»wo**W*a PK 
•io«P w a n * jrt»iH«'xw « b j n r w .v* 
n« miB fioan »a«fc -we iPDEBSP « yo £* »<?»)*> B>B lycnnv inya am
 tyo»p 
-WVTCi -WW* nonfa n PK P>«s ™B"TK ^ °T>»fiH i«D->Jn PK Yb"njybNP>KE 
•nrwnD irjm i s » ^ wm w W W* » »» WTWW i n * w DP?K3K'YK3WK 
' v-unoix pn iw mm prtfftft TP "«•» ;i«m«u mira* poipwy-
' ^ ««ipenpj »'J ow owi /iwftw -"Wi* ft b*vi w m i o m>jmoD3nnD 
« " » mirttK ill ou nnl P » l»^« OKI -KwtyiuwjtN erf w a n * jwn* n pa 
e w W"> l» o w w n r « ..*&**** J»ii* vfe 20 b«o m emruK r:«) BP> 
ffl*i%» « H no nsn>b 'ijnsynnynyD IKO opn bifB'nya BTIPWK^WIMMIM i n 
ram iiK m W l W P * D J,!?,'rK * ^ tiyonm^MO iw ,D>w>nyi>i3 ,o»c «i 
UPKBD W I*"12 I" ?* 1V""K ,1K ,'U*3^ ">lnK «1B»0D»UW B'3 [IK ,[yJN>¥K3 wpnw 
- « j n IK , |B»W1WW' 0«n«Tfi /*» 'T --IKn^KD J&K3K'YK3iyD3'K JPXKPWCK 
yft'DKp -i»D"31K yPK3K'«K3 tBS»ty#B ">»D IVC*1W *OKBO»D t33»n BJJB»ny3 W'O 
» B « I W i-p IVP W » P iPfi r * iy»» n ^ "1V'1K w * ° ,K ^  "w3* ' i ^ 0 ^ lw •*? 
.pn^'3 .lW3iyojiK jy^ KT jyoosT 
-iK wbDifrPViwa W ^ * voa^'Kiyc *i >"" ,I»DD'>K3K*VK3-U;D3'K yooya ft jys g;K2»,K'DKCK -DOTPinKD,, ^3H W ' 2 PtMPO^W |»0D"3 CK »1| \V2Wi IIH'K O^K 
VVK-ty-lVD yB»DD^K^KD yt?*TK *BKB jy '^OWKD ,DP>K3K'VK3 [JW?KD CV~ 
yO^KP 'T OKH CK3K2. \9W? PD Vl>1» I'H TKUim^ PPKD • .BKn3yD»C |1K OI'DKn 
PK aimj^Ttt jyrvsnB K ^ttOSWhK -IVOKT H j » n 1»>KT »I tw ,^ >>TbK3 oy 
:D3KW bnffii DP y3>yn "n»nw yaJittK .|«w*nvD iv y>»,D*,.iK-is-: 
-I?VK n i^jr»»pyim' iflu JOHMMW W l * |w 'DKBD'D f i l l W ^ V D TW IVD IPP H'" 
-»sr3 v « w V l» ir='i-rs ojn iw y;«ie [ia iyb»»aiK b*a 'saioJiKnjrB wn^KT^K: 
• - " 
! ) • P«^ V I 
, ; " n ,-)V?m pr«
H i ; T ' ty« w >ji lyoD^KJirvKjipa^K snSjf3>^3 IPSK 
-•Dyjb'in ^ y p ^ * n ."!%>? - ••'•'• trig** . - , l « "W"> b.») 1P3K"! lyDyaTyo ,|M jym pK" 
.nonVo T T M - . I cmi »^^vi W lie- a ^ j.J«l>n»m OVl "IKD y^B>'3^ K »I ^KB [7: 
fi»pa»wjnjj W7Q PH c ; r TOO 1751? ij^n
 DD.»n ,|in -\JMI PK'DKH ,P>KB I P C T K b'pc 
$m ihr^w t y ^ > # W «vi - « njn ,BK>P
 W « 3 i K -w.i»K -ah - cy j^K b-nni bK^P w a n * "*p'*i*« 
VK'pK NIKV PK lyDina »»= 
1"1B pK D1M':K3-IK 1»P1N21" 
inyi3K jus Tjrb"3->K ft &o iircs-
i"» ?aw'' »"? ,r==r irt« i^='"» ri"? 
^ J ^ M :••» | « •'«*•!* "I/! t»M M-- — -
-Sitilll?!' ; 
5:MB:-: "•' H V 
.iyp"Wi GjyQiw D * T ^ t i n 42 
px jnyj iinjKJKD ipi >KI rajnyoaxp ->yi TX 
-yo*a x imrvD JPDIXI >xi jya IKPK w i p 
.«IBOKP im. 
pjj DTjiojra n iPaxn RflW a»v K B*B 
|WH310V"J"3 K DTTIRBW |WW» JIDMUtt K 
Ipawi DiyiioBpyDUKB n .JKB-DB"3-)X 
3'D WJHWHKP X tl!0>Km«K B3'>Miy33"x 
ij'tfTyD pK .1M*«* "WT pO IVDjnOTi/D H 
J\S 1VDVC1VD n 1V3KH |K'D1pD»n Tin JID 
-]«3 X tR jlttWPJW DTPniPOPVDISKn »T 
DVPDJWK IVIIO T>""P tay\i JNO lynsiDt.** 
.o'*v pe V:KID K TU TK ay IK p« jinim 
nyp."ij»*;yw H no TM»K y» oja f i w i -
ypi IJIK D3yo m»K» ;Dijnji3D»nK -warno 
*jm ,B'3 3MK ;J»3?32K3 V^J ypKB 331*15182 
-
.|»ajn}itD»3 "jyaKO,, v ' * TJQ ]B>, 
-ipwn avu -*j*3 \i ennprno' in -im 
:a"UrBB3yy3 v»a DKH -n no -iy3"K pK JM 
-jii«r ow »3yp mm IK ifts»ri in-x 3MKH 
rjr»yD3«p nm JPKO I:IX DM'W KB j w 
H ".jyo^rw t*K 
Tya>y» .ip-mnys o i n y ^ y PK p-nBD K 
3DKPP33X pK B"V F3JX> X tnp'V1*» BW1 
:KD imaiDtrpu DPI lyaw .i>y3 yipiip 
.nyoyot" IPTTIK" puwiw jx*3*.* 1 DKH 
yiy3jiw ya'>oy Yiynypyj HT PK ami 
33>nay3 iy3"i -IPD^-- PP'BPKDJIK jraapa 
ajypw B»; Ti IPs owi nxo-iyi px ljramw 
i n BDKPP33K oxn ay -IP3*3"K i»y«mo 
.B'MWa P«TDD pK IK>KI "unjpinB |*»)v 
PD Tp33p3 pnpD*-3 inEiuu ty;"i mmtpo 
.!K»31' Tin 
n " 3 jy;"t U»K*YKJ «w» irm m .DSKIW 
-jysy^ys yt30i3'o jny »3 "t jyiw #03*0 
-?1M IK |yp'lP 1^D3b JP0D3">P CV1 "3 ,D"H 
CK1 .ItffifiXll H IV VI |J0nP3 pK DIDKB'D 
MVT,C >3 oiip .\vo>yi w»i ma iyo DKS» 
ana?* v.t l»3ip yoi3K»^3 n .Tin v i ?»o 
^T o'nsyo ivo pK iyt33yDUiK ixu ojy? jyo 
•1H33H IX jyo DOy?C DDK T.1W pK D'lK 
|1K DTyni&0pyD13KS iys?»llV DD3ir2H3K 
l?3>y? Dm, »TIK jyDK>py3 immi iro^yiK 
"a^y^3x iv\ TX ,D3ypiy3x IK njny* .[DIK 
-'u np3K VK imjn jroam yD'iiys DKH nv 
,a3KQ VDMUM K tf3Xn >Kr is iy iy IK ,3-0 
cyn "w "lyiyiJK Tin* :K nyan j«i w DIK 
IINT ,D^3 Tycxo ^XS3K DJTI [yropyBoyS 
iy3X
 r33Kiiv iv.3»naw IK ISKDCD'K i«? jyo 
-D'3 jyD>yn iy>o*3 w ^ n f l iy» IKT iii 
t'l'w a*na oaxa n ivaKn KI>K lira «IIKI 
-n a*: I\M PK.B'bijn nysx .*SD lyBvy? 
pe'KnBD i s lyijnjx cv~ nytn \ss IK ,DJXI 
~;3 yny* "3 a*3B px BSKD H i n y r ^ F px 
.B'*n3y3j^ 
•"K Dy3i*a OKI >nxBODK DDjno oy 
nW) D3H>3V po nyBynaiyu ISTJK Dosvert 
cna *>y3 H B'O r3jnyo3Kp x >'3 T I in>»> 
.anxnayo y3yox>y3 »*i ]x i»r iyoyiiyo JHI 
KIK ,D*iK if I B'n3yB jya nyp3 .Bwna'o*. 
WKI PK [yoi,Kn3»x B»3 yt IKP lyByToiyD 
"3K3 B*3 iy>yil >M 3*1H OKI .TX ;P*jn3K DW 
-KD.-IPO oy» ,33nmxD y:y i n n H jyay; 
-KT80 WKD'D .U3y33K; iy?KT "T IK "(JD 
IwynDMK njt !»iyi3K Djri jyo I»P PKJVE* 
.•vnyT ipsj^a IPP.DKT .iy3"KTya*x Tjn«K 
'-
.1914 p« i9i5 n«fi DDJ?D yjynjiaj?: / 
-pun oipDisa DVI«^. DDJTD p j j ruuyj *ms j m p ^ i v j n « W2»n V D 
)*inK ^MCJB' yry^ ya«n yajnyviyD pna^wiwy »i . I S M p « 1913 -IHD ^ y p 
•iyn yi IV^KT |y3yn «i t ^ . n y s^m iyiy^ ^ - -lyoa^ys y$y*x*B8 iwaajtr 
V 




.wv5*n JTOYB ijn "2 . / m e n v: ,pimr 
WMWi lyJwwa jyj'M D-WTBD yen* R 
-town yiynR y^a D»O nyayto jnywiyj pc. 
•DKS TTI vw iyo«e*yj jysRn ya>jm ,uny» 
D'*n«o .o'^yijv "iiv ormpiy pR yo 
bruumTys tpiip tut ,p*»«3 .z* PR pan 
.B*3vrtKP»tf3** D*K1^  — »»*TI K 
ran K iy;"i y^ yoiR w ^ i m y * ytfyw 
cyctp n -MVicn TO PK ^KI ya^njmya 
.t»v raw Mra»c |jrin ts*3 vt prcuya 
PR -iyo"3iK yojmipyiy n pn |j$$ n 
,y-;;yD'HVTyn R pR r»jrmn R # pniya 
PR jrww po 8&R>*8t»JKnH 100 K ty'^ -K 
v»n ;yo*nDiyo iimya |»m onyaa- mruR 
.|yow0in 
pc iyo"2iK yoTtownR *! n J n f Qnti 
ix mr.r yera^Riyo c o ^ r isntteD T385 
•iny»3jn teiyiyc pit B»DO n pb .jy-wwc 
y^riy-nyo ytn IV yiay IB jyaRs w ;y; 
tp"TE3D (sny pn Dyo«: n jio n'tryo 
DDKO i;K3"iyD Tin^ac jyo*nj jyttfyor 
,*I&ORP jys'ODMi o»2»5 iyciR- « ftn c w 
IK p« oyBMjyj pnKDi? -lnyT 1*1 ORH n p* 
jnn* « itnri ^Ri M twftm Tin IW-K 
•mw [yDRcya PR "onepnKD. .UfDOK-
.lyjnnsya w D"p*najntt»<u ym DIM pn 
v* iw™ ipm-pn nHwu yocny n 11c 
V*5a mm 33io"v ytn DKT jynyi IV -m*op 
njn PR IKOPRD lyj'DD'n R nnyt tirty.i 
yiprPK »i DR» 0"3iR DaaiK'UB'iR iyo> 
•Ti -iMD DWP lysRn WR'KRPJRSIR m n v 
•vno yD;RDyiye3'R D*D MD PR 33iD"x n 
-y33R'pR Cy3 V3R3 DMR D.TVT PR ly^P'DIR 
•ony; 
ftyfc Vl*8 1*8 3^R2iy .in'M pEWl) TO 
>y3M3 
.p'nBD njpYiBD p» r romp "lya^ais 
5yjK8*ynyD3,R n o«n DRSRO lyoxy? 
1*8 P'^ TCD R lyOViySDMnR JR'3V DT»*T t^ 
." 
Named shoes a r e frequently made in Non-Union 
factories 
DO NOT BUY ANY SHOE 
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BOOT AND SHOE WORKERS' UNION 
246 Summer Street, Boston, Mass. 
JOHN F. TOM1N, f M . CHAS. U BAINS, S^'yTrmm. 
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